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Anotácia
Moderné výpočtové metódy umožňujú detailne modelovať a simulovať ľudské správanie a čoraz viac prenikajú do oblasti humanitných vied. V poslednom období sa
do popredia dostávajú agentové modely, najmä vďaka schopnosti produkovať zložité
globálne vzorce správania na základe jednoduchých pravidiel, ktorými sa riadia jednotliví agenti. Napriek tomu, hlbšie príčiny a presný process vzniku pozorovaných
emergentných javov často zostávajú nevysvetlené.
Cieľom tejto dizertácie je prispieť k odhaľovaniu a skúmaniu kauzálnych vzťahov
pri vzniku emergentných javov v agentových modeloch ľudského správania. Na základe nelineárnej štrukturálnej kauzality bola sformulovaná nová analytická metóda,
ktorá bola aj prakticky aplikovaná a zároveň experimentálne overená na konkrétnom
modeli ľudského správania z projektu EUSAS. V závere práce sú jej hlavné princípy
zovšeobecnené pre aplikáciu na iné systémy podobného typu. Metóda je založená na
pojme kauzálneho rozkladu modelovej premennej, ktorý kvantifikuje podiel rôznych
faktorov na jej číselnej hodnote. Na základe kvantifikácie a rozčlenenia ich účinku
môžeme následne posúdiť ich relatívnu dôležitosť v kľúčových raných obdobiach,
kedy sa skúmaný emergentný jav iba začína formovať. Navyše, kauzálne rozklady
možno použiť aj na predikciu emergencie, pričom časový vývoj predikčnej presnosti
ich zložiek indikuje hlbšie príčiny emergencie a tiež možnosti, ako ju dostať pod
kontrolu.
Kľúčové slová: modelovanie ľudského správania, agentové modely, multiagentová
simulácia, emergencia, kauzálna analýza, dolovanie dát a strojové učenie
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Annotation
Modern computing techniques enable detailed modelling and simulation of human
behaviour, and increasingly permeate social sciences. Recently, agent-based models
have gained prominence due to their ability to produce complex behaviours from
simple rules governing individual agents. Yet, the underlying causes as well as the
processes by which the emergent phenomena arise have often remained a mystery.
The goal of this dissertation is to contribute towards the discovery and exploration of causal relationships leading to emergence in agent-based models of human
behaviour. A new method based on nonlinear structural causality is formulated
and then applied to, as well as evaluated on, a model of human behaviour used in
project EUSAS. In the Conclusion its main principles are generalised for application
to other similar systems. The method is based on the concept of a causal partition of
a model variable which quantifies the contribution of various factors to its numerical
value. Quantifying and separating their effects makes it possible to judge their relative importance in crucial early periods during which the emergent behaviour of the
system begins to form. Moreover, causal partitions can be used as the predictors of
emergence: the time evolution of the predictive accuracy of their components hints
at the deeper causes of emergence and at the possibilities to bring it under control.
Keywords: human behaviour modelling, agent-based models, multiagent simulation, emergence, causal analysis, data mining and machine learning
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Introduction
According to the recent European Agent Technology Roadmap [56], agent-based
computing is “one of the most vibrant and important areas of research and development” in IT. The Roadmap considers agent technologies from three perspectives:
a) agents as design metaphor; b) agents as a source of technologies; and c) agents
as simulation.
This dissertation is concerned mainly with the third perspective in which agents
figure as natural models for many complex real-world phenomena. In particular,
their ability to generate surprising emergent behaviours from simple rules governing individual agents has made them an attractive modelling tool for social
sciences. Yet the underlying causes and the actual processes by which the emergent behaviours arise have often remained a mystery. The Roadmap states that
“understanding the mechanisms that can be used to model, assess and engineer
self-organisation and emergence in multi-agent systems is an issue of major interest.” In a similar vein, a UK governmental report [16] declares that the “difficulty in
forming rigorous causal characterisations of the aggregate behaviour of a complex
system (rather than the absence of regularity or predictability in this aggregate behaviour) . . . is the more legitimate barrier to adopting complex-systems approaches
in an ICT engineering context.” This dissertation is an attempt to contribute towards the discovery and exploration of causal relationships leading to emergence
in agent-based models of human behaviour.
This goal has been realised in three steps. First, a generic agent architecture has
been designed for easy incorporation and exploration of various models of human
nature and behaviour (chapter 4). Second, a new analytical method was proposed
on the basis of the theory of nonlinear structural causality, which is a nonlinear
and nonparametric form of Structural Equation Modelling – SEM (chapter 5).
Third, the new method was demonstrated through an exemplary application to
the simulation data from experiments conducted in the proposed agent architecture
(chapter 6).
The method is based on the concept of a causal partition of a model variable
which quantifies the contribution of various causal factors to its numerical value.
Causal partitions enable the analyst to judge the relative importance of causal
factors over crucial early periods during which the emergent behaviour of the
system begins to form. Moreover, causal partitions can be used as the predictors
of emergence: the time evolution of the predictive accuracy of their components
hints at the deeper causes of emergence and at the possibilities to bring it under
control.
1
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In consequence, this dissertation spans four fields: a) human behaviour modelling; b) agent-based simulations; c) nonlinear structural causality; and d) data
mining and machine learning. The first has provided the investigated model, the
second various technologies for its software implementation and simulation, the
third general analytical principles, and the fourth the means for applying these
analytical principles to large amounts of computer-generated simulation data.
Each of these fields is large enough to merit a dedicated dissertation of its own.
In order to keep this dissertation manageable, it was therefore necessary to restrict the attention only to the most relevant aspects of each field. The focus
was provided by the needs and requirements of project EUSAS, in the context of
which a major part of this dissertation was realised. Thus the dissertation analyses
the emergent behaviour in one of project EUSAS’s use case scenarios (described
in more detail in section 6.1.2) through simulation experiments conducted in the
agent-based simulator (ABS) designed as part of this dissertation and implemented
for project EUSAS at the Institute of Informatics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences.

Chapter 1
State of the Art
As mentioned in the Introduction, this dissertation lies in the intersection of four
large areas. Human Behaviour Modelling (HBM) is its problem domain and supplies the specific human behaviour model to be analysed. It will be well to point
out right at the start that this dissertation is not concerned with the model’s degree of realism, that is, with how closely its equations approximate the behaviour
of real human beings. It merely accepts the equations as given and tries to analyse
one particular instance of emergent behaviour observed while simulating them on
a computer.
Agent-based computing comes on the heels of HBM as a natural modelling
approach and the source of various ready-made simulation platforms and libraries.
Here the task of the dissertation was to design a generic agent architecture suitable
for exploratory analysis of the widest possible class of agent-based HBM models.
Third comes causal analysis, especially the theory of nonlinear structural causality,
which is the source of general principles underlying the new method of causal
partitions proposed in this dissertation. Fourth comes data mining and machine
learning through which those general analytical principles are applied to large
amounts of computer-generated simulation data.
The following sections give a brief summary of the state of the art in these four
fields. Attention has been restricted to the aspects most relevant to the goals of
this dissertation and to the project context in which it was realised.

1.1

Human Behaviour Modelling

Human Behaviour Modelling (HBM) is an important area of computational science
with implications not only for social sciences, but also for economics, epidemiology
and other fields. Scientific literature abounds in specialized models of human
cognition, emotion and other socio-psychological functions and processes. One of
the challenges in HBM is how to make these models interoperate given the fact that
they are created by experts from diverse fields, and often for divergent purposes.
The task gets even more difficult when the models have to interoperate in real
time as happened in one of our research projects, project EUSAS funded by the
European Defence Agency (EDA). One of its goals was to model crowd-phenomena

3
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and crowd behaviour, but also to use the system for virtual training of security
forces. This meant that real people (security forces) were expected to interact with
simulated characters (civilians) in a highly realistic 3-D cyber environment in real
time – a requirement which placed significant constraints on eligible techniques
and approaches.
The remainder of this section introduces the EUSAS project and sketches out
the state of the art in human behaviour modelling from the project’s perspective.

1.1.1

The EUSAS project

The main motive behind the EUSAS project was the need to train security forces
to handle asymmetric security threats. Asymmetric threats are those in which the
opponents of security forces are not regular military forces but rather civilians (as
in the case of 2001 Gothenburg riots1 ) or insurgents (as in the case of the recent
ISAF mission2 in Afghanistan).
Security training can be provided in three modes:
1. Live training – real people operating real equipment in a real environment.
It is provided in special training centres and is closest to reality, but even
in such centres, the repertoire of available terrains is limited, and to train
with large numbers of rioters or insurgents can be costly. Moreover, there
are situations that cannot be so trained because of physical danger they pose
to the participants.
2. Virtual training – real people operating simulated equipment in a simulated environment (typically through game consoles or augmented reality
devices). This is less realistic but much less expensive. It also enables practising dangerous situations. The use of advanced game technology for other
purposes than pure entertainment – e.g. in defence, education, scientific exploration, health care or emergency management – is termed “serious game.”
3. Constructive training – simulated people operating simulated equipment
in a simulated environment. It is the least realistic but also the least expensive mode, and practically the only one in which multiparametric simulation
studies and Data Farming can be conducted.
The EUSAS project combines virtual training capabilities with constructive
ones. In virtual training mode, real people representing security forces operate
in a highly realistic 3-D cyber environment and their goal is to handle one or
several groups of simulated rioters or insurgents. The constructive mode is used
for mission analysis through Data Farming, in which a large number of simulations
of a given scenario (with both the security forces and their opponents simulated)
is executed in parallel, each with different values of input parameters. In this way
it is possible to validate the robustness of various tactics for handling security
1
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gothenburg_Riots
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISAF
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threats, with an added advantage of using the analysis results also for improving
the agent behaviour models. Virtual training sessions can also be logged and
analysed, and the analysis of tactics used by experienced security personnel (as
opposed to novices) may help improve the rules of engagement as well as agent
models.
The main components of the EUSAS system are depicted in Figure 1.1. In
the centre is the Modelling component representing the behaviour models, which
are to be used in both virtual training (i.e. serious game – top right) and data
farming (bottom right). The results (simulation logs) are to be analysed through
a learning functionality (middle right) and used for improving and updating the
behaviour models. In parallel, the results of training and data farming can be
directly evaluated by the users of the system and used for updating and improving
the rules of engagement (middle left), which the security forces are supposed to
follow when dealing with security threats.

Figure 1.1: Main components of the EUSAS project (reproduced from [21])

1.1.2

Human Behaviour Modelling in project EUSAS

Human behaviour is a wide area studied by a variety of disciplines. This dissertation, however, is concerned only with the specific sub-area relevant for project
EUSAS, that is, human behaviour modelling for security and military applications. In this sub-field, the focus is often on modelling the military combatants
and higher-level military units [70]. Project EUSAS on the other hand focused
primarily on modelling the non-military participants – civilians in their various
roles as rioters, insurgents or casual bystanders. Broadly following [35] and [77],
we briefly recapitulate the relevant principles and approaches here.
In simulation models aiming at representing human behaviour, the main challenge is to capture the relevant aspects of human information processing at the
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right level of granularity. This includes information intake, construction and update of a human being’s mental world view, decision making and behaviour control.
To date, there is a variety of attempts to model human information processing and
behaviour control. Some focus on the interplay between emotion and the quality
of human decision making. Belavkin [10] investigated effects of emotion during
problem solving based upon ACT-R cognitive architecture. Marinier [59] combined a cognitive theory of behaviour control and a theory of emotion in a unified
computational model. Besides, there are approaches to model arousal’s impact
on memory. Cochran [20] proposed a framework for emotion to be included in
an integrated cognitive architecture that originally did not account for emotions.
Cañamero [18] proposed a way to model motivations and emotions as a basis for
intelligent behaviour, and Latané [55] proposed a dynamic theory of social impact
based on the view of society as a self-organising system.
Emotions and other motives are the principal drivers of human behaviour when
it comes to collective aggression. In Summers [80], collective violence is defined
as follows: "‘collective violence’ refers to situations in which people are harmed by
the joint contributions of others. The number of perpetrators can range from a
small group to an entire society. The number and type of victims can also range
widely." Thus, collective violence describes the instrumental use of violence by
people who identify themselves as members of a group against another group or
set of individuals, in order to achieve political, economic or social objectives.
In her research work about collective violence, Metzger [61] summarizes that collective violence may not be equated with the aggregation of individual aggressive
behaviours. Individual aggression mostly targets an individual person, whereas
collective aggression targets another collective. According to Nolting [63], individual violence is self-motivated, i.e. the individual decides and acts on his own. By
contrast, collective violence is mostly caused by external motivations (e.g. obeying
commands or following role models) and compunction is often reduced because of
anonymity, distribution of responsibility and group ideology.
According to Berkowitz [11], "the activities of most functioning groups are not
determined by the motivations of each member in equal proportion to the others
in his group. A group cannot always be regarded as the simple additive sum of
its members; power is not distributed equally among the members". This implies
that individual and collective violence need to be distinguished.
Based on these observations, a socio-psychological model for the emergence of
collective aggression was developed for project EUSAS by a team from Cassidian
(now Airbus Defence & Space)3 . This model underlies the motivating use case of
this dissertation and is presented in detail in the Appendix (section A.1).

1.2

Agent Technologies

The Agent Technology Roadmap 2005 [56], created within the European Commission’s Sixth Framework Programme (FP6), describes agent-based systems as “one
3
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of the most vibrant and important areas of research and development” in IT. The
Roadmap considers this trend as intimately linked with the upcoming paradigmatic shift in computing: originally, computation was envisaged “as calculation,
or operations undertaken on numbers. With widespread digital storage and manipulation of non-numerical information from the 1960s onwards, computation was
re-conceptualised more generally as information processing, or operations on text,
audio or video data. With the growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web
over the last fifteen years . . . a new metaphor for computation is required: computation as interaction” [56]. Agent-based technologies fit in with this paradigm
shift eminently well, and could in fact become its primary enabler.
The Roadmap defines the notion of “agent” pragmatically as “a computer system that is capable of flexible autonomous action in dynamic, unpredictable, typically multi-agent domains.” From this point of view, “the concept of an agent
has found currency in a diverse range of sub-disciplines of information technology,
including computer networks, software engineering, artificial intelligence, humancomputer interaction, distributed and concurrent systems, mobile systems, telematics, computer-supported cooperative work, control systems, decision support,
information retrieval and management, and electronic commerce. In practical developments, web services, for example, now . . . support a service-oriented view
of distinct and independent software components interacting to provide valuable
functionality” [56]. Among these, the major assisting trend seems to be distributed
computing with autonomous components, which exhibits notable convergence with
the principles of agent-based computing.
According to the Roadmap, agent technologies can be considered from three
perspectives:
1. Agents as design metaphor: wherever there is a need to structure an application around autonomous and communicating components, agent-based
perspective can help.
2. Agents as a source of technologies for dealing with interactions in dynamic, open environments. This perspective focuses on reusing existing agent
solutions in order to address such issues as balancing reaction and deliberation in agents, learning from and about other agents, negotiating and cooperating with other agents, and forming and managing coalitions or other
agent organisations.
3. Agents as Simulation: agents represent natural models for many complex and dynamic real-world phenomena, such as economies, societies, or
ecological and biological communities and environments.
In this dissertation, the third perspective is the most prominent. In the following
subsections we therefore review salient aspects of agent-based computing primarily
from the point of view of using agents as a simulation tool.
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8

Agent Theories and Architectures

This section draws primarily on the surveys by Wooldridge and Jennings [89, 88].
Agent theories define in abstract terms what an agent is and devise mathematical formalisms for representing and reasoning about the properties of agents.
Agent architectures are software engineering models and methodologies guiding
designers in the process of creation of agents that correctly implement a given agent
theory. Typically, agent architectures facilitate decomposition of an agent into
component modules, either directly be defining a “canonical” set of components,
or indirectly, by defining an abstract decomposition methodology.
Agent-based approach draws on the philosophical underpinnings of the notion of
agency, which designates the capacity of an agent (a human being or other entity)
to act in the world on the basis of its own autonomous decisions4 . This makes the
agents different from natural forces, which are conceptualized as operating either
deterministically or randomly.
In sociology, the notion of agency is used in a more specific sense: it refers
to the capacity of individuals to make their own free choices as opposed to the
determining or limiting influence of social structure, i.e. factors such as social
class, religion, gender, ethnicity, customs, etc.5
In the field of agent-based computing there is as yet no single universally accepted definition of the term agent. Nevertheless, there appears to be a reasonable
consensus about a weak notion of agency, in which an agent is characterised by:
• Autonomy: ability to operate without the direct intervention of humans or
others, with some degree of control over one’s own actions and internal state;
• Social ability: ability to interact with other agents (and possibly humans);
• Reactivity: ability to perceive the environment (which may be a physical
world, but also Internet, etc.) and respond in a timely fashion to changes
occurring in it;
• Pro-activeness: ability to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative.
This widely shared view of agency is employed in the emerging discipline of
agent-based software engineering [27, 14], and is often perceived as an outgrowth
of the concurrent object-oriented programming paradigm [37].
A stronger notion of agency is typically employed in the field of artificial intelligence where the agent, in addition to the properties listed above, is either
conceptualised or implemented using mentalistic notions typically applied to humans, such as knowledge, belief, intention, obligation or even emotion. In the work
described in this dissertation there is a clear need for this stronger notion.
In this stronger view, the crucial concept seems to be that of intention: an
intelligent agent can be most conveniently described as an intentional system.
4
5
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Wooldridge and Jennings [89, 88] distinguish two categories of “mental” attitudes
characterising agents: information attitudes, such as belief and knowledge, which
represent the information an agent has about the world it occupies, and proattitudes, such as desire, intention, obligation, commitment, choice, etc., which
guide the agent’s actions. Much work in agent theory consists in attempts to determine the relationships between different attitudes and to formalize the reasoning
about them.
For this purpose, however, the classical first-order logic is insufficient since intentional notions, such as belief and desire, cannot be represented as truth-functional
operators (whose truth value would depend solely on the truth values of its constituents). It is necessary to use either modal logics, or devise some kind of metalanguage extending the first order logic into a many-sorted first-order language
with predicates representing the intentional notions. As a result, many such attempts adopt a possible worlds semantics. However, possible worlds semantics face
certain difficulties, e.g. the logical omniscience problem, which requires an agent
to be a perfect reasoner. In other words, an agent is supposed to know all the
logical truths and to have its set of beliefs closed under logical implication (i.e.
to also believe whatever is logically implied by its beliefs). Such a requirement
is clearly unrealistic for resource-bound agents, the only kind we can ever hope
to construct. Consequently, early deliberative agents built purely on the logical
foundations with some kind of theorem prover and planner as their sole sources of
intelligence often proved less than satisfactory.
Attempts to rectify the situation proceeded along several directions. Some
researchers like Brooks [15] argued that intelligent behaviour was an emergent
property of certain complex systems and, as such, could be generated without explicit representation and abstract reasoning of the kind that symbolic AI proposes.
Moreover, for Brooks, “real” intelligence was situated in the world rather than in
disembodied systems such as theorem provers or expert systems. Brooks proposed
a subsumption architecture comprising a hierarchy of competing simple reactive
behaviours and demonstrated that robots built along these lines could perform
tasks that would be considered as impressive if they were achieved by symbolic AI
systems.
Other researchers argued for combining the deliberative and the reactive approaches in hybrid, layered systems [28, 62, 30]. Often, reactive layer is given
some kind of precedence over the deliberative one, so that it can provide a rapid
response to important environmental events and changes. Several of these hybrid
systems draw on a so-called BDI-model of agency introduced by Bratman [12, 13],
which, over time, has gained prominence among agent-based approaches.
BDI model and architecture
BDI is both an agent theory and an architecture. As a theory, it is concerned with
rational agents and argues that practical reasoning by resource-bound rational
agents requires that they be endowed with three kinds of mental attitudes: beliefs
(information about the world they inhabit), desires (their goals) and intentions
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(ways of achieving the goals, i.e. abstract and concrete plans). In [13], rational
behaviour is defined as the production of actions that further the goals of an agent,
based upon its conception of the world. This requires, as a minimum, two forms
of reasoning:
1. Means-ends reasoning, i.e. planning;
2. Deliberation, i.e. weighing of competing alternatives or plans.
These two forms of reasoning must interact in a well defined fashion and also
take into account the resource-boundedness of the agent. In BDI, the key notion
in the solution to this problem is that of intention. It is intimately linked with the
notion of plan; intentions could in fact be defined as the currently active subset
of plans that the agent has adopted for execution. In order to cope with a fastchanging world, even the adopted plans need to be kept flexible by being partial
– either temporally, by accounting for some periods of time but not for others, or
structurally, by fixing ends (subgoals) but leaving open for later deliberation the
question of means to those ends. In this way the adopted plans (or intentions)
constrain and focus further practical-reasoning process: so long as the chosen goals
and subgoals are considered achievable, the agent can focus on filling in the gaps
in the adopted plans for achieving them and need not consider options inconsistent
with those goals. This focusing role of plans and intentions is the BDI solution to
the problem of “perfect reasoner” that arose in purely symbolic AI agents.
BDI model has been extremely useful and widely used in practice, but for the
purposes of this dissertation it lacks a crucial element – emotions.
EBDI - Emotional BDI
The best known attempt to enrich the BDI architecture with emotions is that by
Jiang et al. [38]. Based on the work of Damasio [22], they enriched the traditional
BDI architecture with primary and secondary emotions, which both influence the
decision-making process of an agent. Primary emotions adjust the priority of
beliefs and so speed up the decision making (a contribution towards the resolution
of the problem of resource-boundedness), while secondary emotions help refine the
decision when there is time. Further changes to the traditional BDI architecture
include the possibility of new beliefs to come not only from perception, but also
from communication and contemplation. A major problem in the traditional BDI
model is the (potential) over-commitment of agents to their intentions. In order
to address it, Jiang et al. shift the control of reconsideration of plans into the
plan execution function which can make better decisions taking into account the
specific agent type and strategy.
The modular structure of EBDI agents is shown in Figure 1.2. The execution
cycle, starting from the top of the figure, is described in [38] as follows:
1. When there is new information from the environment via sensor or communication messages, the EBDI agent generates new belief candidates;
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of EBDI agent architecture (reproduced from [38])
2. These belief candidates together with current intentions trigger emotion updating, that is, the agent obtains its first feeling about the information;
3. Based on the new emotion status and the new information, together with
current intentions as a guide, the agent re-evaluates its beliefs;
4. From the beliefs and intentions, the agent generates desires;
5. Under the influence of the emotions, the agent chooses the best options or
intentions based on current beliefs, desires and intentions.
6. From this deliberation result, the secondary emotions are triggered, and this
updating is based on current intentions, beliefs and previous emotions.
7. If there is no time for deeper consideration, or the emotion status is not
changed, the agent will directly generate a detailed plan and execute it.
Otherwise, the agent begins a deeper consideration and refines the decision
making. It will reconsider if current beliefs are suitable and also reconsider
its desires and intentions. After this reconsideration, the agent generates a
plan and executes it.
The PECS Reference Model
Another approach that explicitly models human emotions and their impact on
human decision-making is the PECS reference model [76]. The acronym “PECS”
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stands for Physical conditions, Emotional state, Cognitive capabilities and Social status. According to [76], “PECS is a multi-purpose reference model for the
simulation of human behaviour in a social environment.”
The internal structure of PECS agents is shown in Figure 1.3. Black arrows
represent causal dependencies, red arrows the actual flow of information. Following general systems theory, PECS agents are structured into input, internal
state and output. Sensor and Perception components receive and pre-process the
information from the environment, so they represent input. The middle four components (Social Status, Cognition, Emotion and Physis) together represent the
internal state of the agent. Each of them has its own internal state variables (Z)
along with their state transition functions (F). Cognition component additionally includes goals (G), action plans (P) and thinking functions, so it is the most
complicated component of the four. Behaviour and Actor components represent
output: the first determines the actions to be executed, the second executes them.

Figure 1.3: Structure of a PECS Agent (reproduced from [76])
In simple agents the state variables can directly determine the behaviour. In
general, however, the situation is more complex. In the PECS model, behaviour
is driven by the so-called “motives” that causally depend on (but are not identical
with) state variables. A good example is the level of physical energy (a state variable), and the perceived intensity of hunger (a corresponding motive). There is a
causal dependency, but the relationship is nonlinear. The PECS model introduces
the function H that converts state variables into motives. This function needs to
be defined so that various motives (hunger, fear, anger, etc.) are numerically comparable. At suitable points during the simulation, the values of all the motives are
evaluated, and the motive with the highest intensity gains control over the agent’s
behaviour.
The PECS reference model is universal; it serves as a blueprint for a whole
class of real systems with a common deep structure, differing only in superficial
qualities. The adaptation to individual conditions occurs by filling in the slots
provided by the architecture (by defining appropriate state variables and their
state transition functions) and by leaving out the slots that are not needed. These
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properties make PECS an ideal container for diverse socio-psychological models of
human behaviour, provided that they are compatible with the idea of numerically
comparable internal motivations driving the agent’s external behaviour.
From the point of view of project EUSAS, PECS reference model was considered
simpler and more straightforward than EBDI. PECS models emotions explicitly
and, at the same time, can incorporate the other key components of EBDI –
Beliefs in a suitable form in an agent’s memory, Desires in “Goals”, and Intentions
as a combination of motives and “Plans”. Except emotions, all the other EBDI
constructs map directly to the PECS Cognition component in Figure 1.3. An
added advantage was that one member of the EUSAS project consortium already
had a positive experience with the PECS reference model in previous projects, and
that the description of the model of collective aggression underlying our motivating
use case in fact followed the PECS methodology. For these reasons, the EUSAS
project decided to start with the PECS reference model and to incorporate more
advanced constructs from other models, such as EBDI, as and when needed.

1.2.2

Agent-Based Simulation Platforms

Having settled on the agent architecture, the next step in the EUSAS project was
to choose a suitable agent-based simulation platform. The search, performed by
a subgroup of the project team, was reported in [54]. It was a two-step process.
The first phase consisted of perusing existing surveys of agent-based simulation
platforms, such as [31, 8, 74], and short listing the most promising candidates. In
the second phase, the short listed candidates were evaluated in depth through the
implementation of a simplified exemplary scenario.
Simulation platforms mentioned in the surveys included NetLogo, MASON,
Repast, Swarm and Java Swarm. Of these, NetLogo and MASON were shortlisted
for an in-depth evaluation by implementation. While implementing the exemplary
scenario, the following criteria were considered:
• Loading and Representing the Environment and the Scenario: available means
for representing and implementing simulation scenarios and physical environments, in particular the possibility to load the environment model from GIS
data as well as support for 3D, 2D and layered environments.
• Creating and Representing Agents: available means to create, represent and
implement agents, and how the agents perceive other agents or their environment.
• Behavior Implementation and Representation.
• Physical Movement Implementation: support for the physical movement of
the agents in the environment, e.g. how they pass around obstacles or how
a coordinated movement of crowd is supported. This relates to Flocking and
Steering behaviours of agents.
• Visualization: Support for simulation visualization, but also for switching it
off (the latter mainly for Data Farming purposes).
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• Parameterization: support for simulation parameterization in order to run
parametric studies (Data Farming).
• Model check-pointing: support for model check pointing – stopping, storing,
loading and running simulation from a previously stored break-point.
• Analytical Tools: in-built support and data analytical tools.
• Logging: support for logging the simulation data, which is essential for multiparametric studies.
• Performance: the perceived performance and objective performance measures for NetLogo and MASON for 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 simulated civilian
agents.
• Standards: support for related standards such as HLA6 or FIPA7 .
• Development Environment of the evaluated platforms.
Based on these criteria, MASON8 – a Java-based open-source simulation library
– was selected as the most suitable agent-based platform for project EUSAS. After
this decision, the project team focused on implementing in MASON the generic
agent architecture designed as part of this dissertation in chapter 4. The resulting
agent-based simulator (ABS) was then used to implement, simulate and investigate
the model of collective aggression described in the Appendix (section A.1).

1.2.3

Semantic Aspects

Right from the start, project EUSAS envisaged the use of semantic and knowledgebased approaches in order to achieve a unified semantic description of human
behaviour models. A semantic approach entails the design and development of
software systems with some sort of explicit knowledge base as well as a reasoner
capable of utilizing or inferring new facts from that stored knowledge.
Deliberative and BDI agents contain a native knowledge base – their model of
the world, represented by Beliefs in BDI. Accordingly, they also possess a corresponding reasoner in order to process that knowledge. For project EUSAS, once it
settled on the PECS reference model, this approach to knowledge management was
considered as too heavy. The project team preferred a combination of agent-based
approach with some kind of light-weight semantics, for example those inspired by
the semantic web. Use of such techniques in the field of distributed information
management was explored in [53]. Although in project EUSAS the application
field was different from that of [53], still there were deeper similarities pointing in
the direction of semantic web techniques, such as OWL, XML and RDF [6, 1, 5].
Therefore it was decided that project EUSAS would build a dedicated ontology
based on OWL and use Pellet [4] as a reasoner. A common ontology at the core
6
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of the intended intermediation infrastructure would guarantee a unified semantic
description of all the behaviour models used in the project. This use of OWL was
also highly innovative – while the semantic web technologies were successful in
many areas, to the best of the project team’s knowledge they were never yet used
for behaviour models description and intermediation.
Although some attempts at supporting the environment and behaviour modelling with ontologies in multi-agent crowd simulations already exist [23, 9, 65],
they do not provide a concise and universal way for application in simulation
frameworks requiring both 2D and 3D simulations and complex behaviour models.
Additionally, none of them covers the concepts necessary for military contexts,
where specific types of weapons, actions and behaviour patterns must be modelled [47].
The main goals of applying ontologies in project EUSAS include such aspects
as enhancing matchmaking capabilities for models, supporting agent-type creation
from the existing behaviour elements, supporting agent context-specific object
identification and supporting discovery and composition of action plans by agents
based on their current motive and location in the environment [47]. The intermediation ontology component of the semantic intermediation infrastructure for project
EUSAS was designed and developed by Academic Computer Centre Cyfronet,
Poland. Selected aspects of this ontology have been described in [35, 47].
Besides ontology, there are other elements with semantic flavour, such as computational reflection, that either help the system “consume” the results retrieved
from ontology or make it more flexible and adaptive [60, 24]. In Java, these elements are available in the form of Java reflection [3] and Java annotations [2]. We
used those elements primarily in conjunction with XML for parameterization of
user-defined agent types and scenarios, as explained in sections 4.3 and A.2.

1.2.4

Emergence

Emergence is one of hotly debated topics among philosophers, researchers of complexity and proponents (as well as opponents) of agent-based systems [64, 83, 72,
58, 36]. In general, emergence can be characterised as “a process whereby larger
entities, patterns, and regularities arise through interactions among smaller or
simpler entities that themselves do not exhibit such properties”9 .
One of the factors fuelling the debates is terminological confusion. While most
authors recognise that there are several varieties of emergence, they typically use
just two terms, weak emergence and strong emergence, to distinguish between the
varieties of major interest to them. But since their focus depends on their professional domain, the same term sometimes ends up designating different varieties of
emergence in different domains.
To give an example from philosophy, David Chalmers in [19] proposes to call
a high-level phenomenon weakly emergent if it “arises from the low-level domain,
but truths concerning that phenomenon are unexpected given the principles governing the low-level domain.” Conversely, he proposes to call it strongly emergent
9
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if “truths concerning that phenomenon are not deducible even in principle from
truths in the low-level domain.” Such a definition would imply that we could not
possibly simulate strongly emergent phenomena through models based exclusively
on low-level domain laws and facts. In contrast, the authors of a UK governmental report on complexity and emergence in ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) [16] conceive of strong emergence as arising from “low level interactions that are non-linear” and thus directly amenable to simulation. Complexity
researchers have little use for the philosophical variety of strong emergence that
is out of reach of their computational methods and tools. In consequence, this
dissertation too is concerned only with unexpected high-level phenomena that can
be explored through computer simulation.
The Agent Technology Roadmap 2005 [56] mentions that “understanding the
mechanisms that can be used to model, assess and engineer self-organisation and
emergence in multi-agent systems is an issue of major interest.” The UK governmental report [16] states that the “difficulty in forming rigorous causal characterisations of the aggregate behaviour of a complex system (rather than the absence of
regularity or predictability in this aggregate behaviour) . . . is the more legitimate
barrier to adopting complex-systems approaches in an ICT engineering context.”
The new method of causal partitions proposed in this dissertation aims specifically
at the assessment of emergence in multi-agent systems in the sense of identifying,
exploring and explaining its causes and stages of manifestation.

1.3

Causal Analysis

Proper conceptualisation of causality has been one of the earliest and most fundamental philosophical concerns [26, 84]. This dissertation, however, deals mainly
with its practical aspects, such as the relationship between causality and manipulability [86] or between causality and scientific explanation [87]. The focus is on
practical, computational approaches to causality, such as those surveyed in [78].
Although there exist several competing accounts of causation, a prominent place
among them belongs to the comprehensive nonlinear structural approach formulated by Judea Pearl and others [68, 32, 33], which subsumes and unifies the
probabilistic, manipulative, counterfactual, and other specialized approaches. Its
comprehensiveness makes it particularly suitable for the purposes of this dissertation.
This section broadly follows Pearl’s account from [68, 66, 67]. A detailed guide
on how to perform structural causal analysis in practice can be found in [69].

1.3.1

Historical Roots of Structural Causal Models

In the scientific literature, the structural approach to causality is usually termed
structural equation modelling (SEM). It first appeared in 1921 in the work of
American geneticist Sewall Wright (who at that time called his method path analysis) and was further developed by Norwegian economist Trygve Haavelmo and
Dutch American mathematician and economist Tjalling Koopmans in the 1940s
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and 1950s.
These early structural models were linear. They consisted of systems of simultaneous equations of the type
xk =

X

αki · xi + uk ,

k = 1 . . . n,

(1.1)

k6=i

where xk is a dependent or child variable, xi are its parent variables, αki are
so-called structural coefficients (which quantify the strength of causal links from
xi to xk ), and uk is an error term representing disturbances due to factors omitted
from the analysis.
These equations have to be interpreted structurally, that is, each right-hand side
is supposed to represent an objectively existing (or at least hypothesised) causal
mechanism that determines the value of the dependent variable xk on the left-hand
side. For this reason, there can always be just one variable on the left-hand side.
This endows the equality sign in structural equations with a special meaning which
is closer to the assignment operator in programming languages than to the standard
algebraic symbol of equality. In other words, it is endowed with directionality: on
the left-hand side is the effect, and on the right-hand side the mechanism that
produces it. In consequence, it is not permitted to shift variables arbitrarily from
one side to the other, which is a standard move for solving algebraic equations.
Moreover, the causal mechanisms captured by the equations should be autonomous in the sense that the experimenter can change one without affecting
the others. Any such change of one causal mechanism by the experimenter is
termed an intervention.
Another thing to note is that since time does not figure explicitly in these equations, any change in the parent variables is supposed to be immediately reflected
in their child variable. In this respect the structural approach is primarily concerned with the “simultaneous” or “logical” aspects of causality rather than with
its temporal ones. It can of course be extended to cover the dynamic aspects – as
indicated in the concluding example of the next section and (more rigorously) in
section 5.1.
The following three pairs of equations (reproduced from [66]) help to illustrate
the concept of a structural equation:

Y = 2X

(1.2a)

Z =Y +1

(1.2b)

X = Y /2

(1.3a)

Y =Z −1

(1.3b)
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Figure 1.4: Two pairs of structural equations (1.2) and (1.3) along with their block
representations using adders and multipliers (reproduced from [66]).
Although they are algebraically equivalent, they represent different causal models.

2X − 2Y + Z − 1 = 0

(1.4a)

2X − 2Y − 3Z + 3 = 0

(1.4b)

All the three pairs are algebraically equivalent in the sense of having the same
solutions, but only the first two pairs (1.2) and (1.3) would qualify as structural
models. While each equation in the third pair (1.4) can be expressed as a linear
combination of the equations in the preceding pairs, neither qualifies as structural,
because it is not clear which variable is the dependent one and which are its
parents. Moreover, even the first two pairs (1.2) and (1.3) do not describe the
same causal model: their corresponding block representations using adders and
multipliers shown in Figure 1.4 make it obvious that the flow of causality in the
second pair (Figure 1.4b) is reversed with respect to the first (Figure 1.4a). As
a result, we get different answers (predictions) from these two models concerning
hypothetical interventions, e.g. “What happens if we set the value of the middle
variable Y to 0?” In the first model (1.2), manipulating Y will affect Z, while in
the second (1.3), manipulating Y will affect X and will have no effect on Z. This
is shown both graphically and symbolically in Figure 1.5.
In the symbolic form, the external intervention on Y means replacing the equation in which Y is the dependent variable with a new equation, in this case a
straightforward value substitution Y = 0. The modified equations are then solved
algebraically in order to determine the response of the model to the intervention. The first model (Figure 1.5a) gives Z = 1, while the second gives X = 0

Figure 1.5: The two pairs of structural equations (1.2) and (1.3) after an external
intervention - setting Y to 0. (Reproduced from [66])
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(Figure 1.5b). In this way the structural approach provides a clear and unambiguous definition of causality. In Pearl’s own words [66]: "Y is a cause of Z if we
can change Z by manipulating Y , namely, if after surgically removing the [original structural] equation for Y , the solution for Z will depend on the new value
we substitute for Y ." In contrast, the third pair of equations (1.4) provides no
causal structure or “intervention” guidance at all: it simply represents two general constraints on three variables, without telling us how the variables influence
each other. The directionality of causation has been one of the main obstacles to
capturing it satisfactorily in purely logical or purely statistical frameworks.
The notion of cause could be further refined by distinguishing the necessary
and the sufficient aspects of causation, and the type-level from the token-level
causation. Another important concept linked with the token-level causation is that
of an “actual cause.” It is used, for example, in legal contexts for determining legal
responsibility. Historically, its early definitions dating back to Scottish philosopher
David Hume stress the necessary (counterfactual) aspect: A should be considered
the cause of B if it is true that were it not for A, B would not occur. Modern
legal definitions of the “actual cause” also lean towards the necessary aspect, but
Halpern and Pearl [32, 33] show that in certain situations the sufficient aspect
needs to be taken into account as well. For the purposes of this dissertation,
however, these distinctions are not crucial.

1.3.2

Nonlinear and Nonparametric Structural Models

The extension of structural approach from linear to nonlinear systems is primarily due to Judea Pearl and his collaborators. In his seminal book on structural
causality [68], Pearl considers a very general system described by the structural
equations of the form
xk = fk (pak , uk ),

k = 1 . . . n,

(1.5)

where pak stands for the set of the parent variables of xk , uk for the errors (or
disturbances) due to omitted factors, and fk for an unspecified nonlinear function
encoding the real or hypothesised causal mechanism determining the value of xk .
Pearl and his collaborators used the language and formalism of directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs) to establish a number of strong results for such systems without
any need to restrict the form of fk . As a result, this approach is not simply
nonlinear, but also nonparametric in the sense that we do not need to estimate
any hypothesised internal coefficients of fk . In other words, there is no counterpart
here of the structural coefficients αik of the linear case (1.1).
As in the linear case, however, Pearl again stipulates the autonomy of the causal
mechanisms encoded in fk and, in consequence, the autonomy of the equations.
This means that any of them can be changed by external intervention without
affecting the remaining ones [69]. A set of such equations is called a “structural
model.” If, in addition, each variable (apart from the error terms uk ) has a distinct
equation in which it appears on the left-hand side, then the model is called a
“causal model.”
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A note on terminology: The error variables uk are sometimes also termed
exogenous or background variables, because they do not have their own structural
equations in which they would appear on the left-hand side. They are simply
considered as given. The variables xk are termed endogenous, i.e. determined by
the equations within the system. A given value-assignment to the background
variables constitutes a world or context in which the solution to the structural
equations is sought. In recursive systems (systems without feedback loops) there
is always a unique solution for each context. In this dissertation, we restrict our
attention to recursive systems.
Although structural equations describing a given model contain all the available
information, it is sometimes advantageous to display some aspects of the model
graphically. Thus each causal model can be associated with a causal diagram
– a directed graph in which, for each structural equation, arrows point from uk
and the parent variables in pak toward their child, the dependent variable xk . In
fact, certain questions are more easily answered from the diagram than from the
equations, as was already demonstrated by the example in the previous subsection.
We shall now proceed with another example (taken from [67]), which illustrates
the use of nonlinear structural models for various kinds of inference (prediction,
abduction and transduction), and for evaluating the effects of interventions as well
as counterfactual queries.
The example, titled “The Impatient Firing Squad,” analyses a fictitious scene
just before the execution of a prisoner. The firing squad comprises a Captain and
two riflemen. For the purposes of this analysis, the situation is modelled by five
binary variables:
U = Court orders the execution;
C = Captain gives the signal;
A = Rifleman-A shoots;
B = Rifleman-B shoots;
D = The prisoner dies.
It is assumed that both riflemen are law-abiding (i.e. they will only shoot if the
Captain gives the signal) and competent (if any of them shoots, the prisoner will
die). Likewise, the captain will signal only if ordered to do so by the court. These
dependencies, expressed in the form of Boolean structural equations, lead to the
following causal model:

C = U,

(1.6a)

A = C,

(1.6b)

B = C,

(1.6c)

D = A ∨ B.

(1.6d)

In this model, U is exogenous, because it does not have its own structural
equation in which it would appear on the left-hand side. Because this is a recursive
system without feedback loops, the value of U uniquely determines the values of
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the remaining (endogenous) variables C, A, B, D.
The causal diagram associated with this model is depicted in Figure 1.6a. It is
obvious that in this model there exist just two consistent truth valuations of its
variables: either they are all true, or they are all false, which greatly simplifies the
task of evaluating the truth or falsity of the following “test” sentences:
S1 (prediction): A =⇒ D (“If rifleman-A shot, the prisoner is dead.”);
S2 (abduction): ¬D =⇒ ¬C (“If the prisoner is alive, then the Captain did
not signal.”);
S3 (transduction): A =⇒ B (“If rifleman-A shot, then rifleman-B shot as
well.”);
S4 (action): ¬C =⇒ DA (“If the captain gave no signal and rifleman-A decides
to shoot, the prisoner will die.”);
S5 (counterfactual): D =⇒ D¬A (“If the prisoner is dead, he would still be
dead if rifleman-A were not to have shot.”);
Prediction (S1) means prospective inference from causes to effects, abduction
(S2) retrospective or diagnostic inference from effects back to causes, and transduction (S3) means inference between two variables through common causes. Action
sentence (S4) is like prediction except that it also implies a modification of the
causal model, so the inference has to be performed in the modified model. Counterfactual sentence (S5) requires a combination of abduction (accounting for known
evidence) with action (prediction in a modified model).

Figure 1.6: Causal diagrams for “The Impatient Firing Squad” example:
a) original model, b) modified model for evaluating sentences S4 and S5 (Reproduced from [67]).
Sentences S1 – S3 do not involve modifications of the original causal model and,
as a result, can be proved by purely logical means. Taking advantage of the fact
that in the original model either all the variables are true, or they are all false, it
is enough to check the truth value of S1 – S3 in these two settings. Since S1 – S3
hold in both, we can conclude that they are entailed by this causal model.
The action sentence S4 says that rifleman-A shoots without Captain’s signal,
which implies that the structural equation (1.6b) no longer holds. This is graphically depicted in Figure 1.6b, where the link between C (the Captain’s signal)
and A (the rifleman-A’s shot) is severed. Instead, the variable A is assigned the
truth value corresponding to the rifleman-A’s new behaviour: A = T rue (or just
A for short). At the same time, S4 stipulates that the Captain did not signal,
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which amounts to saying that C = F alse (or just ¬C for short). Since S4 does
not indicate any departure from normal regarding the Captain’s behaviour, we are
entitled to assume that (1.6a) holds, and therefore U is false. Then, by (1.6c), B
must be false as well. However, equation (1.6d) still makes DA true because A is
true. Note that the subscript “A ” in “DA ” means that we are talking about the
value of D in the minimally modified model, in which the structural equation for A
was replaced with a straightforward value substitution A = T rue. In this setting,
depicted in Figure 1.6b, S4 holds, because both its antecedent and its consequent
are true. Thus, S4 is considered as entailed by the original causal model, since it
holds in the minimally modified model that meets the conditions stipulated by S4.
As a rule, while evaluating S4, no other hypothetical modifications to the original
causal model are permitted apart from those explicitly stipulated by S4.
In order to evaluate the counterfactual sentence S5, a three-step process is
required:
1. Abduction, i.e. recovering the context (the value of U ) from known evidence
(“the prisoner is dead”) in the original causal model of Figure 1.6a. In
that model, the prisoner can be dead only when the court has ordered the
execution, i.e. U = T rue.
2. Action (sometimes also called intervention), which amounts to the modification of the causal model in line with the counterfactual antecedent of
S5, “if rifleman-A were not to have shot”. This again disrupts the structural
equation (1.6b) but in the opposite direction to that of S4: rifleman-A now
does not shoot despite the Captain’s signal. Graphically, this corresponds
to severing the link between C and A as in Figure 1.6b, but this time the
value-assignment is A = F alse (or just ¬A for short).
3. Prediction: finding out the value of the counterfactual consequent D¬A ,
which is the value of D in the context recovered in step 1 (U = T rue), but in
the model modified by the action or intervention in step 2 (i.e. the model of
Figure 1.6b with A = F alse). In this setting D¬A evaluates to T rue, since
U makes C true by (1.6a) and C makes B true by (1.6c), which is enough
to make D¬A true by (1.6d).
Since both the antecedent and the consequent of S5 are true in the modified
model, S5 is considered as entailed by the original causal model of Figure 1.6a.
This example also illustrates the distinction between events and actions. In the
context of structural causal analysis, the fact that rifleman-A shoots in response
to the Captain’s signal, is an event, not an action. Events correspond to the
model variables, such as A, assuming particular values from their allowed range.
Thus, in the above example, if the equations yield the result “A = T rue”, this
would denote the event “Rifleman-A shoots,” while the result “A = F alse” would
denote the opposite event “Rifleman-A does not shoot.” The terms “action” and
“intervention” are reserved for modifications of the structural model itself. For
example, in the action sentence S4, the individual decision of rifleman-A to shoot
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without Captain’s signal constitutes a disruption of one of the causal mechanisms
in the model (the one represented by the equation (1.6b)) and its replacement by
another (in this case by the straightforward value substitution “A = T rue”). This
is different from A taking on the value “T rue” under normal conditions.
We are now in a position to state the three basic principles of the structural
approach to causal analysis [67]:
1. Causality is the encoding of behaviour under interventions and actions, and
should be viewed as a computational scheme devised to facilitate the prediction of their effects.
2. Actions and interventions go beyond simple events in that they entail surgeries on mechanisms, i.e. modifications of structural equations comprising
the model.
3. Mechanisms are stable functional relationships expressed by structural equations, and partly also by the associated directed graphs. In this respect they
are like physical laws governing the physical world. Mechanisms should be
autonomous, i.e. it should be possible to change one without affecting the
others.
These ideas and principles can be used to analyze dynamic situations too. Figure 1.7 depicts a simplified dynamic causal model of two forest fires advancing
toward a house. Time is discretized and charted along the horizontal axis; spatial
distance is also discretized and schematically plotted along the vertical axis. We
see two fires, Fire-1 and Fire-2, which start at the same distance from the house
but Fire-1 starts first and therefore gets to the house first and burns it down. Fire1 is then the actual cause of its destruction (due to temporal pre-emption), but it
is not a necessary cause, because if Fire-1 had not been started, Fire-2 would burn
it down anyway. Besides demonstrating the use of dynamic causal models, it also
helps to show why the notion of “actual cause” should not rest exclusively on the
necessary aspect of causation.

Figure 1.7: Causal diagrams for a dynamic process: two forest fires advancing
toward a house. (Reproduced from [67])
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This dynamic example illustrates what is needed for the use of causal analysis
in simulation studies. In the model of simulated human emotions (fear and anger)
that we analyze later in this dissertation, the situation is in some respects similar,
in others different. The main difference is that there is no temporal pre-emption:
in our model, emotions grow due to the influence of various factors, and the situation can be likened to several streams of water feeding a pond. It does not make
sense to ask which particular stream is the actual cause of the pond’s filling up,
because they all jointly contribute. What makes sense is to quantify their respective contributions towards the total volume of water in the pond. Likewise, we
shall try to quantify the contribution of various causal factors towards the final
average values of fear and anger in our simulation scenarios.

1.4

Data Mining and Machine Learning

In this dissertation, data mining and machine learning are used as auxiliary techniques in order to determine the predictive accuracy of causal partitions with
respect to the investigated phenomena. Drawing on [85], we recapitulate here
their salient aspects.
Data mining can be viewed as the extraction of information from raw data, i.e.
of regularities or patterns from recorded facts. Strong patterns can often be used
for prediction of future data.
Machine learning is the technical basis of data mining – the algorithms used
to extract information and to express it comprehensibly. Machine learning tries
to infer the structure underlying the raw data – in other words, to perform abstraction or generalization. It can be characterised as the acquisition of structural
descriptions from examples. These structural descriptions support not only prediction of future data but also explanation and understanding of the existing data
from which the description was derived.
Regarding the relationship between machine learning and statistics, [85] sees
a multidimensional continuum of data analysis techniques with no clear dividing
line: “If forced to point to a single difference of emphasis, it might be that statistics
has been more concerned with testing hypotheses, whereas machine learning has
been more concerned with formulating the process of generalization as a search
through possible hypotheses. But this is a gross oversimplification: Statistics is
far more than just hypothesis testing, and many machine learning techniques do
not involve any searching at all....” Moreover, “now the two perspectives have
converged.... [and] statistical tests are used to validate machine learning models
and to evaluate machine learning algorithms.”
For illustration, let us consider a case where the result of machine learning is
a set of rules that classify examples as either belonging or not belonging to some
category or class (also called “concept”). In order to solve the problem (i.e. to
“learn the concept”) we might list all possible sets of rules and then look for ones
that satisfy a given set of examples. The number of possible rule sets is finite. In
fact, as [85] points out, “we’d hardly be interested in sets that had more rules than
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there are examples because it is difficult to imagine needing more than one rule
for each example.” Even with real-valued attributes the number of rules is finite,
because the rules would only consider placing breakpoints between the attribute
values actually occurring in the examples.
Machine learning then can be regarded as “a search through an enormous, but
finite, search space. In principle, the problem can be solved by enumerating descriptions and striking out those that do not fit the examples presented. A positive
example eliminates all descriptions that it does not match, and a negative one eliminates those it does match. With each example the set of remaining descriptions
shrinks (or stays the same). If only one is left, it is the target description—the
target concept.” In practice, of course, this ideal outcome is rather rare. Very often
“either many descriptions are still in the running after the examples are processed
or the descriptors are all eliminated” and in these situations additional criteria
have to be employed. Moreover, in all but the simplest cases the full enumeration
of all possible rule sets is infeasible.
A more pragmatic approach, used in most practical machine learning methods,
is to approach generalization “as a kind of hill climbing in description space to find
the description that best matches the set of examples according to some prespecifed
matching criterion.” This typically involves heuristic search that cannot guarantee
to find the global optimal description – it may get stuck in a local optimum. It
follows that the most important decisions in a machine learning system are:
• The concept description language (it can be "universal" or restricted, in which
not all the subsets of examples can be expressed).
• The order in which the space is searched ("greedy" techniques, "general-tospecific" techniques, etc.).
• The way that overfitting to the particular training data is avoided. (One
symptom of overfitting is the complexity of the concept description which
then needs to be simplified. This is often realised through the "simplest first"
strategy.)
These three properties are generally referred to as the bias of the search and
are called language bias, search bias, and overfitting-avoidance bias.
Bias is the only way to make machine learning feasible in practice. Different
learning algorithms correspond to different concept description spaces searched
with different biases. Different description languages and biases serve some problems well and other problems badly. There is no universal “best” learning method.

1.4.1

Machine Learning Types

The input to the machine learner typically takes the form of a set of examples or
instances. Each instance usually belongs to one, and only one, class. Instances
are characterized by the values of attributes (features) that measure their different
aspects. There are many different types of attributes, although typical data mining
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schemes deal only with numeric and nominal (also called “categorical”) ones. When
the measured attributes are too low level, they may be augmented by intermediate
concepts (i.e. functions of basic attributes) which are defined in consultation with
experts and embody some causal domain knowledge.
In general, there are four types of machine learning. In classification learning,
the learning scheme is presented with a set of classified examples from which it is
expected to learn a way of classifying unseen examples. In association learning,
any association among features is sought, not just ones that predict a particular
class value. In clustering, groups of examples that belong together are sought.
In numeric prediction, the outcome to be predicted is not a discrete class but a
numeric quantity. Regardless of the type of learning involved, we call the thing
to be learned the concept and the output produced by a learning scheme the
concept description. Concept descriptions have to be intelligible so that they can be
understood, discussed, and disputed, and operational so that they can be applied
to actual examples.
Classification learning is sometimes called supervised, because it is provided
with the actual outcome (i.e. class) for each of the training examples. Its success
can be judged by trying out the learned concept description on an independent set
of test data for which the true classifications are known but not made available to
the machine. The success rate on test data gives an objective measure of how well
the concept has been learned. In many practical data mining applications, success
is measured more subjectively in terms of how acceptable the learned description–
such as the rules or decision tree–is to a human user.
In association learning the problem is to discover any structure in the data that
is “interesting.” Association rules can “predict” any attribute, not just the class,
and they can predict more than one attribute at a time. Because of this there are
far more association rules than classification rules, and the challenge is to avoid
being swamped by them. For this reason, association rules are often limited to
those that apply to a certain minimum number of examples and have greater than
a certain minimum accuracy level. Even then, there are usually lots of them, and
they have to be examined manually to determine whether they are meaningful or
not. Association rules usually involve only nonnumeric attributes.
When there is no specified class, clustering may be used to group items that seem
to fall naturally together. The success of clustering is often measured subjectively
in terms of how useful the result appears to be to a human user. It may then be
followed by a second step of classification learning which produces rules that give
an intelligible description of how new instances should be placed into the clusters.
Numeric prediction is a variant of classification learning in which the outcome
is a numeric value rather than a category. With numeric prediction problems, as
with other machine learning situations, the predicted value for new instances is
often of less interest than the structure of the description that is learned, expressed
in terms of what the important attributes are and how they relate to the numeric
outcome.
There are many different kinds of internal structure that practical datasets can
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exhibit:
1. a single attribute doing all the work while the others are irrelevant or redundant;
2. the attributes might contribute independently and equally to the final outcome;
3. a simple logical structure, involving just a few attributes, which can be captured by a decision tree;
4. a few independent rules governing the assignment of instances to different
classes;
5. strong dependencies among different subsets of attributes;
6. linear dependence among numeric attributes, where what matters is a weighted
sum of attribute values with appropriately chosen weights;
7. classifications appropriate to particular regions of instance space might be
governed by the distances between the instances themselves;
8. no class values are provided: the learning is unsupervised.
Each of these eight types of structure leads to a different machine learning
scheme that is well suited to discovering the underlying concept. A data mining
tool—no matter how capable—that is only looking for one class of structure may
completely miss regularities of a different kind. The result is a baroque and opaque
classification structure of one kind instead of a simple, elegant, immediately comprehensible structure of another.
Considering the very specific and limited role that data mining and machine
learning play in this dissertation, we briefly characterise below only the most relevant groups of machine learning methods, drawing again mainly on [85].

1.4.2

Linear models

A linear model is a simple style of representation applicable when both the output
and the input attributes are numeric: its output is a weighted sum of the attribute
values and the trick is to come up with good values for the weights—ones that
make the model’s output match the desired output.
Statisticians use the word regression for the process of predicting a numeric
quantity, and regression model is another term for this kind of linear model.
Linear models are easiest to visualize in two dimensions, where they are tantamount to drawing a straight line through a set of data points.
Linear models can also be applied to binary classification problems. In this
case, the line produced by the model separates the two classes: It defines where
the decision changes from one class value to the other. Such a line is often referred
to as the decision boundary. This model can be extended to multiple attributes, in
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which case the boundary becomes a high-dimensional plane, or “hyperplane,” in
the instance space. The task is to find values for the weights so that the training
data is correctly classified by the hyperplane.
Examples of linear classifiers include perceptrons (precursors to modern neural
networks), logistic regression, and support vector machines (SVM).
In this dissertation, SVM with SMO (sequential minimal optimization) was
used to gauge the predictive accuracy of causal partition components. SVM tries
to maximize the margin between the decision boundary and the closest instances
of both classes as shown in Figure 1.8. These closest instances are called support
vectors.

Figure 1.8: A maximum-margin hyperplane separating two classes in two dimensions illustrates the principle of support vector machines (SVM). (Reproduced
from [85])

1.4.3

Trees

When the classes in question are not linearly separable, more powerful methods
are needed. One of them, based on a “divide-and-conquer” approach, is a decision
tree. Its internal nodes involve testing a particular attribute against a constant.
(In two dimensions this amounts to splitting the data vertically or horizontally).
Leaf nodes then give a classification that applies to all instances that reach the
leaf. To classify an unknown instance, it is routed down the tree according to the
values of the attributes tested in successive nodes, and when a leaf is reached the
instance is classified according to the class assigned to the leaf.
The same kind of tree can be used to predict numeric quantities. In that case,
each leaf might contain a numeric value that is the average of all the training set
values to which the leaf applies. Such trees are called regression trees.
A model tree is a regression tree whose leaf nodes contain linear models.
A functional tree is a model tree with oblique splits – a result of testing linear
combinations of attributes against a constant in its internal nodes.
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The results obtained in this dissertation through SVM classifiers were independently validated in [40, 50] by C4.5 decision trees and M5P model trees.

1.4.4

Clusters

When a clusterer rather than a classifier is learned, the output takes the form of a
diagram that shows how the instances fall into clusters. In the simplest case this
involves associating a cluster number with each instance.
Some clustering algorithms allow one instance to belong to more than one cluster, while others associate instances with clusters probabilistically rather than
categorically. In this case, for every instance there is a probability or degree of
membership with which it belongs to each of the clusters.
Other algorithms produce a hierarchical structure of clusters so that at the top
level the instance space divides into just a few clusters, each of which divides into
its own subcluster at the next level down, and so on. In this case a diagram called
dendrogram is used, in which elements joined together at lower levels are more
tightly clustered than ones joined together at higher levels. This term means just
the same thing as a tree diagram (the Greek word dendron means “tree”).
Clustering is often followed by a stage in which a decision tree or rule set is
inferred that allocates each instance to the cluster in which it belongs. Then, the
clustering operation is just one step on the way to a structural description.
In this dissertation, clustering is used as a prerequisite for classification. In the
early stages the Weka’s simple k-means clusterer (weka.clusterers.SimpleKMeans)
was used. Later experiments relied on the Weka’s hierarchical clusterer
(weka.clusterers.HierarchicalClusterer).

Chapter 2
Thesis Objectives
This dissertation was undertaken in the context of project EUSAS funded by the
European Defence Agency (EDA). Its overall goal is to contribute towards the
discovery and exploration of causal relationships leading to emergence in agentbased models of human behaviour. In line with this goal, respecting the project
needs, and on the basis of the state of the art reviewed in the preceding chapter,
the following detailed objectives were set:
1. Design a generic agent architecture enabling easy incorporation and exploration of various models of human nature and behaviour;
2. Analyse the limitations of the standard approach to structural causal analysis
from the point of view of simulation studies;
3. Propose a new method based on structural causal analysis that overcomes
these limitations and can assist in the discovery of causal relationships leading to emergence in agent-based models of human behaviour;
4. Implement the algorithmic elements of the proposed method at the level of
“proof of concept”;
5. Apply the method to simulation data and validate the results.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This dissertation investigates causal relationships leading to emergence in a particular type of agent-based model of human behaviour. It has been undertaken in
the context of project EUSAS financed by the European Defence Agency (EDA).
The initial expectation of this project was that we would find a variety of readymade social network analysis methods for in-depth analysis of human behaviour
models, and simply use one of them. It turned out, however, that the notions of
social network analysis were not easily applicable to the human behaviour model
used in this project. The main reason was that its short simulation scenarios (each
lasting only a few minutes) did not provide enough scope for creating or breaking
long-term social bonds, such as group membership, etc. Instead, these were considered as given and remained stable throughout the scenarios. The dynamics of
human motives and the emergence of collective aggression were captured by other
mechanisms outlined in the Appendix (section A.1). As a result, we were forced
to formulate a new method based on nonlinear structural causal analysis. This
goal was realised in three steps, each with its own appropriate methodology:
1. The design of a generic agent architecture for simulation studies, which
would be the source of data for our new analytical method. In this step agentoriented, object-oriented and semantic approaches have been combined in
order to achieve enhanced modularity and flexibility.
2. The theoretical formulation of the new method of causal partitions.
Here the methodology and principles of nonlinear structural causal analysis
have been followed, but they had to be generalized and adapted before they
could be successfully applied to the problem at hand.
3. Experimental part. Here again the special character of our problem prevented us from a straightforward application of the standard simulation
methodology in which the simulated system is viewed as a black box and its
characteristic input/output relationships are measured. In order to successfully investigate the phenomenon of emergence, we had to resort to various
techniques of data mining and machine learning.
The methodology of each step is characterised in more detail below.
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Generic Agent Architecture
The aim of this step was to design a generic agent architecture for easy incorporation and exploration of various models of human nature and behaviour. This
architecture was subsequently implemented for project EUSAS at the Institute
of Informatics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in the form of an agent-based
simulator (ABS). Simulations conducted in ABS were the primary source of data
analysed by the method of causal partitions developed in subsequent chapters.
From the methodological point of view, there are two main factors – one historical and the other pragmatic – that make the combination of agent-oriented and
object-oriented approaches in the design of agent-based simulators both natural
and inevitable. Historically, agent-based computing may be considered an outgrowth of concurrent object-oriented paradigm [37]. Pragmatically, most agentbased software frameworks are implemented in high-level object-oriented programming languages (e.g. the agent-based simulation library MASON used in project
EUSAS was written in Java), so nearly all agent-related theoretical constructs,
including the agents themselves, are implemented as object classes. In consequence, the relationships and interactions between agents, their constituent parts
and their global environment can be captured by object-oriented diagrams, such
as those codified in UML [39, 29, 75]. Regarding the agent-oriented perspective,
project EUSAS opted for the PECS reference model [76] which facilitates agent
design by decomposition into a canonical set of components shown in Figure 1.3
on page 12. Taking into account these methodological guidelines and the projectspecific requirements, a generic PECS-compliant agent architecture was proposed
in chapter 4. The flexibility and modularity of the design was further enhanced
by the use of semantic features of Java, namely reflection and annotations, and by
using the semantically rich XML format for the definition of agents and simulation
scenarios.
Causal Partitioning
The method of causal partitioning proposed in this dissertation draws primarily
on the general methodology of nonlinear structural causal analysis (NSCA), which
is a nonlinear and nonparametric form of Structural Equation Modelling – SEM
and was reviewed in section 1.3. Its principles, however, had to be adapted and
generalized before they could be applied to the phenomenon of emergence in our
agent-based model.
The first step of the adaptation consisted in establishing its applicability: NSCA
can be applied to systems described by equations that are structural, that is, of the
form exemplified by equation (1.5) in section 1.3. The description of our agentbased model, however, included ordinary nonlinear differential equations for the
model variables representing the simulated emotions of fear and anger. It was
therefore necessary to demonstrate that these equations are or can be converted
into structural ones. In section 5.1 we show that when these differential equations
are discretised for approximate numerical solution on a computer, they become
structural.
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This, however, did not obviate all the obstacles hindering the application of
NSCA in our case. NSCA works best when the model variables are quantized to
just a few permissible values. In this respect, one extreme would be to use binary
variables (as in The Impatient Firing Squad example in subsection 1.3.2) or categorical variables with a limited range of values, such as LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH.
But variables in our agent-based model are real-valued, and applying NSCA to
such models leads to three closely related problems: a) the problem of interpretation; b) the problem of the triviality of results; and c) the problem of event
granularity.
The problem of interpretation can be characterised as follows. NSCA is an
event-based theory in which one event may cause other events. An event is defined
as a model variable assuming a certain value from its permitted range. Discretising
the differential equations means the model variables too are discretised, i.e. fear at
a certain moment t1 (let us denote it as fear1 ) is considered a separate structural
variable distinct from fear at the next moment t2 (denoted as fear2 ). Provided
that t1 < t2 and fear1 is one of the parents of fear2 , we can use NSCA to rigorously
determine whether an event of fear1 assuming a certain value, let us say fear1 =
value1 , is an actual cause of another event, e.g. fear2 = value2 . Whatever the
answer provided by NSCA, it is too low-level for meaningful interpretation. In
investigating our agent-based model, for example, we need to answer higher-level
questions, such as whether an aggressive turn of a particular simulation scenario
was caused mainly by the external events or rather by social influence (which
happen to be two distinct causal mechanisms). This means that we need a way of
aggregating the low-level answers provided by NSCA into more meaningful (and
more abstract) higher-level judgments.
The problem of triviality in this context is caused by the fact that, typically, all
the parent variables of a given dependent variable will be identified as the causes of
its value because nearly all the real-valued functions that can be meaningfully used
to model causal mechanisms (such as the second-order polynomials employed in
our model) are sensitive to changes in all their variables and parameters. In other
words, all their partial derivatives with respect to their variables and parameters
are nonzero except for a limited number of special points (local minima, maxima
and saddle points). As a result, almost any change in the value of any parent
variable will produce a corresponding change in the dependent variable, which is
another way of saying that the parent variable in question is causing those changes.
The problem of event granularity concerns the fact that so long as value1 6=
value2 , the event variable = value1 is different from the event variable = value2 .
For real-valued variables it means that even when value2 approaches arbitrarily
close to value1 , so long as they are not strictly equal, the two events will remain
distinct. This problem could of course be easily solved by the quantization of
model variables. That, however, would not solve the other two problems. The
concept of causal partitions that we introduce in chapter 5 obviates all the three
problems in one go.
Put briefly, a causal partition of a model variable quantifies the contribution
of various causal factors to its numerical value. In calculating causal partitions
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the notion of partial derivatives is exploited; these partial contributions are then
summed (numerically integrated) along the state-space trajectory traversed by the
system during a given simulation scenario. Causal partitions enable the analyst
to judge the relative importance of causal factors over crucial early periods during
which the emergent behaviour of a system begins to form. Causal partitions can
also be used as the predictors of emergence. In the experimental part (chapter 6) we
show how the time evolution of predictive accuracy of causal partition components
can be used to identify the causes of emergence and ways to bring it under control.
Experimental Part
Simulation experiments are an integral part of the proposed method of causal
partitions. They were conducted in the generic agent architecture proposed in
chapter 4, which was implemented in the form of an agent-based simulator ABS.
The principal vehicle for verifying and validating ABS was the final demonstration
of project EUSAS in Elancourt, France, recounted in section 6.2.2.
Simulation studies typically approach the investigated system as a black box
and measure its characteristic input/output relationships. Changes in the output
of the system are then mapped to (and explained by) the changes in its input.
But in investigations of emergent behaviour such a straightforward mapping becomes problematic. This is exemplified by our simulation scenario described in
section 6.1.2 in which two radically different emergent behaviours were observed
in a group of simulations which all started from the same input parameter values.
Here no such mapping was possible even in principle. And even if it were possible,
it might not give the whole story. Consider a system at a particular point in its
input parameter space where, compared to other points of that space, a minor
change in the input produces a dramatic change in the output. To simply say that
at this point the system appears to be extremely sensitive to input changes would
be unsatisfactory and beg further questions about the reasons and mechanisms of
that extreme sensitivity. It is these questions that the method of causal partitions
attempts to answer.
Causal partitions are an intermediate construct in the sense that they are not
inputs but rather are calculated as the simulation progresses, yet they evince causal
powers or at least make the causal flows in the simulated system visible. In this
way they successively serve two main purposes:
1. exploratory: they indicate the stages or phases through which the emergent
behaviour of the system gradually arises, and they also serve as the input
for machine learning models predicting the emergent phenomenon;
2. heuristic: here by a kind of heuristic “reverse engineering” of these predictive models the analyst tries to uncover the causes of the investigated
phenomenon and, if desirable, also ways to suppress it or bring it under
control.
Both aspects depend on the predictive accuracy of causal partitions with respect
to the emergent phenomenon, which can be determined by data mining and ma-
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chine learning techniques. Practical application of these techniques to simulation
data is demonstrated in section 6.3.

Chapter 4
Agent Architecture for Human
Behaviour Models
The design of a generic agent architecture presented in this chapter builds on the
basis provided by MASON1 , a fast discrete-event multiagent simulation library core
in Java. As can be seen from the simplified UML diagram shown in Figure 4.1,
MASON carefully distinguishes between the simulation model (left pane) and its
visualisation (right pane) [57]. At the same time, its simulation model is extremely
generic and is not meant specifically for modelling human behaviour – in fact, it
can be used equally well for simulating animals, insects or robots. Since project
EUSAS opted to model human behaviour on the basis of the PECS reference model
(see section 1.2.1 for more details), certain PECS-specific concepts like emotions,
behaviour patterns or the connector through which the agents communicate had
to be added. We describe the resulting structure of our agent-based simulator
(ABS) and of our generic PECS-compatible agents in the following sections.

4.1

Generic Agent-based Simulation Component
(ABS)

On the highest level, our ABS component comprises (1) a collection of agents; (2)
the global Environment class responsible for individual environmental objects, and
(3) the Connector, which is responsible for the circulation of messages and events
in the system. Their interactions are schematically shown in Figure 4.2, which
depicts one iteration cycle of the global simulation process, as explained below.
In step 1, each agent reads relevant messages and events from the connector and
updates its internal state accordingly. In step 2, each agent notifies the connector
about its actions and significant internal changes so that these can be noticed (and
acted upon) by other agents, as well as logged. Step 3 includes direct queries to the
environment during the behaviour planning process, e.g. an angry civilian agent
may ask the environment for the location of the closest security person in order to
attack him or her. Step 4 represents either the events generated by the objects in
1

http://www.cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/
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Figure 4.1: Simplified UML diagram of the basic classes in the model and visualization layers of MASON. (Reproduced from [57])
Items in parentheses indicate sets from which numerous classes are available.
the environment or system broadcasts, which in this way become “visible” to the
concerned agents. In step 5, all the received events and messages are logged for
subsequent data analysis.

4.2

Generic PECS-Compatible Agent

As described in section 1.2.1, the PECS reference model gives the modellers the
freedom to adjust the internal structure of agents to suit their modelling needs.
Figure 4.3 shows a high-level conceptual design of a generic PECS-compatible
agent for the EUSAS project. This agent architecture can accommodate new
agent components provided that they conform to predefined software interfaces.
Globally, the agent is conceived as an interlinked collection of agent components. Each component is implemented as a class (executable object) exposing
its members and methods (typically motives and internal state variables) to other
agent components which, in turn, may use them as inputs. For the whole agent
definition to be consistent, the inputs of each component in its internal collection
must be defined – either by linking them to the exposed members of the other
components, or by setting them to appropriate constant values. This linking is
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the proposed Generic Agent-based Simulator (ABS)
implemented through Java reflection and Java annotations.
With respect to project EUSAS, we found it unnecessary to differentiate among
the types of agent components (i.e. whether they are related to Physical conditions,
Emotion, Cognition or Social status of the canonical PECS structure shown in
Figure 1.3 on page 12) and have grouped them in one common collection, “PECS
Motives and States”. We have also separated cognitive states and motives from
the Behavioural Cognition, whose task, as defined in Figure 4.3, is to choose the
behaviour pattern most appropriate for a given situation. The exact criteria used
by the Behavioural Cognition are task- or project-specific.
The advantages of this architecture can be demonstrated on the process of
the agent’s internal update schematically depicted in Figure 4.3. This update
procedure is executed during each iteration of the global simulation process, and
most of it fits in between steps 1 and 3 shown earlier in Figure 4.2.
In step 1, the agent reads from the connector the events and messages addressed
to itself. The Sensory Input and Perception subsystem then evaluates them and
passes on the results to other subsystems. In step 2, the collection of PECS Motives
and States receives the evaluated events, and each member of the collection updates
itself by calculating new values of its internal motives and state variables. In step
3, Behavioural Cognition may receive the inputs and store them for later use (e.g.
in step 8).
The key to agent behaviour is step 4, where the Behaviour subsystem receives
and scans the inputs. If they contain a deactivating event (e.g. agent is killed or so
severely injured that it falls unconscious), it puts the agent into an “inactive” state,
and the agent must be explicitly re-activated to start responding to external events
again. In the absence of deactivating events, the Behaviour subsystem searches for
priority events, i.e. the external impacts, such as injuries, that forcibly terminate
the agent’s current action plan and impose a new agent state (often with decreased
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Figure 4.3: Structure of the proposed Generic Agent Architecture (Implementation
View)
health level). In such a case, the processing would skip to step 6.
If there are no incoming deactivating or priority events, the agent behaviour is
“normal”. This means the Behaviour subsystem obtains the new action-leading
motive and health level from the collection of PECS Motives and States (step
5). A new candidate behaviour pattern corresponding to the new conditions is
requested from the Behavioural Cognition (step 6). In steps 7 and 8, Behavioural
Cognition collects all the necessary data to determine the appropriate behaviour
pattern for the new conditions and returns this pattern to the Behaviour subsystem (step 9). If the same behaviour pattern is currently active, it is continued.
Otherwise the Behaviour subsystem terminates the current behaviour pattern and
starts executing the new one. During this process, Behaviour Patterns and other
software objects may invoke specialised services and reasoners, e.g. A∗ algorithm
for paths to specified target positions. These auxiliary calls were omitted from the
diagram so as to avoid cluttering it.
In steps 10 and 11, all the elementary actions with external impact or environmental dependency (including messages to other agents) are passed on to the
Environment and the Connector components. They are also automatically logged.
The affected agents will read them during the next iteration cycle.

4.3

Semantic Aspects

As mentioned in section 1.2.3, project EUSAS envisaged the use of semantic and
knowledge-based approaches in order to achieve a unified semantic description of
human behaviour models. An important step towards this goal was the design and
development of an intermediation ontology by a team from Academic Computer
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Centre Cyfronet, Poland. Selected aspects of this ontology have been described
in [35, 47].
In the initial stages of project EUSAS, the ontology seemed an obvious candidate for storing all the behaviour-related knowledge. Subsequent deliberations,
however, revealed potential drawbacks. First and most important, the EUSAS
system was expected to perform in real time, but ontologies and reasoners tend
to be slow, which was subsequently confirmed in an experiment reported in section 6.2.1. Second, the dynamics of human motives requires extensive numerical
calculations, and storing numerical formulas in an ontology and retrieving them
through a reasoner would be inefficient. Third, the EUSAS project team expected
that our behaviour models would require extensive adjustments and fine-tuning,
and for this it was preferable to rely on a full-fledged regular programming language, such as JAVA.
These reasons led to the decision to split the behaviour-related knowledge into
two parts. One was to be captured in the ontologies, the other directly in the
software code of the objects (classes) representing ontological entities in our system.
As a general rule, it is advantageous to store in the ontologies all the static
knowledge (facts that do not change during simulation) that is also easily expressible in the chosen ontological formalism. For instance, software agents are
endowed with a certain repertoire of behaviour patterns and motives that trigger them. These links – which pattern is triggered by what motive – are typical
examples of static facts. Because they do not change during simulation, the software objects can pre-load them and even reason about them in advance so as to
minimize direct access to ontologies during simulation.
Dynamic facts that change during simulation (e.g. object positions or agent
states), or knowledge that is not easily expressible in the chosen ontological formalism, are best captured directly by software code. This does not preclude the
use of semantic approaches through high-level programming techniques, such as
Java reflection or annotations, which allow the software code to a certain extent
to inspect and modify itself, so to speak.
In this “hybrid” semantic approach to human behaviour modelling, the developers of the system provide a set of pre-defined JAVA classes for the ontological
entities that represent the elementary building blocks from which complete agents
can be built. We refer to these building blocks as agent components. The developers also fill in the ontologies with the information describing these components
and how they can be combined in agent definitions. Once these two pre-conditions
are met, new agent types and scenarios can be created and used in simulations, as
described in section 4.3.1.

4.3.1

Defining New Agent Types and Scenarios

Users can define new agent types and scenarios that suit their modelling needs
by composing them from predefined building-blocks described in the ontologies.
The ontologies help and guide the users in the process as illustrated in Figure 4.4
on a very simple civilian agent (protester) endowed with two motives (anger and
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fear) and two corresponding behaviour patterns (“attack” and “flight to safety”).
When anger predominates, the agent attacks the security forces (e.g. by throwing
stones). This relieves the agent’s anger, so fear takes over and triggers the “flight
to safety” behaviour so as to avoid arrest.

Figure 4.4: Ontology-Supported Definition of New Agent Types
The figure shows the agent components (motives, behaviour patterns and elementary actions) as the required input for the agent definition tool. The elementary actions represent the building blocks from which behaviour pattern objects
compose detailed action plans at run-time. The implementation of each component consists of a JAVA file with its dynamic model, and a corresponding XML
file with the default values of its parameters. One of the key parameters would be
the Unified Resource Identifier referring to the ontological entity (concept) that
the component represents.
The role of the behavioural ontology is mainly to guarantee the consistency of
the new agent type (for example, each behaviour requires at least one motive that
can trigger it, etc.). The new agent type definition is then saved in XML format
to the Agent Types repository for future use.
New simulation scenarios are created analogously: the user chooses one from
the library of predefined physical environments and places in it the desired number
of agents of appropriate types. The user can then modify the parameter values of
each agent instance in the scenario, and save the new scenario in XML format to
the Simulation Scenarios repository for future use.
The advantage of de-coupling the definition of agent types and scenarios from
the actual simulation is that in the next step, the Agent-based Simulation component (ABS) can be invoked with just one parameter: the ID (filename) of the
scenario that it should execute. ABS will then load the scenario definition as well
as the other required resources referenced from within the scenario, e.g. the agent
types and the JAVA classes corresponding to their components. This will greatly
facilitate the use of ABS especially in Data Farming (multi-parametric studies).
We illustrate this process in a simplified fashion in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
The simplified XML fragment in the right portion of Figure 4.5 defines a new
agent type called Looter. The <Components> part of the definition is meant primar-
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Figure 4.5: Creating an executable instance of a user-defined agent type from its
XML definition

ily for motives and state variables. Here we see that Looters are endowed with simulated emotion Fear whose default initial value is set to 30% of maximum intensity.
This emotion is implemented as an executable Java class package.Fear specified
in the <Class> element. When instantiating an agent of this type, the simulator loads the Java classes specified in the <Class> section of each <Component>
element, places them in the agent’s internal collection of motives and states, and
initializes their internal variables to values specified in their respective <Override>
sections. Behaviour patterns are specified analogously in the <Behaviours> part
of the definition and Java classes implementing them are loaded into the agent’s
second internal collection meant for behaviours. Once all the needed agent types
have been defined, they can be included in simulation scenarios.
A simplified XML fragment of a scenario definition is shown in the right portion
of Figure 4.6. The <Environment> element refers to the physical environment
(geographical map) in which the agents will move. This map is displayed in the
left portion of the figure and captures a bird’s eye view of the physical setting of the
scenario. Black areas represent buildings and barriers unreachable to agents, while
the rectangle with gray interior near the top is a shop. The shop is surrounded by
dots, each representing one agent.
The <Agents> part of the scenario definition enumerates all the participating
agent instances. Each instance declares its type and any parameters for which its
agent type defaults are to be overridden. Thus we see, for example, that the agent
instance with ID = 6 is of the type Looter, but instead of simply inheriting the
default initial value of Fear from its agent type (30%) it overrides it to 50%.
The “map” in the left portion of Figure 4.6 is in fact a greyscale reproduction of
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Figure 4.6: Positioning and configuring agent instances through a scenario definition XML file

MASON’s full colour 2-D interface (apart from the agent type and the shop labels
which we added for clarity). In this interface, colour is used to convey important
information for calibration and validation teams. For example, agents dynamically
change colours depending on their current strongest motive (fear, anger, etc.), thus
revealing their intentions. Likewise, we use dashed coloured lines with textual labels (not shown in Figure 4.6) to indicate interaction between two agents, with
both the colour and the label helping to distinguish peaceful negotiation from
provocative gestures or attack. These enhancements of MASON’s GUI were triggered by the feedback from our modellers who had difficulty calibrating and face
validating agent models without visual cues of their motives and interactions.

4.4

Summary

This chapter proposed a generic and modular agent architecture for human behaviour modelling, which was subsequently implemented in project EUSAS in the
form of an agent-based simulator (ABS). Both the design and its gradual implementation were reported in a series of “work-in-progress” publications [42, 25, 47,
34, 46, 54, 52] concluded with two comprehensive articles [35, 43]. Subsequent
simulation experiments conducted in ABS were the primary source of data for the
new analytical method of causal partitions formulated in the next chapter.

Chapter 5
Causal Partitioning
Having in place a generic agent architecture in which the investigated model of
human behaviour can be simulated (Chapter 4), we can now proceed with the
theoretical formulation of the new method of causal partitions. The development of
this method was in fact a long-term effort reported step by step in publications [82,
49, 48, 44, 50, 40, 45, 51].

5.1

Structural Causality and Ordinary Differential Equations

Before applying structural causality to our human behaviour model we need to
ascertain that it meets the criteria set for structural models. Our model includes a
particular kind of ordinary nonlinear differential equations (A.1)–(A.2) with time
derivatives on the left-hand side. Following the notation used in the “prototypical”
structural equation (1.5), such differential equations can be written as
dYk
f k , uk ),
= gk (pa
k = 1...n
(5.1)
dt
where the function gk can be nonlinear. Another potential problem is that the
dependent variable Yk typically influences its own time derivative, i.e. it appears
f k . In order for such models to qualto belong to its own “parent set”: Yk ∈ pa
ify as “structural”, the differential equations need to be converted into difference
equations, e.g. by approximating the derivatives by difference quotients:
(j)
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=
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where k indexes the original variables Yk and j indexes the discretized mo(j)
ments of time tj , so that Yk stands for the value of the variable Yk at time tj .
Substituting from (5.2) into (5.1) leads to
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Now the relationship to equation (1.5) becomes clearer. The left-hand side
of (5.3) corresponds to the variable Xk in (1.5), which means that in this “structural form” the value of Yk at time tj is considered a separate “structural” variable,
distinct from the values of Yk at other points in time. Most importantly, in this
(j)
form the parent set of Yk no longer contains this variable, but only the preceding values of Yk in time. Thus, after the discretization, no “structural” variable
depends on itself. We can therefore conclude that the discretized version of our
model does qualify as a structural model as defined by Pearl in [68].

5.2

Structural Causality and Real-Valued Variables

In order to illustrate the difficulties related to the application of structural causality
in models with real-valued variables, let us consider two simple electrical circuits
shown in Figure 5.1. Both include a variable resistor connected to an ideal source
of (a) voltage or (b) current.

Figure 5.1: Two simple electrical circuits
The relationship between the current I passing through the resistor and the
voltage U on its terminals depends on its resistance R and conforms to the Ohm’s
law, which can be expressed in many nearly equivalent ways:
I · R = U;

U/I = R;

I = U/R;

R = U/I.

From the algebraic point of view all these formulations are permissible and
any of them could be said to apply to both circuits. Structural causal theory,
by adding extra rules governing the form of equations, manages to encode in
them additional information about the flow of causality. Essentially, it treats the
equality sign as an assignment operator in programming languages. Thus, on the
left-hand side of a structural equation there can only be one variable. Moreover,
this variable has to be genuinely “dependent” on the right-hand side, which is
meant to capture the causal mechanism determining (or “assigning”) its value in
the system under investigation. Interpreted in this way, each of the two circuits can
only be represented by one form of the Ohm’s law. In order to identify the correct
“structural” forms, we need to contemplate the effect of an “intervention” by an
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experimenter: what happens if he or she changes the value of the resistor from r0
to r1 ? We can immediately see that for (a) it is the current that changes, while
for (b) it is voltage. Thus the right structural equations describing the circuits are
(a) I = U/R and (b) U = I · R.
Let us now consider a slightly modified version of Figure 5.1 (b): instead of an
ideal current source we might have a photovoltaic cell producing current dependent on the intensity of light (E), and our resistor might be a thermistor whose
resistance depends on temperature (T ). A simplified structural model of such a
circuit might look as follows:

I = g(E)

(5.4a)

R = h(T )

(5.4b)

U =I ·R

(5.4c)

where g, h are unspecified nonlinear functions. By including only these equations in the model we stipulate that there are no other significant dependencies
among the model variables, at least in the space of parameter values under consideration. Thus, for example, we assume that the current I produced by the
photovoltaic cell does not depend on the resistance R – a condition which probably holds just approximately and for a certain range of resistance values. We also
assume that the temperature T of our thermistor does not depend either on the
intensity of light E or on the current I passing through it, otherwise we should
have represented this dependence explicitly by a dedicated equation. It is not
our intention to defend this model as realistic; it serves merely to illustrate the
principles of structural causality and the new method of causal partitions.
The variables that occur on the left-hand side of structural equations are called
endogenous, i.e. determined by the model. In our example, these are {I, R, U }.
The remaining variables {E, T } are exogenous: in their case we are not interested
in modelling the mechanisms that set their values and simply consider their values
as given. The value assignment to the exogenous variables, e.g. (E = e1 , T = τ1 ),
is called the background or context in which we try to solve the model equations.
In structural theory, causation is interpreted as a relation between events. A
primitive event is defined as a model variable assuming a value from its permitted
range, e.g. R = r1 [32]. More complex events can be expressed as Boolean
combinations of primitive events. We normally speak of an event when something
happens as a consequence of model equations, e.g. in our case the event R = r1
would imply that the temperature T assumed a value τ1 such that h(τ1 ) evaluated
to r1 . Causal thinking also requires a special kind of event called intervention
(sometimes also action): this is when we intervene from “outside” and impose the
value assignment R = r1 regardless of the temperature or the causal mechanism
h(T ), e.g. by replacing the thermistor with a normal resistor whose resistance
equals r1 . An intervention means that we wipe out the affected structural equation
from the model and replace it with another (typically a straightforward value
substitution). The solution of this modified system of equations represents the
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response of the model to the intervention. In our case, equation (5.4b) would be
replaced with R = r1 , giving the model response U = g(e1 ) · r1 .
Structural approach to causality enables us to inquire whether one event (X =
x) is a cause of another (Y = y) in a given context C = c. Various kinds of
causes have been proposed in the literature, but we shall focus here on the notion
of actual cause as defined by Halpern and Pearl in [32]. Informally, X = x is an
actual cause of Y = y if the following conditions hold:1
• Actuality: Both X = x and Y = y are true (observed) in the model in the
context C = c.
• Dependence: An intervention on X changing its value from x to some other
x0 (x0 6= x) must result in a change of the value of Y from y to some other
y 0 (y 0 6= y). This needs to be demonstrated for at least one setting W = w0
of a suitable subset of the remaining endogenous variables, which is to be
imposed through intervention.
• Sustenance: The intervention X = x must insulate the event Y = y from
a restricted class of interventions on the value of W . Specifically, if any
subset of the variables in W is made to flip between the values w0 and w (w
being the original value of W observed under the context C = c before the
intervention W = w0 ), this must not have any effect on the value of Y , so
long as X remains set to x.
• Minimality: X is minimal; no proper subset of X satisfies the above conditions.
This informal rendering of Halpern and Pearl’s definition is not entirely precise,
but suffices for our purposes (for rigorous definition please refer to [32] or [68]).
Armed with this definition, we can analyse our circuit model. For example, we
can inquire whether the event R = r1 = h(τ1 ) qualifies as an actual cause of event
U = g(e1 ) · h(τ1 ) observed at time t1 in the context C = c1 = (E = e1 , T = τ1 ).
The first condition, actuality, is satisfied, since both events hold. In other words,
we obtain them as a solution to the model equations (5.4) in this context. Assuming that all our variables are real-valued and positive, dependence is also easily
demonstrated: it is trivial to show that e.g. halving the value of R would halve
the value of U . The fact that we could demonstrate this without intervening on
the remaining endogenous variable I, makes the sustenance condition also trivially
satisfied: if we include I in W then the value w (corresponding to I = i1 = g(e1 )
observed in the context C = c1 ) is the same as the value w0 for which dependence
was demonstrated. Flipping between w and w0 then means that nothing actually
changes, so the observed value of U = g(e1 )·h(τ1 ) cannot change either. Thus, sustenance is (trivially) satisfied too. Last, R = r1 = h(τ1 ) is minimal since it involves
only one model variable. Therefore, it qualifies as the actual cause. Moreover, we
1

In general, X, Y, C can represent subsets of model variables.
If X = {Xk |k = 1 . . . n}, then
Vn
X = x denotes the logical conjunction of primitive events k=1 Xk = xk .
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could have equally easily demonstrated that I = i1 = g(e1 ) also is an actual cause
of U = g(e1 ) · h(τ1 ). This ease amounting to triviality in fact signals a problem:
applying structural causality in this form to models with real-valued variables is
not going to be very useful or instructive. Typically, all the parent variables will
be identified as actual causes of their dependent or “child” variable assuming its
observed value: a result no doubt correct, but not particularly enlightening. This
stands in sharp contrast to highly non-trivial results obtained in models with binary or categorical variables, as documented by the many interesting examples
in [32].
In our previous work [45] we suggested how to extend the structural approach in
order to cope with real-valued variables. Instead of asking, “What is the cause?”
we proposed to ask a modified question: “In what proportion have all the causes
contributed to the effect?” Continuing with our example, we should try to determine the proportion in which the change of U from some previous level u0 to the
present one u1 could be attributed to (or split among) its parent variables I and R.
Let us assume that U = u0 was observed at time t0 together with I = i0 , R = r0
in the context C = c0 = (E = e0 , T = τ0 ). For the sake of simplicity, let us further
assume that our two observations were so close in time that the state-space trajectory of the system between them can be considered linear. In such a case we can
approximate the change of U by a scalar product of two vectors. The first is the
gradient of U along its parent variables according to its structural equation (5.4c).
The second is the vector form of the change in these parent variables between the
two observations (contexts C = c0 and C = c1 ):

∆U ≈ grad(U ) · (∆I, ∆R)

(5.5a)

!

∂U ∂U
,
· (∆I, ∆R)
∂I ∂R
∂U
∂U
≈
· ∆I +
· ∆R
∂I
∂R
≈

(5.5b)
(5.5c)

Equation (5.5c) can be interpreted as a general “recipe” for quantifying the
responsibility of the parent variables I, R for the change of their dependent variable
U : the first summand on the right-hand side (∆I·∂U/∂I) captures the contribution
of I, the second one (∆R · ∂U/∂R) that of R.
Suppose that we trace further evolution of U at times t2 . . . tm as it assumes
new values u2 . . . um along some trajectory representing our observational study
or experiment. Expressing each of these changes of U as per (5.5c) and summing
up the contributions of I separately from those of R, we obtain a general formula
quantifying the total contribution of each causal factor (parent variable) along an
arbitrary trajectory (implicitly approximated here by a piecewise linear curve):
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≈

m
X
j=1





(j)
∆I

·

∂U
∂I

I=Iˆ(j)
R=R̂(j)


+

m
X
j=1





(j)
∆R

·

∂U
∂R

I=Iˆ(j)
R=R̂(j)




(5.6)
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The above formula uses superscript indexing where X (j) denotes the value of the
variable X at time tj , and ∆X (j) its backward difference: ∆X (j) = X (j) − X (j−1) .
Partial derivatives are evaluated at midpoint (Iˆ(j) , R̂(j) ) of each linear segment of
the trajectory, so Iˆ(j) = 0.5 · (I (j) + I (j−1) ) and R̂(j) = 0.5 · (R(j) + R(j−1) ).
In order to keep the total contribution of each causal factor separate, we proposed a new, vector-like representation of model variables termed a causal partition:
Causal partition for the general case. Let us consider a model variable Y
driven by the structural equation
Y = f (Xk , k = 1 . . . n),

(5.7)

where {Xk , k = 1 . . . n} are parent variables of Y and fk is an unspecified
nonlinear function differentiable with respect to all these parent variables. Let us
further assume that Y starts from the initial value Y = y0 and proceeds through
Y = yj , j = 1 . . . m. Its causal partition vector at the end of this trajectory
(Y = ym ) is then expressed as the structure
(YY 0 , YX1 , YX2 . . . YXn ),

(5.8)

where each partition component YXk stands for the total contribution of the
corresponding parent variable Xk along this trajectory and is calculated as


YXk =



m 
X
(j)

∆Xk


j=1

∂Y
·
∂Xk



(j) 
X1 =X̂1 



=

···
(j)
Xn =X̂n

m 
X
(j)

∆Xk




·

j=1

∂f
∂Xk

(j)
X1 =X̂1

···
(j)
Xn =X̂n






(5.9)

(j)

where (X̂1 . . . X̂n(j) ) is the midpoint of the j-th linear segment of the trajectory.
The first partition component YY 0 has a special role: it denotes the contribution
of the initial setting Y = y0 to the final value Y = ym . We introduced it in order to
force the partition components to sum up to the value of the represented variable,
which we found very helpful for interpreting causal partitions:
ym = YY 0 +

n
X

(YXk )

(5.10)

k=1

This approach implies that, at the beginning of the trajectory, Y is represented
by the causal partition vector (y0 , 0, 0 . . . 0).
Going back to the example, the variable U at the end of our observational study
would be represented by the causal partition vector




u0 ,

m
X
j=1


∆I (j)

·

∂U
∂I


I=Iˆ(j)
R=R̂(j)

,

m
X
j=1


∆R(j)

·

∂U
∂R

I=Iˆ(j)
R=R̂(j)
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Note that in this example the contribution of the initial value u0 remained
(j)
constant throughout the trajectory, i.e. UU 0 = u0 , j = 1 . . . m. In general,
however, this contribution can vary, as we shall see for simulated fear F in our
agent-based model of human behaviour.

5.3

Causal Partitioning in Practice

The notion of a causal partition introduced in the previous section is the core of our
new analytical method. Yet its practical application in concrete situations is far
from obvious. In order to demonstrate its gradual development and enhancements,
we shall now apply several variants of the method to a simplified version of our
human behaviour model. (Please note that the full-fledged version of our model
is described in section A.1 of the Appendix. It is advisable to read it now in order
to understand the context of model simplifications introduced below.)
In the full-fledged model described in the Appendix, the continuous dynamics
of fear (F) is driven by the differential equation
dF
= c1F · F · (c2F − F ) · (c3F + IF )
(5.11)
dt
where c1F , c2F , c3F are fear-related constants (see Table A.1 on page 129) and IF
fear-related social influence of nearby agents calculated by formula A.3 on page 128.
Let us consider a generalised form of this differential equation
dF
= f (F, IF )
(5.12)
dt
where f () can be any bounded nonlinear function differentiable with respect
to its two arguments. In the simplest, Euler numerical method this leads to the
computational rule




F (t + ∆t) ≈ F (t) + ∆t · f F (t), IF (t)

(5.13)

where ∆t is the simulation time step. As in the full-fledged model, this continuous dynamics is sequentially linked with the discrete dynamics in the resulting
hybrid model. This means that to the new “continuous” value of fear calculated
above, we still have to add the discrete impact of the events perceived by the agent
during that simulation step:
FT (t + ∆t) = F (t + ∆t) + ∆FE .

(5.14)

Equation (5.14) is a more compact version of equation (A.6a) in the Appendix.
Accordingly, ∆FE can be expanded into
∆FE = c5F · ∆EF

(5.15)

where c5F is an individual fear-related constant whose value may differ for each
agent, and ∆EF is the sum of the emotion-inducing impacts for all the events
perceived by the agent during the time interval [t, t + ∆t). These impacts are
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defined in Table A.2 in the Appendix. Processing external events in this way
means that we model them as taking effect at the end of the time interval in which
they occur, that is, at time t + ∆t.
In some hybrid systems the discrete part of their dynamics may be viewed as a
kind of error or disturbance that invalidates their subsequent operation and throws
them out of control. This is not the case here: the discrete part of the dynamics of
fear F is fully legitimate, because there are other mechanisms in place that keep
fear F within its permitted range in the closed interval [0, 1].
We can sum up the sequential coupling of the continuous and the discrete
dynamics of fear F as follows. In each simulation step, which spans the time
interval [t, t + ∆t), we first calculate an approximate solution to its continuous
dynamics. During this interval we essentially view the continuous dynamics of
fear (and of other state variables) as “shielded” from external events, which bring
with them discrete changes. In parallel, the agent’s sensory system collects all
such perceived external events into a queue and, at the end of the interval, adds
their cumulative “discrete” effect to fear F as well as to other impacted variables.
The queue is then emptied in preparation for the next simulation step.
By numerically solving the above equations we could obtain a complete and
detailed time evolution of fear for our agent. But our present goal is more ambitious: we want to know what portion of the actual value of fear at any given
moment should be attributed to the social influence of nearby agents (factor IF
in equations (5.12) and (5.13)) as opposed to the direct impact of external events
captured by equations (5.14) and (5.15).
In a sense, we are trying to causally re-interpret the equations driving our agent.
Our fundamental consideration is this: “What has caused the change in the value
of fear over the time interval (t, t + ∆t]?”
From one point of view, the answer is straightforward: since fear is completely
governed by the equations given above, its new value can be said to be completely
“caused” by the values of the variables and parameters in these equations. Such
an answer, however, can be misleading. In our case, for example, it would mean
that fear is partly self-propelled (i.e. causing itself) since it figures on the righthand side of equation (5.12), thus co-determining its own first time derivative.
We have already tackled this problem in section 5.1 where we have shown that
discretising such a differential equation removes formal obstacles to the application
of structural causal theory. But there is here a deeper philosophical conundrum
which remains unaffected: in any such discretised scheme it can still be said that
the new values of fear are partly caused by its previous values, which can lead to
less than satisfactory interpretation of the results of analysis. In fact there exists a
way how to eliminate fear entirely from the set of variables by which it is causally
determined. In the following subsections we first demonstrate the basic version
of our method which treats fear as being partly self-propelled, and then show the
enhanced versions from which this self-propelling behaviour has been eliminated.
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5.3.1

Basic Version of Causal Partitioning

The different versions of the method will be demonstrated by walking through the
numerical solution of our simplified human behaviour model. The first simplification consists in setting the constant c5F in equation (5.15) to unity so that ∆FE
always equals ∆EF . The second simplification consists in setting the function f ()
to a straightforward multiplication:




f F (t), IF (t) = F (t) · IF (t)

(5.16)

As explained with regard to equation (5.5) in section 5.2, this function can
be linearized on each discretized time interval through the scalar product of its
gradient (∂f /∂F, ∂f /∂IF ) and the vector form of the change in its parameters
(∆F, ∆IF ):
∆f ≈

∂f
∂f
· ∆F +
· ∆IF
∂F
∂IF

(5.17)

where ∆f, ∆F, ∆IF stand, respectively, for the difference in the values of f (), F, IF
between the start and the end of the time interval under consideration. The multiplicative form of f () leads to simple and elegant partial derivatives:
∂f
= IF
∂F
∂f
=F
∂IF

(5.18a)
(5.18b)

Equations (5.17) – (5.18) enable us to determine the proportion in which the
change in the value of f can be attributed to the influence of the changes in its
parameters F, IF , which we interpret as their “elementary causal effect” on f . By
summing up these elementary causal effects separately for each factor, we can
partition the value of f at any moment into a sum of “total contributions” per
factor:
f (t) = fF + fS

(5.19)

where fF is the total contribution of fear F to the value of f (summed since
the start of the simulation), and fS is the total contribution of social influence of
other agents, IF . Substituting this partition into (5.13) we get
F (t + ∆t) ≈ F (t) + fF · ∆t + fS · ∆t

(5.20)

If we further substitute (5.20) into (5.14) we get
FT (t + ∆t) ≈ F (t) + fF · ∆t + fS · ∆t + ∆FE

(5.21)

which can be rewritten as
FT (t + ∆t) ≈ F (t) + ∆FF + ∆FS + ∆FE

(5.22)
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Table 5.1: Initial Steps of Numerical Solution for Equations (5.12) – (5.23)
This indicates that the new value of fear can be interpreted as the old one plus
the contributions of its three “causal” factors. By summing up these contributions
separately for each factor since the start of the simulation we can, analogously
to (5.19), partition the value of F at any moment into a sum of “total contributions” per factor:
F (t) = FF + FS + FE

(5.23)

The right-hand side of equation (5.23), written in a “vector-like” form (FF , FS , FE ),
represents the basic causal partition of fear as per the original version of our method
introduced in [49]. Its first component FF shows the extent to which fear can be
considered as “self-propelled.”
Numerical calculations illustrating this version of our method are listed in Table 5.1. They show the time evolution of fear (and of its causal partition) for one
hypothetical agent whose fear is driven by equations (5.12) – (5.16) and causally
partitioned as per equations (5.17) – (5.23). This table also introduces the third
simplification of our model: instead of calculating social influence of other agents
IF as per equation (A.3) in the Appendix, we consider it as given in advance in the
second column of Table 5.1. Similarly, we consider the discrete impacts of external
events as given in advance as per the sixth column, although in reality events are
the results of other agents’ actions. In this way we abstract from the existence of
other agents except for the cumulative impact of their actions and their resultant
social influence on our agent.
Each row of the table represents one simulation step spanning a period ∆t of
simulated time. This effectively discretises time into a sequence t0 , t1 , t2 . . . , whose
general member ti can be calculated as ti = i · ∆t. The first simulation step then
covers the period [t0 , t1 ) or [0, ∆t).h In general, thei-th step spans the period
[ti−1 , ti ) which can be calculated as (i − 1) · ∆t, i · ∆t . For the sake of clarity we
have set ∆t = 1 and switched to superscript indexing, so instead of X(ti ) we write
X (i) .
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(i−1)

The first column of the table is the step number. The second column, IF ,
represents the intensity of social influence of nearby agents, which is assumed to
be constant during that step, that is, during the time interval [ti−1 , ti ). The third
(i−1)
column, FT , is the total level of fear at the beginning of that simulation step
(it is always the same as the total value of fear at the end of the previous step
in column seven). In the fourth column there is the first time derivative of fear –
(i−1)
(i−1)
function f () given by equation (5.16) and calculated in the table as IF
· FT .
The Euler numerical method assumes that f () stays constant during one simulation
step. The fifth column, F (i) , is the new continuous value of fear at the end of the
current simulation step calculated from equation (5.13). In our case ∆t = 1, so it
(i−1)
boils down to the sum of the values in columns three (FT ) and four (f (i−1) ). The
(i)
sixth column, ∆EF , stands for the cumulative effect of external events perceived
by the agent during the time interval [ti−1 , ti ). As mentioned earlier, they take
(i)
effect at the end of that interval, that is, at time ti . The seventh column, FT ,
is the new “total” value of fear at the end of the current simulation step as per
equation (5.14). Because we have set c5F = 1 in equation (5.15), it equals the
(i)
sum of the values in columns five (F (i) ) and six (∆EF ). This new “total” value of
fear is then carried over to the next step as its starting value (column three of the
next row). Taken together, columns one through seven represent a self-contained
numerical solution of equations (5.12) – (5.16) by the Euler method. It will be
well worth to recapitulate them before we proceed with causal partitioning.
In the first step nothing changes, because for fear to change there must be either
(i−1)
(i−1)
a “continuous” change (which requires IF
and FT
to be nonzero simultane(i)
ously), or a “discrete” change due to external events (∆EF ). This row in fact
represents a stationary steady state in which our model would remain until perturbed from outside by external events. This happens in the second step, which
increases fear at its end, so the starting value of fear in the third step is positive.
(i−1)
But in the third step there is still no continuous change of fear because IF
(i−1)
(and consequently f (i−1) ) remains zero. In steps four through eight, positive IF
(i−1)
coupled with positive starting value of fear FT
jointly generate a continuous
exponential growth of fear due to the mathematical character of equation (5.16).
From the ninth step onwards, the exponential growth of fear is arrested by setting
(i−1)
IF
to zero and, in the absence of further external events, fear stays constant.
We can now shift our attention to columns eight through thirteen, which represent an attempt at causal analysis of this numerical solution as per equations (5.17) –
(i)
(5.23). In column eight, ∆fF stands for the first term on the right-hand side of
equation (5.17). Considering equation (5.18a), it boils down to IF · ∆F calculated
over the current simulation step:
(i)

(i−1)

∆fF = IF

(i)

(i−1)

· (FT − FT

)

(5.24)

The variable fF in the next column is the sum of ∆fF values. As we are causally
partitioning the value f (i−1) at the beginning of the current simulation step, the
sum only covers the preceding simulation steps:
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(i−1)

fF

=

i−1
X

(j)

∆fF

(5.25)

j=1
(i)

Analogously, we might define ∆fS as representing the second term on the righthand side of equation (5.17) and by summing it up we would independently arrive
at fS , the second component of the causal partition of f . But doing so might
introduce considerable residual numerical errors, in other words, the sum fF + fS
might not equal f . It is more advantageous to calculate fS as that which is needed
to get f :
fS = f − fF
(i−1)

(5.26)

(i−1)

This guarantees that in each row, fF
+ fS
indeed equals f (i−1) as required
(i−1)
by equation (5.19). Strictly speaking, in the first row the variable fF
should
(i−1)
be undefined, because we need at least one “previous” value of ∆fF
in order to
calculate it. Here we relied on the special property of our model that it possesses
a stable stationary state for fear F = 0. Thus we can presume that the system
had been in this stationary state until it was “perturbed” by the external events
captured in the table.
(i)
(i)
The variables FF and FS in the next two columns represent the accumulated contributions of fF and fS to the new value of fear, as indicated by equations (5.20) – (5.22). Since ∆t = 1, their calculations boil down to straightforward
sums of fF and fS :

(i)

FF =
(i)

FS =
(i)

i−1
X
(j)

i−1
X
(j)

j=1

j=1

fF · ∆t =

i−1
X
(j)

i−1
X
(j)

j=1

j=1

fS · ∆t =

(5.27a)

fF

(5.27b)

fS

(i)

FF and FS are the partition components of the new total value of fear at the
end of the current simulation step, but because they are calculated on the basis
of the first derivative at the beginning of that step (i.e. f (i−1) ), these sums must
stop at i − 1.
(i)
In the last column, FE is the accumulated contribution of external events
(i)
(∆EF ) in column six. Because c5F = 1, it is a straightforward sum of column six
which includes the current step:
(i)

FE =

i
X
j=1

(j)

c5F · ∆EF =

i
X

(j)

∆EF

(5.28)

j=1

Again, in order to avoid residual numerical errors, instead of calculating all the
components of the causal partition of fear independently, we might calculate one
of them as that which is needed to obtain the value of fear F . For example, instead
of using equation (5.27b), we might calculate FS simply as
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(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

FS = FT − FF − FE

(5.29)

This guarantees that in each row of the table, the sum of the last three columns
(i)
indeed equals the new total value of fear in column seven (FT ), as required by
equation (5.23). Taken together, these three columns represent its valid “basic
causal partition.”
Let us now briefly recapitulate the calculations in the “causal analysis” part of
Table 5.1. The first change in the causal partitions appears in the second step,
where external events directly contribute to the new total value of fear, which
is reflected in the last column by the change of FE . The next change is in the
fourth step: the first derivative of fear is positive and makes a unit contribution
to fear, which is fully attributed to social influence (FS ). The reason that no
part of this change is attributed to fear itself (FF ) is that fear did not change
(3)
during the previous step, thus making ∆fF zero as per equation (5.24) (because
(3)
(2)
FT − FT = 0). It is only since the fifth step that fear starts behaving as “selfpropelled” (indicated by the positive values of FF in those rows), and quickly
dominates the causal partition.
This dominance is in fact a cause of concern. It is the primary reason for social
influence appearing to have a dampening effect (indicated by the negative values
in the FS column, starting with the ninth row). It also clashes with a natural
intuition that fear should only be considered a purely formal, not a real cause
of itself. This can be surmised from the fifth step, in which the contribution
attributed to fear (FF ) equals one. But we can see that fear in the preceding step,
which is supposed to have “caused” this contribution, is in fact fully composed
of (and therefore fully “caused by”) FS and FE ! So we might as well split FF in
the fifth step and distribute it among its own “causes” in a suitable proportion,
and thus eliminate FF from the causal partition altogether. This is the key idea
behind our improved method, which we describe next.
Another problem which we just mention in passing now, is the divergence of
the causal partition of fear, beginning with the ninth step. Although fear F stays
constant (as can be seen in columns three and seven), the components of its causal
partition FF and FS continue to diverge in the opposite directions. We shall tackle
this problem in connection with the improved method presented below.

5.3.2

Enhanced Version of Causal Partitioning

The improvement stems from a revised version of equation (5.17), in which the
term ∆F has been further analysed. Practically, ∆F represents the change of F
over one simulation step, i.e. between two consecutive rows of Table 5.1. Spelling
out the full form of equation (5.17) using backward differences at time ti−1 will
make it clearer. If we adopt the superscript notation for differences in which
∆X (i) = X (i) − X (i−1) , we can write:
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∆f (i−1) = f (i−1) − f (i−2)

(5.30a)

∆F (i−1) = F (i−1) − F (i−2)

(5.30b)

(i−1)

∆IF

(i−1)

= IF

(i−2)

− IF

(5.30c)

If we apply equation (5.17) to these backward differences at time ti−1 and expand
the term ∆f (i−1) as per equation (5.30a), with a slight rearrangement we get

f (i−1) ≈ f (i−2) + ∆F (i−1) ·

∂f
∂F

(i−1)

+ ∆IF

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

·

∂f
∂IF

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

(5.31)

Here, f (i−1) stands for the value of f at the beginning of the current simulation
step, and f (i−2) for its value at the beginning of the previous simulation step.
(i−1) ˆ(i−1)
Partial derivatives
are evaluated
) of the previous step:

 at midpoint (F̂  , IF
(i−1)
(i−2)
(i−1)
(i−1)
(i−2)
(i−1)
1
1
F̂
= /2 · FT
+ FT
, IˆF
= /2 · IF
+ IF
. Our goal is to
causally partition the total value of fear at the end of the current simulation step
(i)
FT .
Equation (5.31) can be interpreted as saying that the first derivative of fear at
the beginning of the current simulation step can be approximated on the basis
of the values from the previous step. Of course, we do not need (5.31) in order
to calculate f (i−1) because we have the direct formula (5.16), but we need it in
order to obtain its causal partition. And we need its causal partition before we
can causally partition fear itself.
At the same time, the term ∆F (i−1) in equation (5.31) is simply the sum of the
discrete and the continuous changes that occurred during the previous simulation
step:
(i−1)

∆F (i−1) = c5F · ∆EF

+ f (i−2) · ∆t

(5.32)

Substituting this into (5.31) enables us to get rid of fear as a cause of its first
time derivative:



(i−1)

f (i−1) ≈ f (i−2) + c5F · ∆EF



+ f (i−2) · ∆t ·

∂f
∂F

(i−1)

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

+ ∆IF

·

∂f
∂IF

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

This result can be rewritten as
(i−1)

f (i−1) ≈ c1 · f (i−2) + c2 · c5F · ∆EF

(i−1)

+ c3 · ∆IF

(5.33)

where c1 , c2 , c3 represent sensitivities or weighting factors based on the values
of partial derivatives of f at the midpoint of the previous simulation step:
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c3 =

∂f
∂IF

c2 =

∂f
∂F

(5.34a)

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

(5.34b)

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

c1 = 1 + c2 · ∆t

(5.34c)

The required partial derivative values can be approximated numerically.
Equation (5.33) can be directly translated into an improved method of causal
partitioning shown in Procedure 1 on page 59. In this method, the first derivative
of fear f is represented by the causal partition vector (fE , fS ) and fear F by the
partition (FE , FS ). Partition components indexed by “E ” represent the contribution of external events, while those indexed by “S ” stand for the contribution of
social influence.
The improved method proceeds roughly as follows: in order to causally partition the first derivative of fear at the beginning of the current simulation step
f (i−1) , take its previous partition f (i−2) , multiply it by c1 , and add the weighted
contributions of external events and social influence during the previous simulation
step to their respective partition components fE and fS . This can be expressed
through recurrence relations, one for each partition component:

(i−1)

fE

(i−1)

fS

(i−2)

= c1 · f E

(i−2)

= c1 · f S

(i−1)

+ c2 · c5F · ∆EF


(i−1)

+ c3 · IF

(5.35a)

(i−2)

− IF



(5.35b)

Causal partitioning of f according to these principles is realised in lines 14 – 18
of Procedure 1, except that for practical reasons the calculation has been shifted
one step ahead into the future, that is, we causally partition f (i) on the basis
of f (i−1) . Also, instead of calculating fS independently as per equation (5.35b)
(which might lead to residual numerical errors), we calculate it as the remainder
from f after subtracting the other partition component (line 18 of Procedure 1).
Having partitioned the first derivative of fear f , we can now partition fear itself.
In order to partition its new total value at the end of the current simulation step
(i)
(i−1)
FT , take its previous partition FT
and add to it, component by component,
the “continuous” increment for the current simulation step i. This increment can
(i−1)
(i−1)
be written in vector form as (∆t · fE , ∆t · fS ). Then add the cumulative
(i)
impact of external events perceived during the current step c5F · ∆EF directly to
FE . Expressed in the form of recurrence relations it becomes:
(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fE

(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fS

FE = FE
FS = FS

(i−1)

(i−1)

(i)

+ c5F · ∆EF

(5.36a)
(5.36b)
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59

Partitioning of fear according to these relations is realised in lines 20 – 22 of Procedure 1. Again, instead of calculating FS independently as per equation (5.36b),
(i)
we calculate it as the remainder from the new total value of fear FT after subtracting the other partition component (line 22 of Procedure 1).
Procedure 1 Enhanced Causal Partitioning of Fear
Input: positive integer m,
positive real-valued ∆t, c5F ,
real-valued arrays IF [0 . . . m], ∆EF [0 . . . m]
1: ===========================
2: — initialise variables to zero —
3: F [0], FT [0], FE [0], FS [0] ⇐ 0
4: f [0], fE [0], fS [0] ⇐ 0
5: ===========================
6: — simulate & analyse —
7: for i = 1 to m do
8:
======================================
9:
— simulation by the Euler method —
10:
F [i] ⇐ FT [i − 1] + f [i − 1] × ∆t
{as per equation (5.13)}
11:
FT [i] ⇐ F [i] + c5F × ∆EF [i]
{as per equations (5.14) and (5.15)}
12:
f [i] ⇐ FT [i] × IF [i]
{as per equation (5.16)}
13:
======================================
14:
— causal partitioning of f() as per equation (5.35) —
∂f
15:
c2 ⇐ ∂F
F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)

IF =IˆF

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

c1 ⇐ 1 + c2 × ∆t
fE [i] ⇐ c1 × fE [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF [i]
fS [i] ⇐ f [i] − fE [i]
{as per constraint f = fE + fS }
======================================
— causal partitioning of fear F as per equation (5.36) —
FE [i] ⇐ FE [i − 1] + ∆t × fE [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF [i]
FS [i] ⇐ FT [i] − FE [i]
{as per constraint F = FE + FS }
======================================
— print the results —
print i, FT [i], FE [i], FS [i]
end for

We applied this improved method to the example from Table 5.1 and present
the results in Table 5.2. The numbers and formulas used in the first seven columns
are the same as in Table 5.1. Columns eight to eleven show the causal partitioning
of the first derivative of fear as per lines 15 – 18 of Procedure 1. The causal
partitioning of fear in columns twelve and thirteen was done as per lines 21 – 22
of Procedure 1.
As we can see from the table, social influence now emerges as the major factor
for both fear F and its first derivative f . Originally we had hoped the improved
algorithm would be immune to the numerical divergence observed earlier, and the
divergence has indeed disappeared from steps nine through eleven. But our subsequent experimentation recorded in the additional lines twelve through seventeen
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Table 5.2: Enhanced Causal Partitioning of Fear as per Equations (5.34) – (5.36)
has revealed that even the improved algorithm was not entirely free of this defect.
Lines fourteen and fifteen demonstrate that, although less pronounced, it is clearly
present, so we need a dedicated way of handling it.
One way of tackling the problem might be a dedicated routine watching out
for symptoms of divergence and taking remedial actions. It could be realised as a
kind of “plug-in” module for our method and operate according to a few simple
principles:
1. If the first derivative of some analysed variable equals zero in a given simulation step, then ignore the continuous increment in the process of causal
partitioning of that variable in that step. In our case, if f = 0, then carry
over (FE , FS ) from the preceding step and only add the discrete impact of
external events perceived during that step (c5F · ∆EF ) directly to FE .
2. If the first derivative of the analysed variable is non-zero (f 6= 0), then
attribute the continuous change of that variable (f · ∆t) only to those causal
factors whose components in the causal partition of its first derivative (fE , fS )
have the same sign as f .
Both rules make intuitive sense: if the variable itself did not change, neither
should its causal partition. And if its value increased, only those components
of its causal partition should increase that directly contributed to it. Similarly,
should its value decrease, this would also be attributed only to the factors directly
responsible for it.
If we apply these rules to lines twelve through seventeen of Table 5.2, they will
change as shown in Table 5.3: In lines fourteen and fifteen the causal partition
of fear in columns (12) and (13) now stays the same as in line thirteen because
f = 0 (rule 1). Moreover, in line sixteen the decrease of fear is fully attributed to
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Table 5.3: Handling Numerical Divergence of the Causal Partition of Fear
social influence (i.e. accomodated in FS ) because in the causal partition of its first
derivative in columns (10) and (11), only the social influence component fS has the
same (negative) sign as f , as stipulated by rule 2. Conversely, in line seventeen the
slight increase of fear is fully accomodated in FE because in the causal partition of
its first derivative in columns (10) and (11), only the component fE has the same
(positive) sign as f .
Rule 2 in its present form is under-determined if there are several partition
components sharing the sign with the first derivative (we propose to call them
“effective components”) and at least one component pulling in the opposite direction. A natural way of handling such cases would be to distribute the change
in the value of the variable among the effective components using their sizes as
weighting factors. But other distributions are possible as well, e.g. to attribute
the whole change to a fixed number of largest effective components.

5.3.3

Non-Zero Initial Conditions and Different Types of
Events

In the illustrative example of the previous section we have implicitly assumed zero
(0)
initial value of fear (F0 = FT = 0). In our simulation experiments with the fullfledged model, which we present in the next chapter, this initial value is positive
(F0 > 0) and strongly influences simulation results. Its causal effects therefore
need to be taken into account. As explained in section 5.2, this can be achieved
through a dedicated causal partition component, which we propose to denote as
FF 0 . By convention, we always place it at the beginning of the partition, so that
fear F is represented by the casual partition (FF 0 , FE , FS ) and its first derivative
f by the partition (fF 0 , fE , fS ). We again impose the standard causal partition
constraints at each discretised moment of time ti :
(i)

(i)

(i)

f (i) = fF 0 + fE + fS
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

FT = FF 0 + FE + FS

(5.37a)
(5.37b)

The hybrid nature of our model (i.e. its combination of the continuous and the
discrete dynamics) enables us to view the setting of the initial value of fear as a
special kind of external event which takes effect at time t0 = 0 just before the
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Table 5.4: Handling Non-Zero Initial Conditions
simulation starts. This has two practical implications which we demonstrate in
Table 5.4:
1. In accordance with our earlier convention, for an event to take effect at
time t0 = 0, it should have occured during the time interval [−∆t, 0), which
can be construed as a hypothetical “pre-simulation” or preparatory step.
Accordingly, such a preparatory row labelled i = 0 now figures in Table 5.4.
The only thing permitted to happen in this row is the setting of the required
(0)
initial value of fear FT through a dedicated kind of initializing event, which
we denoted as ∆EF 0 . The new column for this initialising event is numbered
(6a) in order to emphasise its interpretation as being derived or “split off”
from the regular event column now numbered (6b). These two columns taken
together correspond to the original column (6) in Table 5.2.
2. Since we have conceptualised the initial value setting as a kind of event
derived or “split off” from regular events, it is only natural that we should
also conceptualise its causal partition components fF 0 , FF 0 as being “split
off” from the regular event components fE , FE . Accordingly, in Table 5.4
these new columns are numbered (10a) and (12a) in order to reflect their
kinship to the regular event components in columns (10b) and (12b). And
again, columns (10a) and (10b) taken together correspond to column (10) in
Table 5.2, while columns (12a) and (12b) correspond to column (12) of that
table.
In order to better appreciate the relationship between Table 5.2 and Table 5.4,
we have split the unit event impact occurring in step i = 2 and column (6) of
Table 5.2 into two halves. The first half is used for the setting of the initial value
of fear in the preparatory step i = 0 of Table 5.4, while the second half appears
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(0)

Table 5.5: The Effect of Social Influence Pulse IF = 0.1 at Step i = 1
as a regular event in step i = 1. By this minor adjustment we have achieved
that, beginning with step i = 2, the sum of columns (10a) and (10b) in each row
of Table 5.4 equals the value in column (10) in the same row of Table 5.2 and,
likewise, the sum of columns (12a) and (12b) equals the value in column (12). Of
course, nontrivial column values and comparisons only start at row i = 12 when
FE begins to grow. Even so, given that fF 0 in column (10a) stays zero and FF 0 in
column (12a) stays constant at its initial value of 0.5, the new table looks rather
uneventful. One might even wonder whether it was worth the trouble. In fact, this
impression is only created because the setting of the initial value of fear did not
have any effect on fF 0 in column (10a) owing to the absence of social influence IF
at that moment. If we add even a slight social influence impulse at step i = 1, e.g.
(0)
IF = 0.1, the time evolution of causal partitions will change rather dramatically,
as shown in Table 5.5. All partition components in Table 5.5 now participate
in the exponential growth of fear and of its first derivative, although in varying
proportions. This proves our claim from the end of section 5.2 that the partition
component capturing the effect of the initial value setting (in our case FF 0 ) does
not necessarily stay constant. Another thing to note is that although the total
value of fear in the last step i = 17 of Table 5.5 is slightly bigger than in Table 5.4
(68.88 instead of 65.65), that difference is negligible compared to the dramatic
shifts in the causal partition of fear, where FF 0 rose to 22.99 from 0.5 and FE to
28.87 from 7.47, both mainly at the expense of FS which decreased to 17.03 from
its original level of 57.68.
Just as we “split off” the initialising event, we can split off or distinguish other
types of events. For example, in our simulation experiments in the next chapter
we distinguish between the events (actions) of civilians and the events (actions) of
security forces. This is easily possible since equation (A.7) in the Appendix defines
∆EF as a straightforward sum of individual event impacts which do not interact
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in any way:
∆EF =

X

impactF (ek )

(5.38)

k

where impactF is a function mapping each event e perceived by the agent during
a given simulation step to its numerical impact on fear F . This function is defined
in a tabular form in Table A.2 on page 130. Since events result from agent actions,
and for each action we know whether its originating agent is a civilian or a security
staff, we can sum the impact of civilian actions (∆EF C ) separately from that of
security countermeasures (∆EF S ). If, for completeness, we also include the initial
value setting (∆EF 0 ) introduced earlier, we get:
∆EF = ∆EF 0 + ∆EF C + ∆EF S

(5.39)

Substituting this into equation (5.33) provides justification for further splits (or
fine-tuning) of our causal partitions:



(i−1)

f (i−1) ≈ c1 · f (i−2) + c2 · c5F · ∆EF 0

(i−1)

(i−1)

+ ∆EF C + ∆EF S



(i−1)

+ c3 · ∆IF

(5.40)

The above equation enables us to split the original causal partition component
fE as defined in section 5.3.2 into three: fF 0 , fEC , fES . The idea of “splitting”
means that the recurrence relations for these new derived components will be
analogous to that for fE in equation (5.35a), except that each new component
now only records the effect of the corresponding type of external events:

(i−1)

fF 0

(i−1)
fEC
(i−1)
fES
(i−1)
fS

(i−2)

= c1 · f F 0
= c1 ·
= c1 ·
= c1 ·

(i−2)
fEC
(i−2)
fES
(i−2)
fS

(i−1)

+ c2 · c5F · ∆EF 0
+ c2 ·
+ c2 ·
+ c3 ·

(5.41a)

(i−1)
c5F · ∆EF C
(i−1)
c5F · ∆EF S


(i−1)
(i−2)
IF
− IF

(5.41b)
(5.41c)
(5.41d)

Likewise, FE will be split into FF 0 , FEC , FES , with recurrence relations analogous to that for FE in equation (5.36a):
(i)

(i−1)

(i)
FEC
(i)
FES
(i)
FS

(i−1)
FEC
(i−1)
FES
(i−1)
FS

FF 0 = FF 0
=
=
=

(i−1)

+ c5F · ∆EF 0

(5.42a)

(i−1)
fEC
(i−1)
fES
(i−1)
fS

(i)
∆EF C
(i)
∆EF S

(5.42b)

+ ∆t · fF 0
+ ∆t ·
+ ∆t ·
+ ∆t ·

(i)

+ c5F ·
+ c5F ·

Finally, we also need to adjust our causal partition constraints:

(5.42c)
(5.42d)
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Table 5.6: Handling Different Types of Events

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

f (i) = fF 0 + fEC + fES + fS
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

FT = FF 0 + FEC + FES + FS

(5.43a)
(5.43b)

These enhancements are incorporated in Procedure 2. Compared to Procedure 1, the inputs now include the desired initial value of fear F0 , while the original
sequence of event impacts ∆EF has been split into two – one for civilian actions
(∆EF C ) and the other for security countermeasures (∆EF S ).
We demonstrate the operation of Procedure 2 in Table 5.6 where, compared
to Table 5.5, there appear new columns (6c), (10c) and (12c), while the existing
columns (6b), (10b) and (12b) have been re-labelled to reflect their new, more restricted roles. In order to understand the dynamics of the “event-related” partition
components of f in columns (10a) – (10c), we must keep in mind that non-zero
values can only appear there through the confluence of social influence and external events of appropriate kind, such as the one occurring in rows i = 0 and i = 1.
Once there are nonzero values there, they will further grow even without external
events so long as social influence is positive: IF > 0 implies c2 > 0 by virtue of
equations (5.34b), (5.18a) and (5.16); c2 > 0 implies c1 > 1 by equation (5.34c);
(i)
(i−1)
(i)
(i−1)
(i)
(i−1)
and c1 > 1 implies that fF 0 > fF 0 , fEC > fEC , fES > fES through recurrence
relations (5.41). Another consequence of these mathematical relationships is that,
in the absence of external events, the “event-related” components keep a fixed
ratio of their values. This can be seen in rows two through twelve, and again in
rows thirteen through seventeen. The discontinuity between these two sequences
was caused by the external events occurring in row twelve, whose impact has been
empirically determined so as to equalise fEC with fES .
At this point it should be clear that the number of causal partition components
is not fixed in advance, but rather depends on the problem at hand. As a matter
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Procedure 2 Handling Non-Zero Initial Conditions and Different Types of Events
Input: positive integer m,
non-negative real-valued F0 ,
positive real-valued ∆t, c5F ,
real-valued arrays IF [0 . . . m], ∆EF C [0 . . . m], ∆EF S [0 . . . m]
1: ===========================
2: — initialise variables to zero —
3: F [−1], FT [−1], FF 0 [−1], FEC [−1], FES [−1], FS [−1] ⇐ 0
4: f [−1], fF 0 [−1], fEC [−1], fES [−1], fS [−1] ⇐ 0
5: ∆EF 0 [0 . . . m] ⇐ Zeros[0 . . . m]
6: — apply initial value —
7: ∆EF 0 [0] ⇐ F0 /c5F
8: ===========================
9: — simulate & analyse —
10: for i = 0 to m do
11:
======================================
12:
— preprocess sensory percepts for this simulation step —
13:
∆EF [i] ⇐ ∆EF 0 [i] + ∆EF C [i] + ∆EF S [i]
{as per equation (5.39)}
14:
======================================
15:
— simulation by the Euler method —
16:
F [i] ⇐ FT [i − 1] + f [i − 1] × ∆t
{as per equation (5.13)}
17:
FT [i] ⇐ F [i] + c5F × ∆EF [i]
{as per equations (5.14) and (5.15)}
18:
f [i] ⇐ FT [i] × IF [i]
{as per equation (5.16)}
19:
======================================
20:
— causal partitioning of f() as per eq. (5.34), (5.41) and (5.43a) —
∂f
21:
c2 ⇐ ∂F
F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)

IF =IˆF

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

c1 ⇐ 1 + c2 × ∆t
fF 0 [i] ⇐ c1 × fF 0 [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF 0 [i]
{as per eq. (5.41a)}
fEC [i] ⇐ c1 × fEC [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF C [i]
{as per eq. (5.41b)}
fES [i] ⇐ c1 × fES [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF S [i]
{as per eq. (5.41c)}
fS [i] ⇐ f [i] − fF 0 [i] − fEC [i] − fES [i]
{as per eq. (5.43a)}
======================================
— causal partitioning of fear F as per eq. (5.42) and (5.43b) —
FF 0 [i] ⇐ FF 0 [i − 1] + ∆t × fF 0 [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF 0 [i]
FEC [i] ⇐ FEC [i − 1] + ∆t × fEC [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF C [i]
FES [i] ⇐ FES [i − 1] + ∆t × fES [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF S [i]
FS [i] ⇐ FT [i] − FF 0 [i] − FEC [i] − FES [i]
{as per eq. (5.43b)}
======================================
— print the results —
print i, FT [i], FF 0 [i], FEC [i], FES [i], FS [i]
end for
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of fact the above structure turned out to be sufficient for our purposes, but this
was by no means guaranteed. Rather, it was a matter of trial and error. If it
were to be found insufficient, we would have tried to get additional information
by further splits. For example, the civilians in our scenarios are of several types,
so we might have tried to separate the impact of civilian actions for each civilian
type. This would amount to splitting fEC and FEC further into fEC1 , fEC2 , . . .
and FEC1 , FEC2 , . . . as necessary. We might have likewise split social influence IF ,
which is exerted only by civilians and so can be split by the civilian type as well.
Moreover, its formula (A.3) in the Appendix is such that individual contributions
of influencing civilians do not interact in any way (they are just summed up), so
the splitting would again be straightforward.
This flexibility of causal partitions necessitates caution in their interpretation.
(17)
For example, in the last row of Table 5.6, the final value of fear FT = 68.88 is
partitioned as (22.99F 0 , 14.74EC , 14.13EF , 17.03S ). It is tempting to say that the
initial value of fear is the most important factor since its component is the largest.
But we have to remember that our decision to split FE into FEC and FES was
just to gain more information; it did not affect the fundamental truth that these
two together represent external events in their totality. And taken together they
account for a larger part of the total value of fear than the initial value setting.
With this proviso in mind, we are almost ready to apply the method to the
full-fledged version of our model. The last stumbling block in our way concerns
dependencies among causal factors, which we tackle in the next section.

5.3.4

Dependencies Among Causal Factors

The example used in the previous sections abstracted from the existence of other
agents and conceptualized their resultant social influence on our agent as a predefined time sequence. This justified our treatment of fear F and social influence
IF as if they were independent. This assumption was implied in the way we used
equation (5.17) for separating the effect of fear F on f from that of IF . In consequence, both the basic and the enhanced method silently stipulated that a change
of fear F should have no effect on social influence IF . As a matter of fact, our fullfledged model does not meet this requirement: by formula (A.3) in the Appendix,
IF happens to be a function of F and of fear of all the influencing agents. This
becomes readily apparent when we customize the generic form of (A.3) specifically
for fear:
IF = c4F ·

X  (Fk
k6=j

− Fj ) · prestigek · sympathyjk 
distancejk

(5.44)

In this formula, influencing agents are indexed by “k” whereas our agent is
indexed by “j”. Therefore, Fj represents fear F of our (influenced) agent. The sum
includes only those influencing agents whose fear is action-guiding (i.e. strongest
among their motives) and who are closer to our agent than a predefined distance.
Their influence is modulated by their social rank prestigek , their distance distancejk
and by the susceptibility of our agent to their influence sympathyjk . Because all
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terms on the right-hand side are non-negative, increasing Fj will decrease IF if the
other terms stay the same. In order to account for this indirect effect of F on f
through IF , the notion of a total derivative needs to be employed:
df
∂f
∂f dIF
=
+
dF
∂F
∂IF dF

(5.45)

This total derivative represents the true (or total) sensitivity of f to changes in
F regardless of whether they are direct (the first term on the right-hand side) or
indirect (the second term). On this basis we can approximate the total effect of
fear F on the value of f as the sum of its direct and its indirect effect:
df
∂f
∂f dIF
· ∆F =
· ∆F +
· ∆F
dF
|∂F {z } |∂IF dF
{z
}
direct

(5.46)

indirect

We need to re-structure equation (5.17) in line with this more general perspective, which can be done by simultaneously adding and subtracting the indirect
effect of fear on its right-hand side:
"

#

"

∂f
∂f
∂f dIF
∂f dIF
∆f ≈
· ∆F +
· ∆F +
· ∆IF −
· ∆F
∂F
∂IF dF
∂IF
∂IF dF
|

{z

}

total effect of fear

|

{z

social influence residual ∆fSR

#

(5.47)
}

We see that ∆f , which represents the total change of f over one simulation
step, can be approximated (and therefore interpreted) as the total effect of fear F
of our agent plus a term which we propose to call the social influence residual and
denote ∆fSR . This residual is the “gross” effect of social influence IF adjusted for
the indirect effect of F , so that it only includes the effect of fear of the remaining
(influencing) agents. If we express the total effect of F through the total derivative
and compact the residual, we obtain
df
· ∆F + ∆fSR
(5.48)
dF
This equation holds for all simulation steps. As in the derivation of the enhanced
method, we apply it to the simulation step preceding the current one, i.e. we use
backward differences at time ti−1 . Using the superscript notation introduced for
equation (5.30) we can write:
∆f ≈

∆f (i−1) ≈

df
(i−1)
· ∆F (i−1) + ∆fSR
dF

(5.49)

Expanding ∆f (i−1) as per (5.30a) and substituting for ∆F (i−1) from (5.32) leads
to a generalised form of equation (5.33) that does not require F and IF to be
independent:
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(i−1)

f (i−1) ≈ f (i−2) + c5F · ∆EF



+ f (i−2) · ∆t ·
(i−1)

≈ c01 · f (i−2) + c02 · c5F · ∆EF

df
dF

(i−1)

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

+ ∆fSR

(i−1)

+ ∆fSR

(5.50a)
(5.50b)

(i−1)

We can now split the total event impact ∆EF
into the three kinds introduced
previously (initialising, civilian and security) by substituting for it from (5.39)
into (5.50b). This leads to a formula nearly identical to (5.40) except for the
(i−1)
unexpanded social influence residual ∆fSR at the end:


(i−1)

f (i−1) ≈ c01 · f (i−2) + c02 · c5F · ∆EF 0

(i−1)

(i−1)

+ ∆EF C + ∆EF S



(i−1)

+ ∆fSR

(5.51)

Formal similarity carries over into the recurrence relations of both f and F ,
which resemble equations (5.41) and (5.42). Note, however, that their terms now
bear a slightly different interpretation. Let us start with f :

(i−1)

= c01 · fF 0

(i−1)

= c01 · fEC

(i−1)

= c01 · fES

fF 0

fEC
fES

(i−1)
fS

= c01 ·

(i−2)

+ c02 · c5F · ∆EF 0

(i−2)

+ c02 · c5F · ∆EF C

(i−2)

+ c02 · c5F · ∆EF S

(i−2)
fS

+

(i−1)

(5.52a)

(i−1)

(5.52b)

(i−1)

(5.52c)

(i−1)
∆fSR

(5.52d)

The key difference is that c02 now captures the total sensitivity of f to changes
in F as opposed to the direct sensitivity captured by c2 in (5.34b). Consequently,
c01 also is adjusted to reflect the total effect of F . As a result, the component fS
now only contains the effect of the social influence residual, that is, of fear of the
influencing agents. Continuing our policy of evaluating sensitivities at midpoint,
we can write:

c02 =

df
dF

(5.53a)

F =F̂ (i−1)
(i−1)
IF =IˆF

c01 = 1 + c02 · ∆t

(5.53b)

Regarding fear F , its recurrence relations remain the same as in (5.42):

(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fF 0

(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fEC

(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fES

(i)

(i−1)

+ ∆t · fS

FF 0 = FF 0

FEC = FEC
FES = FES
FS = FS

(i−1)

+ c5F · ∆EF 0

(i)

(5.54a)

(i−1)

+ c5F · ∆EF C

(i)

(5.54b)

(i−1)

+ c5F · ∆EF S

(i)

(5.54c)

(i−1)

(5.54d)
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Finally, the partition constraints do not change either:

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

f (i) = fF 0 + fEC + fES + fS
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

FT = FF 0 + FEC + FES + FS

(5.55a)
(5.55b)

The resulting generalised form of the enhanced method, further amended so
as to reflect our full-fledged model of human behaviour, is shown in Procedure 3.
This form was used to analyse and evaluate the simulation experiments reported
in the next chapter. Of course, our high-level pseudocode abstracts from many
technical details, but these are secondary and might actually hinder understanding.
Compared to Procedure 2, these are the key differences:
1. Social influence IF and the civilian and security event impacts ∆EF C , ∆EF S
are no longer viewed as predefined temporal sequences, but arise dynamically
through interactions between simulated agents. In consequence, these variables no longer figure among the inputs of Procedure 3, but duly reappear
in the sensory preprocessing phase (lines 13 – 15), where they are obtained
through high-level calls to the agent’s sensory perception subsystem. We
hide technical details of these calls as they are irrelevant to our present purpose. Suffice it to say that the sensory perception subsystem determines
the value of IF according to equation (5.44) and the values of ∆EF C , ∆EF S
according to equation (5.38).
2. The calculation of the first derivative of fear f [i] on line 21 reflects the true
dynamics of our full-fledged model as per equation (A.1) in the Appendix.
3. The calculation of sensitivity c02 on line 24 is based on the idea of total derivadf
tive dF
as per eq. (5.53a). In the implemented code its value is approximated
numerically.
This concludes our theoretical development of causal partitioning and its exemplary application to the simulated emotion of fear F of a single agent. The method
enabled us to express F at any moment as a vector-like structure (FF 0 , FEC , FES , FS )
whose components summed up to F while at the same time isolating the portions
of its value attributable to each identified causal factor.
Essentially, Procedure 3 embodies the complete and full-fledged dynamics of
fear of our agents as well as its causal analysis. Encapsulated in a Java class,
it represents a “Fear component” which can be used as a building block of userdefined agent types as explained in Figure 4.5 in section 4.3.1. There is, however,
one important aspect where Procedure 3 cannot serve as a direct blueprint for
software implementation. That aspect is the presence of the global simulation
loop in line 10. Preceding versions of our method abstracted from the existence
of other agents, which justified the presence of the global simulation loop in their
pseudocode. But in the final version we presumed real interactions with other
agents, and for that they all need to iterate through the global simulation loop
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Procedure 3 Generalised Form of Enhanced Causal Partitioning
Input: positive integer m,
non-negative real-valued F0 , c1F , c2F , c3F , c4F
positive real-valued ∆t, c5F
1: ===========================
2: — initialise variables to zero —
3: F [−1], FT [−1], FF 0 [−1], FEC [−1], FES [−1], FS [−1] ⇐ 0
4: f [−1], fF 0 [−1], fEC [−1], fES [−1], fS [−1] ⇐ 0
5: ∆EF 0 [0 . . . m] ⇐ Zeros[0 . . . m]
6: — apply initial value —
7: ∆EF 0 [0] ⇐ F0 /c5F
8: ===========================
9: — simulate & analyse —
10: for i = 0 to m do
11:
======================================
12:
— preprocess sensory percepts for this simulation step —
13:
∆EF C [i] ⇐ sensoryPerception.getFearImpactCivilian() {as per eq. (5.38)}
14:
∆EF S [i] ⇐ sensoryPerception.getFearImpactSecurity() {as per eq. (5.38)}
15:
IF [i] ⇐ sensoryPerception.getCurrentSocialInfluence() {as per eq. (5.44)}
16:
∆EF [i] ⇐ ∆EF 0 [i] + ∆EF C [i] + ∆EF S [i]
{as per equation (5.39)}
17:
======================================
18:
— simulation by the Euler method —
19:
F [i] ⇐ FT [i − 1] + f [i − 1] × ∆t
{as per equation (5.13)}
20:
FT [i] ⇐ F [i] + c5F × ∆EF [i]
{as per equations (5.14) and (5.15)}
21:
f [i] ⇐ c1F × FT [i] × (c2F − FT [i]) × (c3F + IF [i]) {as per eq. (A.1)}
22:
======================================
23:
— causal partitioning of f() as per eq. (5.52), (5.53) and (5.55a) —
df
{total deriv. at midpoint as per eq. (5.53a)}
24:
c02 ⇐ dF
F =F̂ (i−1)
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

(i−1)
IF =IˆF
0
⇐ 1 + c2 × ∆t
{as per eq. (5.53b)}
0
0
fF 0 [i] ⇐ c1 × fF 0 [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF 0 [i]
{as per eq. (5.52a)}
fEC [i] ⇐ c01 × fEC [i − 1] + c02 × c5F × ∆EF C [i]
{as per eq. (5.52b)}
0
0
fES [i] ⇐ c1 × fES [i − 1] + c2 × c5F × ∆EF S [i]
{as per eq. (5.52c)}

c01

fS [i] ⇐ f [i] − fF 0 [i] − fEC [i] − fES [i]
{as per eq. (5.55a)}
======================================
— causal partitioning of fear F as per eq. (5.54) and (5.55b) —
FF 0 [i] ⇐ FF 0 [i − 1] + ∆t × fF 0 [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF 0 [i]
FEC [i] ⇐ FEC [i − 1] + ∆t × fEC [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF C [i]
FES [i] ⇐ FES [i − 1] + ∆t × fES [i − 1] + c5F × ∆EF S [i]
FS [i] ⇐ FT [i] − FF 0 [i] − FEC [i] − FES [i]
{as per eq. (5.55b)}
======================================
— print the results —
print i, FT [i], FF 0 [i], FEC [i], FES [i], FS [i]
end for
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synchronously. In the MASON simulation framework this loop actually occurs at
a higher level – in the global simulation object which controls individual agents.
These agents therefore have to implement two mandatory methods: start() and
step(). At the beginning of simulation, the simulation object calls the method
start() of each agent once so that their members can be properly initialized. Then
it commences the global simulation loop and in each iteration it calls the method
step() of each agent. Our agents cascade both of these calls down their internal
hierarchy; i.e. they call the methods start() and step() of all their internal components. In actual software implementation, therefore, the initialisation of the
variables in lines 2–7 of Procedure 3 would be placed inside the start() method of
the “Fear component”, while the main algorithm occurring inside the simulation
loop (lines 12–38) would be moved into its step() method.
Along similar lines we have developed and implemented a causal partitioning
procedure for the simulated emotion of anger of our agents. Their anger A is
driven by equation (A.2) in the Appendix and the procedure partitions it into a
vector-like structure (AA0 , AEC , AES , AS , AL ). Since the equation driving anger is
similar to that driving fear, the only really new partition component is AL , which
reflects the effect of a new variable L (termed Arousal) in equation (A.2). At
this point, then, we have at our disposal two causal partitions through which we
can analyse and interpret the emergent behaviour of our agent-based model. This
analysis, however, requires real simulation experiments and data, which are the
subject of the next chapter.

Chapter 6
Experimental Part
This chapter serves two main purposes. The first is to report on the experimental
evaluation of the generic agent architecture proposed in chapter 4; the second to
analyse a peculiar emergent behaviour observed in one of our simulation experiments. We start by introducing the main simulation scenarios in section 6.1. In
section 6.2 we recapitulate the evaluation of our generic agent architecture carried
out in project EUSAS. Finally, in section 6.3 we apply machine learning techniques
to causal partitions of relevant model variables in order to explain and bring under
control the observed emergent phenomenon.

6.1

Main Simulation Scenarios

The scenarios or “vignettes” of project EUSAS presented below are broadly inspired by the recent ISAF Mission in Afghanistan1 . Vignette 1 models turmoil in
front of a pedestrian entrance to a military base and was used in [35] to describe
and evaluate the first version of the EUSAS system (V1). Vignette 2 focuses on
a civilian crowd looting a shop in the vicinity of the base. Both vignettes were
used to evaluate the final version of the EUSAS system (V2) including the generic
agent architecture designed in chapter 4. The evaluation took place at the final
demonstration of project EUSAS in Elancourt, France, in the presence of the representatives of the European Defence Agency EDA, and is briefly summarised in
subsection 6.2.2. In Vignette 2, a peculiar emergent behaviour of the looting crowd
was observed for one particular parameter setting. Analysis of this emergent behaviour with the help of causal partitions of relevant model variables is presented
in section 6.3.
A Note on Agent Models
Civilian agents. Our simulation scenarios feature civilian agents of several
types. They all share the same emotional basis represented by the model of collective aggression described in section A.1 of the Appendix. This model endows our
civilians with simulated emotions of fear and anger and other supporting variables,
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISAF
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such as RFA (readiness for aggression), which modulate the onset and display of
aggressive and fearful behaviours. This common basis is tailored for each type by
adjusting its parameters. The dynamics of fear, for example, depends on its initial
value F0 as well as on the values of constants c1F . . . c5F figuring in equations (A.1),
(A.3) and (A.6). Nevertheless, each civilian type is mainly distinguished by its “default” motive and behaviour, i.e. by the “standard” behaviour its agents display
when they do not act out of fear or anger. This “standard” behaviour is not always
socially acceptable. In Vignette 2, for example, all the civilians act improperly:
some loot a shop while the others are waiting for the security patrol in order to
attack it.
Security personnel agents. In contrast to the rich emotional dynamics of our
civilians, our security agents only possess some very basic de-escalate and selfdefence behaviours. This is in line with the primary focus of project EUSAS on
modelling civilians, which was motivated by two factors:
1. In the virtual training mode the security roles are played by real human
beings (trainees) and the simulated security agents are not used at all.
2. Advanced tactics for simulated security agents used in the analytical mode
were to be obtained from real human experts through behaviour cloning.
Moreover, the peculiar emergent behaviour that is the main subject of this
dissertation was observed using these simple security agents. We therefore do not
deal with behaviour cloning here and refer the interested readers to [43] instead.
Our simple security agents behave reactively: they do not initiate any interaction on their own, but when approached or targeted by the civilians, they respond
according to the rules of engagement. These rules specify proper responses for various civilian actions (which can be verbal and non-verbal) as listed in Table 6.1.
Civilian actions are listed in the order of increasing aggressiveness and security
responses in the order of increasing severity. The two are coupled through a
numerical value called “Cognitive Evaluation”. Each form of civilian aggression is
assigned a numerical “Cognitive Evaluation” in the range of <0, 100>, and each
Table 6.1: Simplified rules of engagement for security agents: coupling of civilian
actions with standard security responses
Civilian action
Negotiate (only leaders)
Provoke slightly
Provoke aggressively
Threaten
Attack without weapon
Attack by throwing stone

Cognitive
Evaluation
10
35
45
55
70
90

Standard response
Communicate calm
Communicate warning
Gesticulate
Show of weapon
Load gun
Warning shot in the air

Cognitive
Range
<0, 20)
<20, 40)
<40, 50)
<50, 60)
<60, 80)
<80, 100>
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security response is assigned a Cognitive range consisting of min-max Cognitive
Evaluations for which it is to be used. All the actions shown in the table are
also perceived by the other (observing) civilians and cause discrete changes in
the intensity of their motives. In this way they contribute to the overall scenario
development over time.
For repeated occurrences of aggressive civilian actions the rules of engagement
stipulate the response one degree more severe than the standard one listed in the
table. Thus, for example, the security agents would respond to the first “provoke
aggressively” with a “gesticulate” action, and to all its subsequent occurrences
with a “show of weapon.” In the case of repeated stone-pelting, for which the
standard response is a warning shot in the air, the rules of engagement permit the
use of an effective shot in the legs of the attacker in order to immobilize him.
We treat cognitive evaluation of security agents as a kind of motive with one
significant departure from the usual motive dynamics: in each simulation step each
security agent reacts only to the event with the largest cognitive evaluation and
ignores all the other events.

6.1.1

Vignette 1: Turmoil in front of a Pedestrian Entrance

Civilian agents in this scenario represent daytalers and employees of a military
base waiting for their entry into the base. When it is not possible to admit all the
daytalers, the rejected ones feel frustrated and sometimes behave aggressively. The
soldiers guarding the gate are expected to manage and de-escalate the situation
by appropriate interventions.
The overall setting of Vignette 1 is captured in Figure 6.1. The numbered dots
or circles represent agents: the light-coloured ones numbered 1-5 in the upper
portion of the figure are the gate guards; the others numbered 6-25 are civilians.
Civilians are divided into two groups (A and B) along with their respective leaders
(agents 6 and 7). At the beginning of simulation, the civilian leaders approach the
gate guards and start negotiating. Since the negotiation does not lead anywhere,
it results in a build-up of anger and frustration, which manifests in the aggressive
behaviour of civilians towards the soldiers. The soldiers are expected to react
according to the rules of engagement.
The area in the top left corner of the figure represents the inside of a military
base; the dark border around it is the wall. Its upper portion enlarges into a
watchtower manned by the guards Nos. 1-3. The pedestrian entrance is shown
as a thinner wall just below the watchtower and is secured by the guards Nos.
4 and 5. The civilians move and interact with soldiers in the central portion of
the figure. The bottom right shows the safety area where the civilians flee when
fear dominates their behaviour. Figure 6.1 captures the situation after escalation,
when the security responses to civilian aggression (mainly warning shots in the air)
triggered panic in some civilians. The panicking civilian agents (Nos. 12, 14, 8,
15, 20, and 10) are seen flying towards the safety area in the bottom right corner.
Civilian agents in this scenario are endowed with a simple “proto-anticipation”
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Figure 6.1: Snapshot of Vignette 1 scenario after escalation
mechanism: when they decide to execute a certain behaviour, they estimate the
time it would normally take if their physical movement were in a straight line and
without physical obstacles along the way. If more than twice this time elapses
without their being able to complete the chosen behaviour, then their anger and
readiness for aggression increase.
Further supplementary information about this scenario is provided in Table 6.2.
The high-level architecture of the EUSAS ABS V2 simulator used in the scenario
was designed in chapter 4 of this dissertation. Its software implementation is based
on MASON2 , a fast discrete-event multiagent simulation library core in Java. The
simulator was developed for project EUSAS at the Institute of Informatics of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences.
2

http://www.cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/

Table 6.2: Vignette 1 supplementary information
Number of security agents
Number of civilian groups
Number of civilians in each group
Simulator type
Simulator language

5
2
10
EUSAS ABS V2
Java
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Figure 6.2: Initial stage of Vignette 2 scenario

6.1.2

Vignette 2: Crowd Looting a Shop

In this scenario, a crowd of civilians is looting a shop in the vicinity of a military
base, and an approaching security patrol is supposed to stop the looting and
disperse the crowd. In the crowd, however, there are some aggressive individuals
whose real intention is to attack the patrol from flank and rear with cold weapons.
The scene is depicted in Figure 6.2. The black-coloured areas represent buildings
and barriers unreachable to agents. The rectangle with gray interior near the top
is the shop being looted. It is surrounded by dots, each representing one agent.
The dark ones are the looters; the white ones are the aggressive individuals whose
intention is to attack the patrol. The patrol members are represented by the three
medium gray dots in the bottom part of the figure.
Civilian agents are endowed with one “default” motive and a corresponding
behaviour by which they try to satisfy it. For looters this motive and behaviour
lead to “looting”, and for the aggressive individuals to stone-pelting the soldiers
when they come within the stone-throwing distance. Additionally, each civilian
agent monitors the environment, the other agents and their actions, which may
give rise to fear or anger, in which case the agent starts behaving fearfully (i.e. runs
away) or aggressively. As the patrol nears, this may induce fear in some looters
who then start leaving the scene. The violence-prone individuals, however, do not
get afraid, but rather attack the patrol. The violence may impact the remaining
looters in two possible ways – they may either get afraid and leave, or get angry
and join the attack.
How many looters get afraid and how many get angry depends on various parameter settings. The key ones among them are the initial values of fear and anger
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Table 6.3: Vignette 2 supplementary information
Number of security agents
Number of looting civilians
Number of aggressive civilians
Simulator type
Simulator language

3
40
15
EUSAS ABS V2
Java

along with the main event impacts summarized in Table A.2 in the Appendix. All
the motives, including fear and anger, are real-valued and restricted to the closed
interval <0, 1>. The Looting motive is set to a constant value of 0.7, so fear and
anger must cross this level in order to affect the behaviour of the looters.
The standard version of this scenario for virtual training had the initial values
of fear and anger set to F0 = 0.3 and A0 = 0.3. The peculiar emergent behaviour
of the looting crowd was discovered in the analytical mode for the setting F0 = 0.3
and A0 = 0.2.
Further supplementary information about this scenario is provided in Table 6.3.
The high-level architecture of the EUSAS ABS V2 simulator used in the scenario
was designed in chapter 4 of this dissertation. Its software implementation is based
on MASON3 , a fast discrete-event multiagent simulation library core in Java. The
simulator was developed for project EUSAS at the Institute of Informatics of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences.

6.2

Experimental Evaluation of the Generic Agent
Architecture

This section deals with experiments and demonstrations evaluating key aspects of
our generic agent architecture. In subsection 6.2.1 we recount an early experiment
originally reported in [46], which helped us settle an important design issue: what
should be the nature of the link betwen our agent-based simulator and the ontology? Subsection 6.2.2 summarises the final demonstration of project EUSAS in
Elancourt, France.

6.2.1

Interfacing between Ontologies and Real Time Systems

As explained in section 4.3, one of early design decisions in project EUSAS was to
split the behaviour-related knowledge into two parts: static facts would be kept
in an ontology, while the dynamic ones would be captured directly by Java code.
This split still left one important issue unresolved. The static facts (such as which
motive activates which behaviour pattern) are needed during the simulation, but
3
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in virtual training mode the simulation needs to run in real time. Can we afford
to retrieve those facts from the ontology on the fly, or do we need to pre-load them
into fast in-memory structures before the simulation starts?
We have decided to resolve this issue through an experiment. For the experiment, we have simplified the structure of the ontology as compared to that presented in [35, 47]. Figure 6.3 shows an example of Withdraw behaviour (an instance
of Behaviour Pattern), which is triggered when the motive Fear is action-leading
(property relatedMotive) and its intensity (normalized to the percentage scale) falls
in the interval <0%, 50%) as defined by its lower and its upper bounds hasThreshold and hasLimit. Similar structures would describe the other behaviours as well.
During the simulation, each agent determines its action-leading motive and the
percentage intensity of the behaviour choice variable (typically the motive itself),
and then uses this information to activate the appropriate behaviour.

Figure 6.3: Simplified ontological description of Withdraw behaviour
In this experiment we evaluated the difference in performance between direct
ontology access and fast in-memory structures pre-loaded with the necessary ontological information. To extract the proper behaviour pattern (bp) from the
ontology for a given action-leading motive (<motive>) and the percentage intensity of the choice variable (<intensity%>), we used the following SPARQL query
(leaving out prefix definitions for simplicity):
SELECT ?bp WHERE {
?bp rdf:type Behaviour:BehaviourPattern .
?bp Behaviour:hasThreshold ?lower .
?bp Behaviour:hasLimit ?upper .
?bp Behaviour:relatedMotive <motive> .
FILTER (?lower <= <intensity%> && ?upper > <intensity%>)}
To store and extract the same information from an in-memory structure, we opted
for a fast two-level nested TreeMap shown in the following Java code snippet:
TreeMap<String, TreeMap<Integer, String>> mbMap;
...
TreeMap<Integer, String> t1 = mbMap.get(<motive>);
Map.Entry<Integer, String> t2 = t1.floorEntry(<intensity%>);
String bp = t2.getValue();
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Figure 6.4: Direct ontology access times in milliseconds
The total query time needed to execute a given number of ontological queries in
the Pellet reasoner grows linearly with the number of queries but, surprisingly,
does not seem to grow with the size of the ontology: the total query times for a
small ontology with 10 elements are nearly identical to those for a “large” ontology
with 34000 elements.
For each <motive> (represented by a URI string), a two-level TreeMap mbMap
stores a corresponding TreeMap of the same structure as t1 holding all the behaviours triggered by that <motive>. These behaviours (represented by their URI
strings) are indexed by the lower bounds of the intensity of the choice variable
that triggers them (hasThreshold values in Figure 6.3). So, retrieving the behaviour takes two steps: First, we retrieve, for a given motive, a list of all the
behaviours that it triggers and store it in t1. Then, from t1, we retrieve the
appropriate behaviour depending on the value of the <intensity%> variable.
In this experiment we have used two sizes of the ontology and the in-memory
map. The “small” ones contained about ten elements – two motives (Anger and
Fear), eight behaviours and a few auxiliary entities. The “large” ones were populated with 1000 random motives and 34 random behaviours per motive, so they
held about 34000 elements each. The tests were performed on Intel Core i7 860
@ 2.8 GHz machine, using Java 1.6, Jena version 2.6.3 and Pellet version 2.2.2
libraries. All values were averaged over ten independent runs of the same test.
Figure 6.4 shows direct ontology access times for 1000 to 5000 queries, while
Figure 6.5 shows in-memory map access times for 500,000 to 1,000,000 queries.
The experiment confirms that direct ontology access is indeed considerably slower
than in-memory map access but, interestingly, it does not seem to depend on the
number of elements in the ontology, but only on the number of queries (which
is a function of the number of simulated agents and how often they would query
the ontology). This indicates that the Pellet reasoner is optimized for searching
complex knowledge bases but takes time to pre-process the SPARQL queries.
Overall, for large maps, in-memory access is about 180 times quicker than direct
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Figure 6.5: In-memory access times (in milliseconds) for two-level TreeMaps.
These access times are proportional to the number of queries and depend logarithmically on the number of map entries.
ontology access, and the discrepancy between the two approaches is even more
prominent for smaller maps. These results, however, should not be construed
as a reason for eliminating ontologies from real-time systems. The main benefit
of ontologies is not their real time performance but the flexibility of the system
and minimization of pre-processing and configuration effort whenever there is a
change (e.g. when new types of objects or actions are added to the system).
By preloading their content into suitable in-memory structures during the system
initialization, the users can enjoy the best of both worlds: speed as well as flexibility
and intelligence.
We believe the “hybrid” approach presented here – an offline ontology reasoner
through which the system is configured in the initialization stage in combination
with fast in-memory structures for storing pre-loaded ontology information – can
be used almost universally in various scenarios, so long as the purpose of the
intended SPARQL queries can be met by accessing a piece of information indexed
and stored in a fast multi-level key-value structure, such as a nested TreeMap.

6.2.2

Final Demonstration of Project EUSAS

Evaluation of our generic agent architecture (in the form of an implemented agentbased simulator ABS) took place at the final demonstration of project EUSAS in
Elancourt, France, which consisted of three parts:
• Data farming demonstration;
• Behaviour cloning demonstration;
• Virtual training demonstration.
Our ABS participated in all the three activities and significantly contributed to
their success.
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Figure 6.6: An overview of Data Farming infrastructure

Data farming demonstration. Data farming may be thought of as a kind of
ANOVA (analysis of variance), during which a number of simulations (i.e. ABS
instances) run in parallel, each with slightly different input parameters [41]. In
this mode of operation, ABS needs to accept input parameters in a predefined
format from a central data farming experiment controller (provided by another
project partner) and to write output data to a predefined central repository. Data
farming is typically performed on a high-performance computing infrastructure
that may be of several types, as illustrated in Figure 6.6.
Behaviour cloning demonstration. In this activity, the role of our ABS was
to accommodate the description of human behaviour obtained through behaviour
cloning and use it to guide the simulated security personnel agents. The whole
process is illustrated in Figure 6.7. First, the logs of the experts successfully
playing the desired scenario are given to CMASDA Behaviour Analyser (a tool
provided by another project partner) for analysis and pattern extraction. These
logs are denoted as “Expert Behaviour Logs” in the bottom right part of Figure 6.7.
CMASDA then processes them and extracts strategic behaviour patterns into a
“Cloned Behaviour Pattern Library”. These patterns can be inspected and edited
by experts in a tool provided along with CMASDA. Finally, during subsequent
simulations within ABS, the “CMASDA Behaviour Replicator” inside each cloned
agent analyses the log of the ongoing simulation, compares it against the “Cloned
Behaviour Pattern Library” and deduces the optimal next action. The ability of
our ABS to accommodate within itself the “Cloned Behaviour Pattern Library”
and the “CMASDA Behaviour Replicator” was yet another proof of its flexibility
and modularity.
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Figure 6.7: Behaviour cloning in project EUSAS

Virtual training demonstration. In this activity, our ABS guided the actions
of simulated civilian characters while the security personnel agents were controlled
by real people (security trainees) in VBS2, a commercial battlespace simulator.
VBS2 rendered the scenario and all its participants in three dimensions (first- and
third-person views). This mode required real-time cooperation of our ABS with
VBS2 through a CORBA-based interface.
Figure 6.8 shows a virtual training session in progress, in which four members of
the French Army (Armée de Terre - Troupes de Marine - RICM) tested the capabilities of the EUSAS system. Their team consisted of one squad leader (standing)
who commanded three squad members (sitting).
In Figure 6.8, the squad leader is looking at a bird’s eye view of the training
situation projected for him on the wall (this was in fact the 2-D view generated by
our ABS – see figures 6.1 and 6.2). Meanwhile, the squad members are executing
his orders on VBS2 consoles providing simulated 3-D views shown in Figure 6.9.
Labels and icons above the heads of displayed characters and avatars in Figure 6.9
convey the meaning of their culture-specific gestures, actions and verbal utterances. For simulated civilians, they also indicate their internal motivations. In
this way we compensated for the inability of VBS2 to render emotions through
facial expressions.
Within 80 minutes allocated for virtual training, eleven training runs were performed: six on Vignette 1 (turmoil in front of the pedestrian entrance) and five
on Vignette 2 (crowd looting a shop). The repetition was required in order that
CMASDA behaviour analyser could later analyse these logs and extract from them
useful behaviour patterns. Moreover, two different levels of civilian behaviour had
been implemented for each vignette: a normal mode (with default parameters)
and a mode where the civilians were more aggressive and thus more difficult to
deal with.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated 3-D views generated by VBS2 for Vignette 2 scenario
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Apart from a minor technical problem at the beginning (loss of synchronisation
between VBS2 instances), the virtual training demonstration proceeded smoothly
and according to plan. At the end, the trainees and their leader were asked to fill
in a questionnaire with 28 questions assessing the system in the following areas:
• VBS2 Interface and the EUSAS system HMI (human-machine interface);
• The EUSAS System Training and Analysis approach;
• Benefits for Virtual Training;
• Benefits for Mission Preparation.
Each question required an answer rating the system on a scale from 1 (“very
little”, minimum appreciation) to 7 (“very much”, maximum appreciation). Empty
space for textual comments was also provided. The overall rating of the system,
calculated as the mean of the four area ratings, was 5.78. The system performed
particularly well in the areas of benefits for mission preparation (rating 6.13) and
benefits for training (rating 5.79) while a comparatively lower rating for the VBS2
interface (5.45) indicated a space for further improvement.

Summary
The EUSAS system was accepted by the European Defence Agency (EDA) as
meeting the contractual requirements. Its overall technology readiness level4 was
estimated at TRL 4-5 (technology validated/demonstrated in relevant environment). Since ABS was the core component of the EUSAS system, this outcome
proved the soundness and adequacy of the generic agent architecture proposed in
chapter 4 which underlay ABS.

6.3

Analysis of Causal Partitions by Machine Learning Techniques

This section describes the application of various machine learning techniques to the
causal partitions of fear and anger calculated during our simulation experiments.
Subsection 6.3.1 recounts our early experiments and hypotheses, which were
originally reported in [44] and [45]. These experiments confirmed the relevance of
causal partitions to the emergent phenomenon, but at this stage our method was
not yet sufficiently evolved to enable us to identify its causes or bring it under
control. Nevertheless, practical experience gained in this early phase helped us
to improve our method, re-run the simulations and ultimately identify its causes
as well as its generating process and to suppress it. These later activities were
reported in [51], and we present them in subsection 6.3.2.
All data mining and machine learning experiments were performed in Weka [7],
version 3.7.9, which used EM (expectation maximization) algorithm.
4
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Early Experiments and Hypotheses

The set of early experiments consisted of 300 runs of Vignette 2 scenario with the
time step ∆t = 300ms, and another 300 runs with the time step ∆t = 100ms.
This enabled us to gauge the effect of the time step size (and of the resulting
discretization and rounding errors) on the observed emergent behaviour. Since the
time-evolution of the scenario was rather fast, it was sufficient for each simulation
to cover just 90 seconds of simulated time. At the end of this period, the average
values of fear and anger were recorded and their causal partition vectors were
passed on to machine learning algorithms for further analysis.
Machine Learning
Data Structure and Preprocessing. In this early phase we did not yet distinguish between the civilian and the security event impacts, so fear F was represented
by the partition (FF 0 , FE , FS ) and anger A by (AA0 , AE , AS , AL ). Partition components FE , AE recorded the effect of all external events apart from the initializing
one, whose effect was tracked by FF 0 , AA0 . Other relevant attributes included three
measures of effectiveness (MoE) used to evaluate scenarios in project EUSAS: NE
(number of effective shots), NW (number of warning shots) and NS (number of
stones thrown). We also calculated two further attributes, A-count and F-count,
which represented the number of times that anger and fear, respectively, became
action-guiding in some civilian agent. For scenarios that turned aggressive we expected high A-count and high MoE, while for the “timid” ones we expected high
F-count and low MoE.
We included MoE as a sort of “competition” to our causal partitions. It was
evident that MoE could classify the scenarios well, since aggressive developments
implied high numbers of stones thrown as well as of gunshots. MoE, however,
lacked the explanatory power: they could not tell us anything about why a particular scenario turned aggressive or timid.
We verified our expectations by an initial data clustering exercise shown in
Figure 6.10. The four charts display A-count along the horizontal axis, F-count
along the vertical axis and represent each simulation run as one data point. In
order to reduce overlaps and improve readability, we used the jitter method (adding
noise with small amplitude) in the visualization of the charts. The two charts on
the left represent the 100 ms data set, those on the right the 300 ms data set. The
two top charts show the partition into two clusters, the bottom ones into three.
It is evident that the distribution of data points is not random. Visually, there
seem to be two distinct clusters: the compact one in the top left corner of each chart
comprising the “timid” scenarios, and the elongated one in the bottom right part
comprising the “aggressive” ones. The elongated shape of the “aggressive” cluster
is due to the varying level of fearful behaviours that appeared alongside aggression.
The elongation points towards the “fearful” or “timid” cluster because an increased
number of fearful behaviours tends to reduce the number of aggressive ones. In
other words, although each agent can switch between fear and anger several times
during one scenario, this is rare and they typically switch just once from their
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Figure 6.10: Initial data clustering for 100 ms and 300 ms simulation steps.
Each of the four charts represents a separate clustering exercise. The two charts on
the left partition the 100 ms data set, those on the right the 300 ms data set. The
two top charts aim for two clusters, the bottom ones for three. In each chart, one
simulation is represented by one coloured dot with coordinates (A-count, F-count),
where A-count says how many times anger prevailed among its civilian agents and
F-count how many times fear prevailed. (Each simulation included a total of 55
civilian agents, of which 15 were aggressive.)
“standard” motive to either fear or anger. This explains why simulations cluster
around the diagonal.
Conceivably, our analysis might be more fine-grained if we were to proceed with
three clusters, but our initial steps in this direction convinced us that our subsequent classification experiments would then be much more difficult to interpret.
Thus, for the sake of interpretability, we opted for two clusters at this stage. As
a result of clustering, our data was supplemented with a new column (attribute),
which assigned each record (data point) to one of the two clusters.
Model Training. We trained several classification models on the scaled data
from our data sets, choosing the cluster assignment as the target class. Our classification models were based on SVM (Support Vector Machine) with SMO algorithm (Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm) [71] in Weka [7]. Compared
to other techniques, e.g. neural nets, SVM is known to produce more intuitively
interpretable models. For two clusters, an SVM model consists of a function describing the boundary hyperplane separating the clusters in their feature space. If
the boundary function gives a positive value for some data point, then it belongs
to one cluster, and if the value is negative, then it belongs to the other cluster.
Zero value means the point lies on the boundary. We used the number of correctly
classified instances as a quality quantification measure in 10-Fold Cross Validation.
We started our classification along the lines of forward parameter selection in
order to find out which of the causal attributes was the best standalone predictor
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Table 6.4: Forward selection of the most important attributes on the basis of SVM
models

M easure:

Attribute:

Cut-off value 100ms
Accuracy [%] 100ms
Cut-off value 300ms
Accuracy [%] 300ms

AA0
0.45
88.7
0.70
80.0

AE
0.24
61.0
0.78
67.7

AS
0.48
93.0
0.01
48.7

AL
–
51.7
0.44
60.3

FF 0
0.52
99.0
0.59
97.0

FE
0.39
97.7
0.40
93.0

FS
0.47
80.3
0.39
91.0

NE
0.22
97.0
0.31
98.0

NW
0.37
95.3
0.35
93.0

NS
0.12
88.7
0.20
92.0

of “cluster ID”. For each attribute X, SVM produced a classification model of the
form aX + b. The value of X for which aX + b = 0 was the cut-off value defining
the boundary: X = −b/a (for a 6= 0). Models with a = 0 were trivial as they
assigned all the simulations to one cluster. The results of this exercise are shown
in Table 6.4 (mark “–” in the place of a cut-off value means the model was trivial,
having a = 0). Since all the attributes were normalized, all the cut-off values (so
long as they existed) fell within the closed interval <0, 1>. For comparison, we
also included the “competing” SVM models based on MoE (NE , NW , NS ).
The big surprise for us was the high prediction accuracy of the causal partition
component corresponding to the initial value of fear (FF 0 ): 99 % for 100ms dataset
and 97 % for the 300ms one. If we were looking just for a high-quality classifier,
we could have proclaimed our task finished at this point. For us, however, these
classifiers were simply sources of hints about the underlying mechanism responsible
for the observed bifurcation of simulation trajectories (timid versus aggressive).
And in this respect, as it turned out, things were much more complicated. In a
straightforward interpretation the attribute FF 0 being the best predictor might be
taken to mean that the initial setting of the value of fear (F0 ) was the underlying
cause of the observed bifurcation. But we knew this could not be, since in all the
600 simulation runs this initial setting was kept the same (F0 = 0.3). Thus, the
fact that FF 0 did not remain constant must have been due to other factors, most
likely the other components of the causal partition of fear, to which it was tied by
the partition constraint F = FF 0 + FE + FS .
This brought us to the question of mutual correlations among the attributes,
which we show in Table 6.5. Its lower triangular portion shows them for the 100 ms
data set, the upper triangular one for the 300 ms data set. FF 0 is indeed highly
correlated with FE and FS in both data sets. We also note another redundant
attribute AA0 (highly correlated with FE ), which again could not lead us towards
the cause of the bifurcation, since the initial value of anger A0 was the same
(A0 = 0.2) in all the simulations. Overall, this pointed towards FE as the primary
factor, since it was also the second best standalone causal predictor of “cluster
ID”, with 97.7 % accuracy for the 100ms dataset and 93 % for the 300ms one.
Before delving into possible explanations, we first tried to confirm this finding by
a process similar in spirit to backward parameter selection.
The initial steps of backward parameter selection are shown in Table 6.6. We
started with “complete” SVM models incorporating all seven causal attributes (the
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Table 6.5: Mutual correlations of attributes (lower-triangular section: 100 ms,
upper triangular: 300 ms)

AA0
AE
AS
AL
FF 0
FE
FS

AA0
1
0.54
0.44
-0.17
0.72
-0.73
-0.35

AE
0.46
1
0.13
-0.67
0.36
-0.32
-0.33

AS
-0.34
-0.50
1
-0.14
0.76
-0.68
-0.53

AL
0.22
-0.28
0.19
1
0.11
-0.14
-0.12

FF 0
0.49
0.44
0.31
0.44
1
-0.93
-0.71

FE
-0.55
-0.40
-0.23
-0.47
-0.89
1
0.52

FS
-0.32
-0.41
-0.28
-0.41
-0.88
0.75
1

Table 6.6: Trained SVM models with causal attributes and MoE
Time Step
100 ms
300 ms
100
300
100
300

ms
ms
ms
ms

Function of the boundary plane
−0.10 · AL + 0.23 · AE + 1.44 · AA0 + 2.39 · AS − 2.10 · FE
+ 3.21 · FF 0 − 0.79 · FS − 2.22
−0.77 · AL + 0.24 · AE − 0.69 · AA0 + 2.04 · AS − 1.65 · FE
+ 4.51 · FF 0 − 1.92 · FS − 0.78
4.53 · NE + 3.41 · NW + 1.98 · NS − 2.36
3.23 · NE + 3.05 · NW + 1.49 · NS − 2.46
0.47 · AL + 1.03 · AE + 3.16 · AS − 5.16 · FE − 1.61 · FS + 0.77
−0.43 · AL + 0.85 · AE + 2.96 · AS − 4.49 · FE − 4.16 · FS + 2.74

Accuracy
99.0%
99.0%
97.3%
99.3%
99.3%
98.3%

top two lines), which reached 99% accuracy for both data sets. For comparison, we
included the SVM models based on MoE in the next two lines. These performed
slightly better for the 300 ms data set and slightly worse for the 100 ms one, thus
confirming the quality of our causal models. We next removed the two “redundant”
causal attributes FF 0 and AA0 , expecting that this should not impair the accuracy
of our models, which was borne out by the last two lines in the table. Having got rid
of high correlations, we could gauge the key factors among the remaining variables.
In SVM models, these tend to be the ones whose coefficients in the boundary plane
function have the highest absolute value. On this criterion, FE came out as the
most important attribute for both data sets – in total agreement with the first step
of forward parameter selection in Table 6.4. In the 100 ms data set, the second and
the third place belonged to AS and FS , respectively, while for the 300 ms data set
their ranking was reversed. Although these additional attributes only added a few
percent to the accuracy (since FE alone reached 97.7% accuracy), we decided to
explore in more detail the pair-wise combinations for additional clues they might
offer.
Considering the five causal attributes AE , AS , AL , FE and FS , there were ten
possible pairs. In the 100 ms data set only one of them (FE , AS ) was found to
outperform FE on its own. At the same time, this pair reached the same 99 %
accuracy as the full SVM model with seven causal attributes in Table 6.6. Thus
we concluded that for the 100 ms data set AS and FE together contained all the
information present in the causal partitions regarding the aggressive versus the
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timid turn of our simulations. In the 300 ms data set, the best pair was FS and FE
reaching 97 % accuracy, which came close to the 99 % accuracy of the full causal
model.
High quality of these models proved that causal partitions were relevant to
the investigated emergent phenomenon. But the question of their practical utility
remained unresolved, because by practical utility we meant their ability to guide us
toward that aspect of the model which, if modified, would suppress the bifurcation
of simulation trajectories. We did not expect our method to directly “compute” the
answer, but rather to assist us in the process of formulating and testing hypotheses.
Toward this end, we first needed to identify and interpret the key factors behind
the good performance of our “causal” classifiers. The results presented above led us
to conclude that the most important factors appeared to be, first, external events
acting through fear (FE ), followed by social influence acting through both anger
(AS ) and fear (FS ). This was the kind of hint that machine learning could extract
from our causal partitions. In order to proceed further, we needed to incorporate
deeper technical knowledge of our agent-based model in our hypotheses.
Our initial hypothesis was that early in the scenario – as a result of some unknown process or random fluctuation – there formed a nucleus of agents that were
either angry or afraid (while the other agents were still driven by their standard
motives) and this nucleus then “converted” the rest of the agents by their social
influence. If this were the case, we would expect the social influence components
AS and FS to be negatively correlated (i.e. working against each other) and at
the same time to be the best predictors for classification. But the correlation coefficients in Table 6.5 showed only a small (albeit negative) correlation. Moreover,
this pair was not the best predictor, since its combined accuracy was only about
95%. At this point our method was not yet so mature as to enable us to reject this
hypothesis outright, but its likelihood certainly decreased. The main weakness of
our approach was that we causally partitioned only the final values of fear and
anger at the end of the simulation, while the really “decisive” period seemed to be
its early part. We felt the need to dynamically identify the moment in which the
trajectory bifurcation began and apply causal partitioning at that point.
Our second hypothesis focussed on the early attack by the violence-prone individuals. There was an element of uncertainty as to how many stones they would
be able to throw. As a rule they selected the closest soldier as their target, and if
they hit him twice, they were in turn immobilized by an effective shot. Thus, in
the worst case, they only threw two stones, while in the best case, four (with three
soldiers, the fourth stone-throw should always result in an immobilization). Given
that stone-throws incite anger and effective shots mainly fear, the proportion of
stone-throws to effective shots in the early part of the scenario might be the tipping
factor determining its subsequent aggressive or timid turn. If this hypothesis were
true, then by adjusting the soldiers to use only warning shots we should make all
the scenarios turn aggressive. We tested this experimentally, but the bifurcation
persisted. Thus the second hypothesis had to be discarded as well.
The above experiment also rendered unlikely our third hypothesis – that our
agent-based system was simply displaying chaotic behaviour. The first counter-
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argument had already been furnished by the initial clustering exercise, in which
the system behaviour was shown to be robust, without undue sensitivity to the
time step size. We would have expected high sensitivity if the observed bifurcation
had been primarily due to random fluctuations. Furthermore, forcing our soldier
agents to use only warning shots was a much more significant change and yet the
bifurcation persisted. We could therefore safely conjecture that the bifurcation
was caused by some stable and robust mechanism. This did not mean that the
element of randomness played no role (in fact it had to because without it all the
simulations starting from the same initial setting would have yielded an identical
result) but that there were other, deterministic factors amplifying and stabilizing
the bifurcation.
Our fourth hypothesis was that the external events and social influence acted
together, perhaps as part of a two-stage or multi-stage process. However, in order
to verify it we needed to improve our method first. The improvements and the
new results are described in the next subsection.

6.3.2

Method Improvements and New Results

The first improvement aimed at the identification of the decisive moment when
the trajectory bifurcation began. This we solved by logging causal partitions periodically every two seconds. Later, off-line, we then identified the point when the
partition components started exhibiting increased predictive power.
The second improvement reflected our need for more detailed information. Instead of the combined effect of all external events lumped together, we recorded
the effect of civilian actions separately from that of security actions by splitting
each “external event” component into two: FE was split into FEC (the effect of
civilian actions) and FES (the effect of security actions), and AE likewise into AEC
(civilian) and AES (security). The causal partitions of anger and fear thus became
A = (AA0 , AEC , AES , AS , AL ) and F = (FF 0 , FEC , FES , FS ) in accordance with the
theoretical derivation of our method in subsection 5.3.4.
Our new set of experiments started with 350 simulation runs with the time step
∆t = 300ms. Each run covered 90 seconds of simulated time and periodically
logged the causal partitions as well as the other relevant attributes introduced in
subsection 6.3.1: NE , NW , NS , A-count and F-count. After a preliminary review
of simulation logs we rejected four for showing signs of numerical instability. Out
of the 346 remaining ones, 196 belonged to the aggressive cluster (labeled “A”) and
150 to the timid cluster (labeled “F”). Thus, even the trivial classifier assigning
all the simulations to the larger cluster “A” could achieve approximately 56.7%
accuracy (196/346). This means we should consider as informative only those
causal partitions and classifiers that achieve higher accuracy than 56.7%.
The shape of the two clusters, shown in Figure 6.11, is similar to that seen in
our earlier experiments: the timid scenarios congregate in the top left corner, while
the aggressive ones appear to protrude from the bottom right corner towards the
center of the figure.
The periodic logging of causal partitions allowed us to examine the time-evolution
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Figure 6.11: Two global clusters of simulations in the new set of experiments.
Each simulation is represented as a dot with coordinates (A-count, F-count), where
A-count says how many times anger prevailed among its civilian agents and F-count
how many times fear prevailed. (Each simulation included a total of 55 civilian
agents, of which 15 were aggressive.)
of their predictive accuracy. It is shown graphically in Figure 6.12 and tabulated
in Table 6.7. The 10th second of simulated time turned out to be the earliest moment when the outcome at the 90th second could be predicted with an increased
accuracy (72%), mainly thanks to FEC (the effect of civilian actions on fear). In
the 12th second, the prediction accuracy jumped to 87.6%, but here the importance of FEC faded, having been replaced by FES (the effect of security actions on
fear). In the 14th and the 16th seconds the prediction accuracy reached 98.6% and
99.1%, respectively, and here FS (the effect of social influence on fear) took the
lead. Limitations of our graphical software forced us to label FEC as “Fec”, FES
as “Fes”, and FS as “Fs”. The label “ALL” represents the predictor built from all
the nine causal partition components, while “’MoE” stands for the predictor built
from the variables NE , NW , NS .
Several interesting observations can be drawn from this figure:
1. The accuracy of the “ALL” causal model rose very quickly towards the theoretical maximum of 100%. We considered this very significant and promising.
2. The competing “MoE” model could not keep the pace: its accuracy got stuck
at 70% and later even decreased. Of course, the decrease was only temporary:
our earlier experiments mentioned in section 6.3.1 had shown MoE to regain
nearly 100% accuracy towards the end of the simulation.
3. The “MoE” predictor was not the only one whose predictive accuracy did
not monotonously increase with time; our causal predictors FEC , FES also
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Figure 6.12: Time-evolution of predictive accuracy of selected predictors.
Predictor ALL incorporates all components of causal partitions of fear and anger,
predictor MoE the three traditional MoE measures (numbers of stone-throws,
warning shots and effective shots), predictor Fec only the contribution of civilian
actions to the value of fear, predictor Fes only the contribution of security actions,
and Fs only the contribution of social influence of nearby agents.

Time:
Predictor:
ALL
MoE
FEC
FES
FS

8s

10s

12s

14s

16s

54.6
56.6
56.6
56.6
56.6

72.0
70.5
70.2
56.6
56.9

87.6
70.5
50.6
87.3
78.3

98.3
61.8
85.5
85.5
93.6

99.1
56.6
86.4
79.2
95.4

Table 6.7: Time-evolution of predictive accuracy of selected predictors tabulated.
Predictor ALL incorporates all components of causal partitions of fear and anger,
predictor MoE the three traditional MoE measures (numbers of stone-throws,
warning shots and effective shots), predictor FEC only the contribution of civilian
actions to the value of fear, predictor FES only the contribution of security actions,
and FS only the contribution of social influence of nearby agents.
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fluctuated. Especially in the case of FES we suspected that it was “polluted”
with irrelevant information after the 12th second.
4. The succession in which the individual partition components took the lead
in predictive accuracy appeared to confirm our suspicion of a staged process.
Its first phase seemed to depend on civilian actions; this would explain why
FEC took the lead at the 10th second. Its second phase appeared to be
linked with security actions, conferring on them the predictive lead at the
12th second. Finally, social influence seemed to take over at the 14th second,
conferring the lead on FS .
It is safe to say that the time-evolution of predictive accuracy of causal partitions
and other attributes, whether displayed graphically as in Figure 6.12 or tabulated
as in Table 6.7, would be the principal source of information for investigators using
the method of causal partitions. The key to success seems to be the ability to map
the peaks in predictive accuracy to potential causes or stages of the investigated
phenomenon. In this particular case, our knowledge of the model helped us map
two of the three suspected phases to what we knew about the behaviour of our
agents:
1. It was always the aggressive civilians that started the confrontation by stonepelting the approaching soldier patrol, so this might be the first phase.
2. The patrol members simply reacted to stone-pelting by warning and effective
shots, which might then constitute the second phase.
This sequence was common to all our simulations. Afterwards they bifurcated
along two different routes. Regardless of the route taken, the process seemed to
be linked with social influence, and this might then constitute a hypothetical third
phase.
At this point we felt to be tantalizingly close to the solution, yet we could
not put our finger on it. We needed to know which feature of our model was
causing the bifurcation, so that by adjusting it we could force all the simulations
along one common route. Moreover, it had to be something that differentiated
the “timid” simulations from the “aggressive” ones. We noticed the first signs
of differentiation in the third phase linked with social influence and conjectured
that the aggressive scenarios were fuelled by social influence on anger while the
timid ones by social influence on fear. But even this appeared to be an ex post
phenomenon – a consequence of some invisible factor that just kept eluding us.
As in our earlier experiments, we were forced to come up with hypotheses
incorporating deeper technical knowledge of our model. But this time we had one
more precious clue at our disposal: whatever the identity of the elusive factor, it
was clearly acting between the 8th and the 14th second of simulated time. We
focused on this early period and, from the graphs of selected model variables
provided by the MASON simulation framework, we managed to identify a new
“prime suspect”: by the 14th second, sensory perception of most of our civilian
agents was already blocked. Although significant, it was again something common
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to all the simulations and, by itself, could not differentiate the “timid” from the
“aggressive” ones. But in conjunction with other known facts it finally helped us to
piece together a more adequate picture of the mechanism of emergence. Our new
hypothesis postulated that when the aggressive civilians start stone-pelting the
security patrol, the fate of the scenario depends on how quickly and resolutely the
patrol members react before the sensory perception of the civilians gets blocked.
Later actions will not affect their emotions. There are two principal sources of
variability in the scenario that impact the initial attack and the subsequent security
response:
1. We slightly randomize the duration of agents’ actions so as to prevent massive
synchronised re-planning of their behaviour which we found to interfere with
smooth visual rendering and real-time operation of our system;
2. At the beginning of each simulation, civilian agents are created in random
positions near the shop. Before they attack the patrol, the aggressive civilians
try to find shelter behind the corners of the buildings. Due to their random
initial positions, the exact timing and intensity of their attack is slightly
different in each simulation run.
It might then be the variable sequence of events perceived by the civilians
before their perception gets blocked that seals the fate of each simulation. In
order to illustrate this principle, let us consider a couple of event sequences and
their emotional impact as per Table A.2. At one extreme we have six successive
stone-throws: these are enough to block the perception of most of the civilians and
incite in them a lot of anger, but very little fear. Thus, whenever the aggressive
individuals manage to mount a quick and intensive assault, such scenarios will tend
to turn aggressive. The opposite extreme is not so clear-cut because the security
patrol cannot start firing without a cause. According to the simplified rules of
the engagement shown in Table 6.1, the confrontation has to start with a stonethrow, followed by a warning shot, followed by another stone-throw, followed by an
effective shot. This event sequence too blocks the sensory perception of the civilians
and incites in them the maximum achievable amount of fear. Consequently, such
scenarios should be “timid”.
If this hypothesis was correct, then we should be able to control the fate of our
simulations by adjusting the reaction time of patrol members. More specifically, by
prolonging their reaction time we should exacerbate the civilian tendency towards
aggression. This reaction time is a parameter which is not obviously linked with
either fear or anger and, had we not investigated the process of emergence, we
would have had little reason to suspect that it played any role in it at all.
In order to verify this hypothesis, we run several batches of simulations, each
consisting of 350 simulation runs and each with a different setting of patrol reaction
time. The results, shown in Figure 6.13, confirmed our hypothesis. The default
value for this reaction time was one second, at which 56.7% of the simulation runs
in the batch turned aggressive. Increasing this time by just half a second increased
the proportion of aggressive simulations to 78.2%. At two seconds the proportion
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Figure 6.13: Proportion of “aggressive” simulations in the batch as a function of
patrol reaction time.
was already 88.2%, at three seconds 98.3% and at four seconds 99.7%. At five
seconds, all the simulations turned aggressive.
We would like to point out here that we were not surprised simply by the fact
that the reaction time of patrol members affected the subsequent development of
simulation scenarios – that was only natural and to be expected. What surprised
us was the fact that the reasons for the observed bifurcation fell into this category
too. That at first appeared completely counter-intuitive to us since in both the
timid and the aggressive simulations in the same batch the patrol members reacted
equally fast. For example, in our baseline batch (in which this reaction time was
set to one second), it was precisely one second after being hit by a stone that our
simulated patrol members emitted either a warning or an effective shot, so how
could this be “too late” for simulations that turned aggressive and at the same
time fast enough for those that turned timid? Our surprising realisation lay in
the fact that, in this particular case of emergence, the speed of response was not
to be judged by elapsed time but rather relatively to stones thrown, and that the
blocking of the sensory perception of simulated civilians was the key “accessory”
that helped shape the system response in this peculiar way. A somewhat simplified
expression of this dependence might be: “How many stones were thrown by the
time the first warning shot occurred?” If too many, then the simulation would turn
aggressive.
Although we could in principle formulate further experiments to elucidate finer
aspects of the behaviour of our model, our main task has now been essentially
completed. Regarding the bifurcation of simulation trajectories, we have uncovered
its phases as well as its generating process, and have even identified a non-obvious
model feature through which we could bring it under control.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1

Summary of the Dissertation

This dissertation is mainly concerned with agents as models for complex real-world
phenomena. Simple rules governing individual agents often produce surprising
global behaviours, and yet the process of their emergence as well as its causes often
remain unexplained. Both the recent European Agent Technology Roadmap [56]
and a UK governmental report [16] identified this as an issue of major interest. The
global goal of this dissertation was therefore to contribute towards the discovery
and exploration of causal relationships leading to emergence in agent-based models
of human behaviour.
Towards this end, the dissertation formulated a new analytical method of causal
partitioning and applied it to an agent-based model of human behaviour from
project EUSAS, in which simulated emotions of fear and anger competed for the
control of agent behaviour and were partly driven by ordinary nonlinear differential equations. In one of the project’s scenarios this model exhibited a puzzling
emergent behaviour: simulations with the same input parameter setting bifurcated
into two different trajectories. This scenario, described in subsection 6.1.2, became
the motivating use-case of the dissertation.
The goal of the dissertation has been realised in three steps:
• First, a generic agent architecture was designed in Chapter 4 for easy incorporation and exploration of various models of human behaviour. It employed
semantic features of JAVA programming language, such as reflection and annotations, in combination with the semantically rich XML format for storing
agent and scenario definitions in order to provide maximum flexibility and
modularity. Simulation experiments conducted in this architecture were the
primary source of data for subsequent analysis.
• Next, the new method of causal partitioning was formulated in Chapter 5 on
the basis of the theory of nonlinear structural causality, which is a nonlinear
and nonparametric form of Structural Equation Modelling – SEM. This was
realised in several substeps:
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– In section 5.1, the applicability of SEM to differential equations was
established. This was required because SEM primarily deals with the
simultaneous or “logical” aspects of causality rather than with its temporal ones, although it can be extended to dynamical systems too.
– Section 5.2 then introduced the key concept of the new method – that of
a causal partition of a model variable, which quantifies the contribution
of various factors to its numerical value. This concept was introduced
and motivated through examples of simple electrical circuits and then
generalised to cover any nonlinear structural equation whose right-hand
side is differentiable with respect to all its parent variables as per formula (5.9) on page 49.
– In section 5.3, an algorithm for calculating the causal partition of fear
in the context of the human behaviour model from project EUSAS was
gradually developed. This algorithm was subsequently implemented in
the agent-based simulator used in the simulation experiments.
• The experimental part in Chapter 6 served a twofold purpose. One was
to describe the validation activities of project EUSAS with regard to the
generic agent architecture designed in Chapter 4, the other to analyse causal
partitions calculated during the simulations of the investigated model:
– Section 6.1 introduced two simulation scenarios from project EUSAS.
Both were inspired by the recent ISAF Mission in Afghanistan: the first
modelled turmoil in front of a pedestrian entrance to a military base,
and the second a civilian crowd looting a shop in the vicinity of the
base.
– Section 6.2 summarised various activities validating the key aspects of
the proposed agent architecture. The most important of these had been
the final demonstration of project EUSAS in Elancourt, France, in the
presence of the representatives of the European Defence Agency EDA.
The EUSAS system had been accepted by the EDA as meeting the
contractual requirements and reaching an overall technology readiness
level of TRL 4-5 (technology validated/demonstrated in a relevant environment). Since the generic agent architecture designed in chapter 4
underlay the EUSAS system, this outcome proved its soundness as well
as its adequacy.
– Finally, in section 6.3, causal partitions of fear and anger calculated
during the simulations of the second scenario were analysed by various
machine learning techniques. This helped us formulate several causal
hypotheses regarding the unusual emergent behaviour of the model and
to verify them by subsequent, confirmatory simulation experiments.
The results achieved by the application of causal partitioning to the
investigated model are summarised in the next section.
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7.2

Results of the Application of Causal Partitioning to the Investigated Model

Causal partitioning was applied to the second scenario from project EUSAS called
Vignette 2 (see subsection 6.1.2), in which a crowd of civilians was looting a shop
and the approaching security patrol was supposed to stop the looting and disperse
the crowd. In this scenario, for certain initial values of fear F0 and anger A0 , a
surprising emergent phenomenon was observed: simulations starting from these
initial values seemed to bifurcate along two radically different paths. Along one
branch, almost all the looters in the simulation became angry and attacked the
security patrol, while along the other nearly all the looters became afraid and
fled to safety. Such bifurcation is typical of complex systems whose behaviour
cannot be captured by a closed-form expression. The goal of our investigation
was to uncover the causes and the stages of this bifurcation and, if possible, to
suppress it. Through the application of causal partitioning, the following results
were obtained:
1. Confirmation of the existence of two high-level clusters of simulations. An early clustering exercise shown in Figure 6.10 on page 87
confirmed the existence of two clusters of simulations, which broadly corresponded to each simulation taking either a timid or an aggressive turn. The
existence of these clusters was also confirmed in our new set of experiments
shown in Figure 6.11 on page 92.
2. Confirmation of the relevance of causal partitions. Early classification
experiments in subsection 6.3.1 established the relevance of causal partitions
to the observed phenomenon. In other words, causal partitions reliably indicated the timid or aggressive turn of each simulation and equalled in this
respect the more traditional Measures of Effectiveness (MoE) used in project
EUSAS.
3. Support for hypothesis generation. Causal partitions also supported
and guided the process of hypothesis generation regarding the possible causes
and stages of the observed phenomenon. In contrast, the more traditional
Measures of Effectiveness, like how many stones were thrown or how many
shots were fired, did not provide any such guidance.
4. Early onset of the predictive accuracy of causal partitions. Improvements to the method reported in subsection 6.3.2 made it possible to
study the time evolution of the predictive accuracy of causal partitions. Figure 6.12 on page 93 shows that already in the 16th second of simulated time
they could predict the subsequent timid or aggressive turn of each simulation
with 99% accuracy. In this respect they significantly surpassed MoE, which
in this early stage only reached about 70% accuracy.
5. Establishing the time limits for the casual mechanism of emergence. Early onset of the predictive accuracy of causal partitions helped us
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delimit the time interval in which the “cause” of the bifurcation must have
acted: the future turn of each simulation was shown to be invisibly decided
between the 8th and the 14th second of simulated time.
6. Establishing the stages of emergence. The peaks of predictive accuracy
of individual partition components in this time-frame (shown as local maxima in Figure 6.12) helped us identify three distinct stages through which
the resulting emergent behaviour of the system gradually arose: a) the initial attack of aggressive individuals on the security patrol; b) the patrol’s
response; and c) the reaction of the looters who could either join the attack
or flee to safety.
7. Identifying the mechanism of emergence. Investigation of selected
model variables in this time-frame revealed that, by the 14th second, sensory perception of most civilian agents was already blocked. This led to the
formulation of the final, correct hypothesis that the timid or aggressive turn
of each simulation depended on how quickly and resolutely the patrol members reacted before the sensory perception of civilians got blocked. This hypothesis was confirmed by a subsequent simulation experiment in which the
patrol reaction time was varied and whose results are shown in Figure 6.13 on
page 96. Prolonged patrol reaction time was shown to dramatically increase
the probability of the aggressive turn of the scenario.
8. Suppressing the bifurcation. Setting the patrol reaction time to five
seconds suppressed the bifurcation and forced all the simulations along the
“aggressive” path.

7.3

Summary and Generalization of the Method
of Causal Partitioning

Causal partitioning can be applied to systems modelled by structural equations.
This constrains the types of systems as well as of emergence that can be investigated with it.
Causal partitions and their components: A causal partition of a model
variable X is a vector-like structure (XC1 , XC2 . . . XCn ) whose components sum
up to X and where each component XCi represents the portion of the value of X
attributed to one specific causal factor Ci . In this way it is possible to quantify
the extent to which various factors can be considered “responsible” for the value
of X at a given time and in a given simulation scenario.
In order to cover the general case, let us consider a model variable Y driven by
the structural equation
Y = f (Xk , k = 1 . . . n),

(7.1)
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where {Xk , k = 1 . . . n} are parent variables of Y and fk is an unspecified
nonlinear function differentiable with respect to all these parent variables. Let us
further assume that Y starts from the initial value Y = y0 and proceeds through
Y = yj , j = 1 . . . m. (This means that the potentially arbitrary trajectory along
which Y moves is implicitly approximated here by a piecewise linear curve.) The
causal partition vector of Y at the end of this trajectory (Y = ym ) is then expressed
as the structure
(YY 0 , YX1 , YX2 . . . YXn ),

(7.2)

where each partition component YXk stands for the total contribution of the
corresponding parent variable Xk along this trajectory and is calculated as
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where (X̂1 . . . X̂n(j) ) is the midpoint of the j-th linear segment of the trajectory.
The first partition component YY 0 has a special role: it denotes the contribution
of the initial setting Y = y0 to the final value Y = ym . It makes the partition components sum up to the value of the represented variable, which helps to interpret
causal partitions:
ym = YY 0 +

n
X

(YXk )

(7.4)

k=1

This approach implies that, at the beginning of the trajectory, Y is represented
by the causal partition vector (y0 , 0, 0 . . . 0).
Practical steps of causal partitioning. Let us assume that we already have
at our disposal the structural equations describing the system of interest, as well
as their executable implementation in the form of a simulator. The application of
causal partitioning to such a system then involves the following steps:
1. Choice of model variables for partitioning. In all but the most rudimentary cases it will be impractical to partition all the variables in the model.
The analyst should start with the variables most directly connected with the
phenomenon of interest, and add others as and when needed.
Regarding the agent-based model investigated in this dissertation, the phenomenon of interest was the surprising bifurcation of simulation trajectories
along either the timid or the aggressive path. Since the timid behaviours
were triggered by fear and the aggressive ones by anger, the model variables
representing these two emotions were the obvious choices for causal partitioning. As a matter of fact, the analysis was successfully concluded without
having to partition any other model variable like arousal or readiness for
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aggression.
2. Deriving formulas for individual partition components. In the ideal
case, each model variable Y chosen for causal partitioning will have a dedicated structural equation in the model in which it appears on the left-hand
side, such as (7.1) above. The “basic version” of causal partitioning will then
produce one partition component for each parent variable on the right-hand
side of that equation, and each such component can, in general, be calculated as per formula (7.3). In practice, however, it may be necessary to go
beyond this basic form of causal partitioning in order to gain more information, improve interpretability, remove redundant parent variables, or factor
in dependencies among them.
These more advanced forms of causal partitioning were demonstrated on the
simulated emotion of fear F in section 5.3 of this dissertation. In the end,
its partition components were calculated through recurrence relations (5.54)
on page 69, which, at first sight, bear hardly any resemblance to the generic
formula (7.3) on which they are in fact based.
3. Software implementation and data provision. The algorithms for computing and logging the causal partition components for selected model variables have to be implemented in the simulator, and appropriate simulation
experiments then need to be defined and executed.
As an example, the final form of causal partitioning algorithm for fear F is
shown in Procedure 3 on page 71.
4. Data analysis and hypothesis generation. Logs of simulation runs
deemed relevant for causal analysis need to be analysed by suitable machine
learning techniques (clustering, classification, etc.) using partition components as predictors in order to generate and test hypotheses about the causes
and developmental stages of the phenomena of interest. This typically proceeds iteratively in conjunction with the next step.
5. Hypothesis validation by confirmatory simulation experiments. In
this phase we need to go beyond statistical hypothesis testing by taking
advantage of the fact that simulation models are fully observable and manipulable by setting their initial conditions, parameters and, if necessary,
by modifying their software implementation. Thus we can ultimately prove
or disprove our causal hypotheses by directly manipulating the suspected
causes and observing the effects of our interventions on the behaviour of the
simulated system.
This step is required because, for example, high predictive accuracy of a
given partition component does not by itself guarantee that the causal factor
behind it is actually causing the phenomenon – it may be merely associated
with it. Additional validation activities are needed – separate experiments
manipulating the suspected cause and confirming or disconfirming its effect
on the emergent phenomenon. In any case, the best early predictors help us
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focus on the relevant aspects of the system in search for its real causes and
generating processes.
Regarding the agent-based model analysed in this dissertation, the sequence
of iterations of the last two steps leading to the solution of the “mystery” of
its surprising behaviour is reported in section 6.3.
In conclusion it needs to be stressed that causal partitioning involves numerous
heuristic elements. Its application therefore does not automatically guarantee analytical success. Rather, it is meant as a set of guidelines that should significantly
improve our chances in this respect.

7.4

Main Scientific Contribution

The main scientific contribution of this dissertation has three aspects:
1. Formulation of a new causal analytical method. Causal partitioning, formulated in chapter 5, is based on nonlinear structural approach to
causality, which is a nonlinear and nonparametric form of structural equation
modelling (SEM).
2. Successful application of the new method to a surprising emergent
phenomenon in a complex system. Results of the application of causal
partitioning to the investigated agent-based model of human behaviour are
summarised in section 7.2.
3. Generalisation of the method. Causal partitioning was generalised in
section 7.3 so as to apply to systems described by nonlinear structural equations with differentiable right-hand side.

7.5

Future Work

Regarding future work, there are several directions. The first is to investigate our
agent-based model in greater depth and elucidate certain subsidiary aspects before
we try to apply our method to other systems.
The first such aspect is the significance of social influence for the bifurcation of
simulation trajectories. At present we tend to think that social influence is not crucial, i.e. the bifurcation would persist even if we kept IF and IA in equations (A.1)
and (A.2) at zero level, e.g. by setting the constant c4V in equation (A.3) to zero.
Furthermore, we do not expect this to significantly affect the time-evolution of
predictive accuracy of causal partition components shown in Figure 6.12. What
we expect to change is the composition of the clusters, that is, some simulations
might shift their cluster affiliation, although we are at present unable to say which
cluster would grow and which would shrink. We also expect this effect to be
relatively mild (if any).
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Another interesting question is how many clusters really are there. In section 6.3
as well as in our early report [44] we decided to work with two clusters, but that
was a provisional decision in order to keep the analysis simple. We were not at all
sure that we would succeed and were ready to consider more clusters if necessary.
The fact that we could complete the analysis using only two clusters does not by
itself settle the question; it might merely show that our method tolerates some
uncertainty in this respect.
The second direction – and a natural next step – is to apply our method to other
similar systems. By similarity we mean that, besides being modelled through
structural equations, the variables and functions used in them should be numerical
(ideally, real-valued). The most straightforward application would be to systems
governed by ordinary differential equations, but we believe an extension to systems
driven by partial differential equations should be possible as well.
Agent-based models using structural equations would make another legitimate
and interesting analytical target. (Note, however, that other types of agents, e.g.
simple rule-based agents, are likely to fall outside the scope of this method. In
order to apply causal partitioning to them we would have to define, first, what
we mean by cause and effect in these systems and, second, how we could quantify
such causal effects.)
We also see an exciting possibility to adapt our method for use in artificial
neural networks – these too are described by structural equations, because each
neuron has only one output (the dependent variable) which is a function of one or
more inputs. In this way we might be able to study e.g. the processes of learning
in complex neural architectures.
System Dynamics example. The discipline of System Dynamics (SD) merits
special mention: it not only deals with dynamical systems, but also meticulously
maps the flows of causality through them. In most cases, therefore, SD model
equations should qualify as structural equations, which would make causal partitioning applicable to them at least in principle. This enables us to offer a few
broad hints regarding the application of causal partitioning to an SD model. As
an example, let us consider a variable X (modelled in SD as a stock) with n inflows
and outflows x1 , x2 . . . xn . For simplicity, let us assume that the dynamical process
we are interested in starts at time t = 0 with zero initial value of X. Then its value
at an arbitrary subsequent point of time t can be expressed as the sum of all its inflows and outflows separately integrated (or summed) over the time interval [0, t].
Thus, if Xi denotes the integrated or summed flow xi over the concerned period,
then X(t) = X1 + · · · + Xn . We can then represent X(t) by a vector-like structure
(X1 , . . . Xn ) which closely corresponds to the basic causal partition introduced in
subsection 5.3.1 of this dissertation.
In this “basic” version of causal partitioning we look on each flow as contributing
to its own dedicated partition component of X. More sophisticated (“enhanced”)
forms of causal partitioning might try to re-define this basic partition, typically
by splitting some components into two or more in order to gain more information,
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or by eliminating others in order to improve interpretability. Any significant functional dependencies among the inflows and outflows of X might have to be taken
into account as well.
The whole point in calculating causal partitions is to gain additional information: we learn not only the resulting value of X but also how much each flow
contributed. This might provide valuable clues for understanding the global dynamics of the model, especially if we study the time-evolution of predictive accuracy of partition components and succeed in mapping their local maxima to
various developmental stages of the observed global behaviour.
Finally, the last direction of future work comprises the study of the method’s
mathematical properties, especially the limits of its stability. Elsewhere in the
dissertation we mentioned that we had to reject some data because it exhibited
signs of numerical instability. We did not go into details, but in [48] and in
section 5.3.2 we mentioned how this could be improved, and we intend to follow it
up alongside our work on further practical applications.

Chapter 8
Resumé
8.1

Stručná charakteristika dizertačnej práce

Práca obsahuje návrh novej analytickej metódy nazvanej kauzálny rozklad modelových premenných, ktorou možno skúmať kauzálne vzťahy vedúce ku vzniku
emergentných javov v zložitých systémoch. Metóda je založená na princípoch nelineárnej štrukturálnej kauzality, čo je nelineárna a neparametrická verzia modelovania systémov pomocou štrukturálnych rovníc (structural equation modelling –
SEM). Navrhnutá metóda je v práci aplikovaná na agentový model ľudského správania z výskumného projektu EUSAS pre Európsku obrannú agentúru EDA, v
ktorom bolo pozorované prekvapivé emergentné správanie sa simulovaných civilistov. Metóda pomohla odhaliť príčiny a fázy vzniku tohto emergentného javu a
tiež nájsť spôsob, ako ho dostať pod kontrolu. V závere je metóda zovšeobecnená
na systémy popísané nelineárnymi štrukturálnymi rovnicami s diferencovateľnou
pravou stranou.
Práca leží na priesečníku štyroch rozsiahlych oblastí: a) modelovania ľudského
správania; b) agentových technológií; c) kauzálnej analýzy; d) dolovania dát pomocou strojového učenia. Prvá oblasť poskytla skúmaný model ľudského správania,
druhá technológie pre jeho simulovanie na počítači, tretia všeobecné analytické
princípy a štvrtá spôsob, ako tieto princípy aplikovať na rozsiahle dáta získané
počítačovými simuláciami.
Práca pozostáva z troch hlavných častí:
• Najprv je v kapitole 4 navrhnutá generická agentová architektúra s cieľom
uľahčiť skúmanie rôznych modelov ľudského správania. Jej prispôsobiteľnosť
a modularita vyplývajú z kombinácie objektového programovania a sémantických čŕt programovacieho jazyka Java (anotácie a reflexia) so sémanticky
bohatým dátovým formátom XML, v ktorom sa uchovávajú používateľom
definované simulačné scenáre a agentové typy. Simulácie uskutočnené v
tejto architektúre boli hlavným zdrojom dát pre následnú analýzu pomocou
navrhnutej metódy kauzálneho rozkladu.
• V ďalšom kroku je v kapitole 5 teoreticky sformulovaná a odvodená metóda
kauzálneho rozkladu. Tento proces pozostáva z viacerých podkrokov:
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– Sekcia 5.1 demonštruje aplikovateľnosť princípov štrukturálnej kauzality (SEM) na diferenciálne rovnice po ich diskretizácii. Táto demonštrácia bola potrebná, pretože SEM primárne skúma nečasové, “logické”
aspekty kauzality v zmysle, či vnútenie určitej hodnoty nejakej premennej zapríčiní súčasnú zmenu hodnoty inej premennej, a až odvodene ju
možno použiť na skúmanie dynamických dejov. V prípade diferenciálnych rovníc je pred aplikáciou SEM potrebná ich diskretizácia, čo je
zároveň ich prípravou na približné numerické riešenie na počítači.
– Sekcia 5.2 začína ilustráciou rozdielu medzi klasickou algebraickou rovnicou a štrukturálnou rovnicou na príklade jednoduchých elektrických
obvodov. Rozdiel je v tom, že v štrukturálnej rovnici je tok kauzality
zakódovaný do jej tvaru. Na jej ľavej strane je preto vždy len jedna
premenná (nazývaná aj závislá alebo potomok), a na jej pravej strane
má byť reálne jestvujúci alebo predpokladaný kauzálny mechanizmus,
ktorý v danom systéme určuje jej hodnotu. Na rozdiel od algebraickej
rovnosti, znamienko rovnosti v štrukturálnych rovniciach má tým pádom istú smerovosť, podobne ako operátor priradenia v programovacích
jazykoch.
Ako príklad môžeme uvažovať jednoduchý obvod s premenným odporom
pripojeným na zdroj napätia. Platí v ňom Ohmov zákon, ktorý môžeme
vyjadriť mnohými algebraicky takmer ekvivalentnými spôsobmi:
U = R · I;

R = U/I;

I = U/R; . . .

Iba jedna forma Ohmovho zákona je však zároveň štrukturálnou rovnicou tohto obvodu. Aby sme zistili, ktorá to je, potrebujeme identifikovať závislú premennú, ktorá bude na ľavej strane. Nájdeme ju napríklad tak, že sa zamyslíme nad tým, čo by sa zmenilo, keby sme zmenili
hodnotu odporu. Keďže by sa zmenil prúd, štrukturálna rovnica vyjadrujúca tok kauzality v tomto obvode je I = U/R.
Pri aplikácii klasickej štrukturálnej definície pojmu “príčina” na systémy s reálnymi premennými však vznikajú rôzne problémy. Hlavným je
problém triviálnosti, ktorý spôsobí, že všetky “rodičovské” premenné na
pravej strane štrukturálnej rovnice budú vyhodnotené ako príčiny toho,
že ich potomok, teda závislá premenná, nadobúda svoju aktuálnu hodnotu. Jedným z hlavných prínosov tejto dizertácie je prekonanie tohto
problému zavedením pojmu kauzálneho rozkladu, ktorý kvantifikuje podiel “rodičovských” premenných na číselnej hodnote závislej premennej. Hoci aj naďalej všetky zostávajú oficiálnymi “príčinami” jej aktuálnej hodnoty, kauzálny rozklad presne kvantifikuje ich konkrétny číselný
príspevok k nej. To je cenná informácia, ktorú možno využiť napríklad
na odhaľovanie kauzálnych vzťahov vedúcich k emergentným javom v
zložitých systémoch.
Pojem kauzálneho rozkladu je najprv zavedený v obmedzenom kontexte jednoduchých elektrických obvodov, no potom je vzťahom (5.9)
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na strane 49 zovšeobecnený pre prípad ľubovoľnej nelineárnej štrukturálnej rovnice, ktorej pravá strana je diferencovateľná podľa všetkých
jej premenných. Tento vzťah a jeho premenné sú podrobnejšie popísané
v sekcii 8.3 tohto resumé.
– V sekcii 5.3 je v niekoľkých na seba nadväzujúcich iteráciách odvodený algoritmus pre výpočet kauzálneho rozkladu premennej F , ktorá
reprezentuje simulovanú emóciu strachu v skúmanom agentovom modeli. Algoritmus zohľadňuje hybridný spojito-diskrétny charakter dynamiky strachu, vplyv jeho počiatočnej hodnoty a tiež možné závislosti medzi jeho rodičovskými premennými. Výsledná forma algoritmu,
uvedená na strane 71, bola zapracovaná do simulátora použitého v
simulačných experimentoch.
Pre úplnosť možno dodať, že spojitá časť dynamiky strachu sa riadi
diferenciálnou rovnicou (A.1) na strane 127, ktorá po diskretizácii Eulerovou metódou nadobudne tvar (5.13) na strane 50. Diskrétna časť
dynamiky strachu sa riadi rovnicou (5.14) na strane 50. Ich vzájomné
prepojenie je nasledovné:
V každom simulačnom kroku sa najprv vypočíta približné „spojité“
riešenie diferenciálnej rovnice pre strach (a tiež diferenciálnych rovníc
pre zvyšné emócie a stavové veličiny agenta). Počas tejto doby senzorický systém agenta paralelne zbiera zmyslové vnemy – udalosti pozorované agentom – a ukladá ich do interného zoznamu. Na konci tohto
intervalu sa výsledný vplyv všetkých udalostí v zozname naraz pripočíta
ku všetkým ovplyvneným emóciám a ďalším stavovým veličinám. Zoznam sa následne vynuluje ako príprava na ďalší simulačný krok. Ide
teda o „sériové“ prepojenie spojitej a diskrétnej dynamiky do výsledného hybridného modelu.
• Experimentálna časť v kapitole 6 plní dvojaký účel. Na jednej strane popisuje
validáciu agentovej architektúry navrhnutej v kapitole 4 rôznymi aktivitami
v rámci projektu EUSAS, na druhej strane technikami strojového učenia analyzuje kauzálne rozklady hnevu a strachu vypočítané a zaznamenané počas
simulačných experimentov:
– Sekcia 6.1 obsahuje dva simulačné scenáre projektu EUSAS, oba inšpirované nedávnou vojenskou misiou ISAF v Afganistane. Prvý modeluje potýčku pred vstupnou bránou do vojenskej základne, druhý zasa
dav civilistov rabujúcich neďaleký obchod.
– Sekcia 6.2 popisuje validáciu kľúčových aspektov navrhnutej agentovej
architektúry. Najdôležitejšou validačnou aktivitou bola finálna demonštrácia projektu EUSAS vo Francúzsku za prítomnosti predstaviteľov
Európskej obrannej agentúry EDA. EDA akceptovala systém EUSAS
ako spĺňajúci podmienky kontraktu a dosahujúci celkovú úroveň technologickej pripravenosti TRL 4-5 (anglicky Technology Readiness Level),
čo zodpovedá technológii validovanej a demonštrovanej v relevantnom
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prostredí. Keďže generická agentová architektúra navrhnutá v kapitole 4 predstavovala základ systému EUSAS, tento výsledok potvrdil aj
jej vhodnosť a účelnosť.
– Záverečná sekcia 6.3 aplikuje techniky strojového učenia na kauzálne
rozklady strachu a hnevu vypočítané počas simulácií druhého scenára.
To umožnilo sformulovať viacero kauzálnych hypotéz o neobvyklom pozorovanom jave, a následne ich aj overiť konfirmačnými experimentmi.
Získané výsledky sú zhrnuté v nasledujúcej sekcii.

8.2

Výsledky dosiahnuté aplikáciou metódy kauzálneho rozkladu na skúmaný model

Metóda kauzálneho rozkladu bola aplikovaná na druhý scenár projektu EUSAS s
názvom Vignette 2 (viď podsekciu 6.1.2), v ktorom dav civilistov rabuje obchod
a prichádzajúca bezpečnostná hliadka má rabovanie ukončiť a dav rozptýliť. V
tomto scenári sme pri istom nastavení počiatočných hodnôt hnevu A0 a strachu
F0 pozorovali neobvyklý emergentný jav: vývojové trajektórie simulácií začínajúcich z týchto počiatočných hodnôt akoby sa rozdvojovali. V jednej vetve u
väčšiny rabujúcich prevládol hnev a pridali sa k útoku na bezpečnostnú hliadku,
kým v druhej vetve u väčšiny prevážil strach a utiekli do bezpečia. Takáto bifurkácia (rozdvojenie vývojovej trajektórie) je typická pre zložité systémy, ktorých
chovanie nevieme vyjadriť konkrétnym vzorcom. Jedným z cieľov tejto dizertácie
bolo odhaliť príčiny a fázy vzniku tejto bifurkácie a – ak to bude možné – potlačiť
ju. Aplikáciou metódy kauzálneho rozkladu boli dosiahnuté nasledovné výsledky:
1. Potvrdenie existencie dvoch globálnych zhlukov simulácií. Klastrovanie potvrdilo ich existenciu v oboch sériách simulačných experimentov
opísaných v sekcii 6.3. Simulácie sa do klastrov či zhlukov zaraďujú podľa
toho, či na ich vývojovej trajektórii prevládol u rabujúcich hnev alebo strach.
Pre druhú sériu experimentov s vylepšenou metodikou kauzálneho rozkladu
uvádzame výsledné zhluky na obrázku 8.1.
2. Potvrdenie relevancie kauzálnych rozkladov. Prvá séria klasifikačných
experimentov opísaná v podsekcii 6.3.1 ukázala, že kauzálne rozklady sú pre
skúmaný jav relevantné. Inými slovami, z kauzálnych rozkladov priemerného
hnevu a strachu na konci simulácie sa dalo spoľahlivo určiť, do ktorého zhluku
patrí. V tomto smere sa kauzálne rozklady vyrovnali tradičnejším ukazovateľom efektívnosti (angl. Measures of Effectiveness – MoE), ktorými sa
v projekte EUSAS hodnotili simulačné scenáre. Medzi MoE patrí napríklad
počet hodených kameňov, počet varovných výstrelov do vzduchu, a tiež počet
ostrých výstrelov do nôh útočníkov s cieľom znehybniť ich.
3. Podpora pri tvorbe hypotéz. Kauzálne rozklady obsahovali cenné informácie pre tvorbu hypotéz o možných príčinách a fázach pozorovaného javu.
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Figure 8.1: Dva globálne zhluky simulácií v druhej sérii simulačných experimentov.
Každá simulácia je zobrazená ako bod so súradnicami (A-count, F-count), pričom
A-count udáva, koľkokrát u rabujúcich prevládol hnev, a F-count, koľkokrát u
nich prevládol strach. V každej simulácii bolo dohromady 55 civilistov, z toho 15
agresívnych.
Tým sa výrazne líšili od tradičných ukazovateľov efektívnosti MoE, ktoré
žiadnu takúto podporu neposkytovali.
4. Rýchly nástup predikčnej presnosti kauzálnych rozkladov. Vylepšenia metódy kauzálneho rozkladu opísané v podsekcii 6.3.2 umožnili skúmať vývoj predikčnej presnosti kauzálnych rozkladov v čase. Obrázok 8.2
ukazuje, že už v 16. sekunde simulovaného času dokázali kauzálne rozklady
s 99% presnosťou predpovedať, do ktorého zhluku sa daná simulácia zaradí.
Tým výrazne prekonali tradičné ukazovatele MoE, ktoré v tomto ranom
štádiu dosahovali predikčnú presnosť iba okolo 70%.
5. Určenie časových limitov pre kauzálny mechanizmus vzniku bifurkácie. Rýchly nástup predikčnej presnosti kauzálnych rozkladov pomohol vymedziť časový interval, v ktorom účinkuje skrytá príčina bifurkácie.
Ukázalo sa, že o budúcej príslušnosti každej simulácie do jedného či druhého
globálneho zhluku sa rozhoduje už medzi 8. a 14. sekundou simulovaného
času.
6. Identifikácia troch štádií vedúcich ku vzniku bifurkácie. Vrcholy
predikčnej presnosti relevantných zložiek kauzálnych rozkladov (lokálne maximá pre Fec, Fes, Fs na obrázku 8.2) umožnili identifikovať tri vývojové
štádiá vedúce ku vzniku bifurkácie. Sú to: a) úvodný útok agresívnych
jedincov na bezpečnostnú hliadku; b) reakcia bezpečnostnej hliadky; c) následná reakcia ostatných rabujúcich, ktorí sa môžu buď pridať k útoku, alebo
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Figure 8.2: Vývoj predikčnej presnosti vybraných ukazovateľov v čase.
Prediktor ALL zahŕňa kompletné kauzálne rozklady hnevu a strachu, prediktor
MoE tri tradičné ukazovatele efektívnosti (počet hodených kameňov a varovných
i ostrých výstrelov), prediktor Fec je založený iba na príspevku akcií civilistov
k výslednej hodnote strachu, prediktor Fes iba na príspevku akcií bezpečnostnej
hliadky a Fs iba na príspevku spoločenského vplyvu okolitých agentov.
utiecť do bezpečia.
7. Identifikácia kauzálneho mechanizmu vedúceho ku vzniku bifurkácie. Skúmanie časového vývoja vybraných modelových premenných medzi
8. a 14. sekundou simulovaného času pomohlo odhaliť, že už v 14. sekunde
je zmyslové vnímanie väčšiny civilistov zablokované ich intenzívnymi vnútornými emóciami. To následne pomohlo sformulovať záverečnú, správnu
hypotézu, že vývojová trajektória každej simulácie smerom k prevahe hnevu
či strachu závisí od toho, ako rýchlo a rozhodne dokáže bezpečnostná hliadka
zareagovať predtým, než sa zmyslové vnímanie civilistov zablokuje. Táto hypotéza bola potvrdená následným simulačným experimentom, v ktorom bol
reakčný čas príslušníkov hliadky predlžovaný. Jeho výsledky ukazuje obrázok 8.3: predĺžený reakčný čas jednoznačne a dramaticky zvyšuje pravdepodobnosť, že v simulácii preváži hnev a následná agresia.
8. Potlačenie bifurkácie. Nastavením reakčného času príslušníkov bezpečnostnej hliadku na hodnotu piatich sekúnd sa podarilo bifurkáciu potlačiť.
Všetky simulácie sa pri tomto nastavení vyvíjali smerom k prevahe hnevu.

8.3

Zhrnutie a zovšeobecnenie metódy kauzálneho rozkladu

Metódu kauzálneho rozkladu možno aplikovať na systémy modelované pomocou
štrukturálnych rovníc s diferencovateľnou pravou stranou. Táto podmienka vymedzuje typy systémov a typy emergencie, ktoré ňou možno skúmať.
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Figure 8.3: Podiel simulácií, v ktorých prevážil hnev a agresia, ako funkcia
reakčného času príslušníkov bezpečnostnej hliadky.
Kauzálny rozklad a jeho komponenty: Kauzálny rozklad modelovej premennej X je štruktúra tvaru (XC1 , XC2 . . . XCn ) pripomínajúca vektor, pričom súčet
jej zložiek dáva hodnotu premennej X a zároveň každý komponent XCi predstavuje
príspevok jedného kauzálneho faktora Ci k výslednej hodnote premennej X. Takto
možno objektívne kvantifikovať, do akej miery sú rôzne faktory “zodpovedné” za
aktuálnu hodnotu premennej X v danom čase a danom simulačnom scenári.
Uvažujme teraz všeobecný prípad modelovej premennej Y , ktorej chovanie určuje
štrukturálna rovnica
Y = f (Xk , k = 1 . . . n),

(8.1)

kde {Xk , k = 1 . . . n} sú tzv. rodičovské premenné závislej premennej Y a fk je
bližšie nešpecifikovaná nelineárna funkcia diferencovateľná podľa všetkých týchto
rodičovských premenných. Predpokladajme ďalej, že Y začne z východiskovej
hodnoty Y = y0 a nadobúda postupne hodnoty Y = yj , j = 1 . . . m. (Na
základe tejto série hodnôt, resp. bodov v stavovom priestore môžeme potenciálne
ľubovoľnú trajektóriu premennej Y aproximovať po častiach lineárnou krivkou.)
Kauzálny rozklad premennej Y na konci tejto dráhy (t.j. v bode Y = ym ) je
potom vyjadrený ako štruktúra
(YY 0 , YX1 , YX2 . . . YXn ),

(8.2)

kde každý komponent YXk predstavuje príspevok príslušnej rodičovskej premennej Xk pozdĺž uvedenej trajektórie a možno ho vypočítať ako
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(8.3)

kde (X̂1 . . . X̂n(j) ) je stredový bod j-teho lineárneho segmentu uvažovanej apro-
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ximovanej trajektórie.
Prvá zložka kauzálneho rozkladu YY 0 má špeciálny význam: predstavuje príspevok
nastavenia počiatočnej hodnoty Y = y0 ku konečnej hodnote Y = ym . Práve jej
pridanie umožnilo požadovať, aby súčet zložiek kauzálneho rozkladu dával hodnotu
rozloženej premennej, čo uľahčuje interpretáciu:
ym = YY 0 +

n
X

(YXk )

(8.4)

k=1

Tento princíp zároveň vedie k tomu, že premenná Y je na začiatku svojej dráhy
reprezentovaná kauzálnym rozkladom tvaru (y0 , 0, 0 . . . 0).
Postup pri aplikovaní metódy kauzálneho rozkladu. Ak máme k dispozícii
štrukturálne rovnice popisujúce skúmaný systém a tiež simulátor, v ktorom sú
implementované, potom aplikácia metódy zahŕňa tieto kroky:
1. Výber modelových premenných pre kauzálny rozklad. Vo väčšine
realistických aplikácií by bolo nepraktické rozčleňovať všetky premenné modelu. Analytik by mal preto začať premennými, ktoré najužšie súvisia so
skúmaným javom, a podľa potreby k nim pridávať ďalšie.
Pokiaľ ide o agentový model analyzovaný v tejto práci, skúmaným javom
bola prekvapujúca bifurkácia vývojových trajektórií jednotlivých simulácií
do dvoch vetiev, pričom v jednej prevládlo u civilistov agresívne správanie,
kým v druhej ustrašené. Keďže agresiu spúšťa hnev a ustráchané správanie
strach, modelové premenné reprezentujúce tieto dve emócie boli hlavnými
kandidátmi na kauzálny rozklad. V tomto konkrétnom prípade analýza uspela aj bez rozkladu ďalších modelových premenných.
2. Odvodenie vzorcov pre zložky kauzálneho rozkladu. V ideálnom
prípade bude mať každá rozčleňovaná premenná Y vlastnú štrukturálnu
rovnicu, v ktorej bude vystupovať ako závislá na ľavej strane, podobne ako
v (8.1). V takom prípade “základná verzia” kauzálneho rozkladu vyprodukuje jeden komponent pre každú rodičovskú premennú na pravej strane
tejto rovnice. Jeho hodnotu vyčíslime podľa vzťahu (8.3).
V praxi však môže vzniknúť aj potreba ísť nad rámec základnej formy rozkladu, napríklad, aby sme získali viac informácií, uľahčili interpretáciu výsledkov, odstránili nadbytočné rodičovské premenné alebo zohľadnili funkčné
závislosti medzi nimi. Tieto zdokonalené formy boli demonštrované na simulovanej emócii strachu F v sekcii 5.3. Výsledné rekurentné vzťahy pre zložky
strachu (5.54) na strane 69 majú na pohľad len málo spoločného s generickým
vzorcom (8.3), z ktorého pôvodne vzišli.
3. Softvérová implementácia a zber dát. Algoritmy na výpočet zložiek
kauzálneho rozkladu a ich ukladanie treba implementovať do simulátora, a
následne treba zadefinovať a vykonať simulačné experimenty, ktoré budú
zdrojom dát pre analýzu. Príkladom takého algoritmu je konečná podoba
procedúry pre kauzálny rozklad strachu F na strane 71.
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4. Analýza dát a tvorba hypotéz. Simulačné dáta v podobe vyčíslených
kauzálnych rozkladov zvolených premenných v určených časových bodoch
simulácie sú v tomto kroku analyzované rôznymi technikami strojového učenia (klastrovanie, klasifikácia a pod.). Zložky rozkladov sú použité ako
prediktory skúmaného javu s cieľom sformulovať a overiť hypotézy o jeho
príčinách a fázach vzniku. Tento krok možno opakovať v súčinnosti s nasledujúcim krokom.
5. Validácia hypotéz konfirmačnými experimentmi. Validácia ide nad
rámec štatistického testovania hypotéz: simulačné modely bývajú totiž plne
pozorovateľné a modifikovateľné, a to nielen nastavením ich počiatočných
podmienok a parametrov, ale v prípade potreby aj zásahom do ich softvérovej implementácie. Tým pádom je možné väčšinu kauzálnych hypotéz o
skúmaných javoch aj prakticky overiť primeraným zásahom do simulovaného
systému (v zmysle overovanej hypotézy) a následným vyhodnotením účinku
tohto zásahu na skúmaný jav.
Tento krok je potrebný, pretože ani mimoriadne vysoká predikčná presnosť
nejakej zložky kauzálneho rozkladu nezaručuje, že kauzálny faktor, ktorý
reprezentuje, je skutočnou príčinou skúmaného javu – môže s ním byť iba
silne nepriamo asociovaný. Potrebujeme teda dodatočné validačné aktivity
– samostatné experimenty, v ktorých manipulujeme hypotetickou príčinou
a pozorujeme, či naozaj ovplyvňuje skúmaný jav, alebo nie. Aj v prípade
nepriamej asociácie nám však najlepšie prediktory skúmaného javu (a zvlášť
tie, ktoré ho dokážu predvídať prv, než sa viditeľne prejaví) pomôžu zúžiť
pole pátrania na relevantné aspekty systému.
Pre agentový model analyzovaný v tejto dizertácii je iteratívna sekvencia
posledných dvoch krokov popísaná v sekcii 6.3.
Na záver treba upozorniť, že metóda kauzálneho rozkladu obsahuje početné
heuristické prvky, a nezaručuje teda s istotou úspešné vyriešenie každého analytického problému v jej dosahu. Predstavuje skôr súbor analytických odporúčaní,
ktorých cieľom je šance na úspešné riešenie týchto problémov výrazne zlepšiť.

8.4

Hlavný vedecký prínos dizertácie

Hlavný vedecký prínos tejto dizertácie má tri stránky:
1. Návrh novej kauzálnej analytickej metódy. Metóda kauzálneho rozkladu, sformulovaná a odvodená v kapitole 5, vychádza z princípov nelineárnej štrukturálnej kauzality, čo je nelineárna a neparametrická verzia
modelovania systémov pomocou štrukturálnych rovníc (angl. structural equation modelling – SEM ).
2. Úspešná aplikácia navrhnutej metódy na prekvapivý emergentný
jav v zložitom systéme. Výsledky dosiahnuté aplikáciou metódy kauzál-
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neho rozkladu na skúmaný agentový model z medzinárodného výskumného
projektu EUSAS sú zhrnuté v sekcii 8.2 tohto Resumé.
3. Zovšeobecnenie navrhnutej metódy. Metóda je v sekcii 8.3 tohto Resumé zovšeobecnená na systémy popísané nelineárnymi štrukturálnymi rovnicami s diferencovateľnou pravou stranou.

8.5

Námety pre ďalší výskum

Existuje niekoľko možných smerov ďalšieho výskumu. Prvým je podrobnejšia
analýza vybraných druhotných aspektov skúmaného modelu, ktorej výsledky môžu
uľahčiť aplikáciu navrhnutej metódy na nové systémy.
Prvým takým aspektom je úloha spoločenského vplyvu na skúmanú bifurkáciu simulačných trajektórií. Momentálne predpokladáme, že spoločenský vplyv
nie je rozhodujúci, čiže bifurkácia podľa nášho názoru pretrvá aj bez prítomnosti
spoločenského vplyvu. V skúmanom modeli môžeme spoločenský vplyv na hnev a
strach (t.j. premenné IF a IA v rovniciach (A.1) a (A.2)) udržať na nulovej úrovni
napríklad nastavením konštanty c4V v rovnici (A.3) na nulu. Navyše predpokladáme, že to výrazne neovplyvní ani časový vývoj predikčnej presnosti kauzálnych
rozkladov znázornený na obrázku 8.2. Čo sa podľa nášho názoru zmení, je zloženie
zhlukov. Inými slovami, isté simulácie, ktoré momentálne patria do prvého zhluku,
môžu bez prítomnosti spoločenského vplyvu skončiť v druhom, a naopak. V tejto
chvíli však nedokážeme povedať, ktorý zhluk sa zväčší a ktorý zmenší. Očakávame
však, že tento efekt nebude veľký.
Ďalším zaujímavým problémom je otázka, koľko zhlukov simulácií na obrázku 8.1
vlastne je. V sekcii 6.3 i v skoršom článku [44] sme sa rozhodli pre interpretáciu,
že sú dva, no bol to len pracovný predpoklad, aby bola následná analýza čo najjednoduchšia. Toto rozhodnutie sme boli pripravení v prípade potreby prehodnotiť.
Skutočnosť, že analýzu sa podarilo úspešne zavŕšiť predpokladajúc existenciu iba
dvoch zhlukov, túto otázku definitívne neuzatvára. Navrhnutá metóda kauzálneho
rozkladu môže byť totiž relatívne odolná voči nepresnostiam tohto druhu.
Druhý smer možného výskumu – a prirodzený ďalší krok – je aplikovať navrhnutú
metódu na iné podobné systémy. Pod podobnosťou máme na mysli, že pôjde
o systémy popísané štrukturálnymi rovnicami s numerickými (alebo ešte lepšie
reálnymi) premennými a funkciami. Najpriamočiarejšia by mala byť aplikácia na
systémy popísané obyčajnými diferenciálnymi rovnicami, no veríme, že je možné
aj jej rozšírenie na parciálne diferenciálne rovnice.
Agentové modely využívajúce štrukturálne rovnice sú ďalším zaujímavým a legitímnym cieľom kauzálnej analýzy. (V tejto súvislosti však treba upozorniť, že
agenti fungujúci podľa iných princípov, napríklad podľa jednoduchých logických
pravidiel, sú zatiaľ mimo dosahu navrhnutej metódy. Pre jej aplikáciu by bolo
treba najprv vyjasniť, čo v takom systéme znamenajú pojmy príčina a účinok, a
ako také kauzálne účinky kvantifikovať.)
Vidíme tiež šancu prispôsobiť navrhnutú metódu pre použitie v umelých neurónových sieťach – aj tie sú totiž popísané štrukturálnymi rovnicami, pretože každý
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neurón má iba jeden výstup (závislú premennú), ktorý je funkciou jedného alebo
viacerých vstupov. Javí sa nám teda ako reálna nádej, že by sa takto mohli dať
študovať napríklad procesy učenia v komplexných neurónových architektúrach.
Príklad z oblasti Systémovej dynamiky. Oblasť Systémovej dynamiky (angl.
System Dynamics – SD) si zasluhuje osobitnú zmienku: nielenže sa zoberá dynamickými systémami, ale v nich aj starostlivo mapuje tok kauzality. Vo väčšine
prípadov by preto rovnice SD modelov mali vyhovovať kritériám pre štrukturálne
rovnice, a tým pádom by sa na ne mala aspoň v princípe vzťahovať aj metóda
kauzálneho rozkladu. To nás oprávňuje na tomto mieste aspoň zhruba naznačiť,
ako metódu kauzálneho rozkladu aplikovať na SD model.
Majme premennú X (modelovanú v SD ako zásobník – angl. stock) s n prítokmi
(angl. inflow) a odtokmi (angl. outflow) x1 , x2 . . . xn . Pre jednoduchosť predpokladajme, že dynamický proces, ktorý nás zaujíma, začal v čase t = 0 nulovou
počiatočnou hodnotou X(0) = 0. Potom hodnotu X v ľubovoľnom nasledujúcom
okamihu t dostaneme ako súčet príspevkov od jednotlivých prítokov a odtokov.
Príspevok každého prítoku, resp. odtoku xi označíme ako Xi a získame ho separátnou integráciou alebo sumáciou xi na časovom intervale [0, t]. Na základe toho
môžeme písať X(t) = X1 + · · · + Xn . Teraz môžeme hodnotu X(t) reprezentovať
vektorovou štruktúrou (X1 , X2 , . . . Xn ), ktorá zodpovedá základnej forme kauzálneho rozkladu popísanej v podsekcii 5.3.1. V tejto verzii každý prítok a odtok
vytvára vlastný komponent rozkladu.
Zmyslom kauzálneho rozkladu je získať viac informácií: teraz poznáme nielen
výslednú hodnotu premennej X v čase t, ale aj príspevky všetkých jej prítokov a
odtokov. Skúmanie časového vývoja predikčnej presnosti týchto príspevkov a ich
kombinácií – čiže skúmanie ich schopnosti predpovedať prípadné prekvapivé črty
skúmaného dynamického procesu – môže výrazne prispieť k pochopeniu celkovej
dynamiky systému.
Pokročilejšie formy kauzálneho rozkladu môžu jeho základnú formu predefinovať rozčlenením, vyradením alebo zlúčením viacerých pôvodných komponentov s
cieľom získať viac informácií, uľahčiť interpretáciu výsledkov, vylúčiť nadbytočné
rodičovské premenné alebo zohľadniť závislosti medzi nimi.
Posledným smerom výskumu je štúdium matematických vlastností navrhnutej
metódy, predovšetkým hraníc jej stability. V dizertácii bolo spomenuté, že isté
simulačné dáta vykazovali známky nestability a boli vyradené. Na danom mieste
nebolo možné problém detailne rozoberať, no v sekcii 5.3.2 a tiež v článku [48]
sme naznačili, ako možno stabilitu navrhnutej metódy zlepšiť, čomu sa v ďalšej
výskumnej práci chceme tiež venovať.
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Appendix A
Relevant Contributions by Others
This appendix contains two important contributions by others that have a direct
bearing on this dissertation but were not yet published elsewhere at the requisite
level of detail:
• Section A.1 describes the agent-based model investigated in this dissertation;
• Section A.2 details the XML structures used in ABS for the definition of new
agent types, simulation scenarios and data farming experiments.

A.1

Computational Model of Collective Aggression for project EUSAS

This section describes a socio-psychological model for the emergence of collective
aggression developed for project EUSAS by a team from Cassidian (now Airbus Defence & Space)1 . The model is based on empirical psychological findings
and draws primarily on Berkowitz [11], Prentice-Dunn et al. [73], Staub [79] and
Cañamero [17]. Its main ideas and processes were developed in collaboration with
the Department of Social Psychology of the University of Zurich and the chair for
Operations Research at the University of Passau on behalf of the German Bundeswehr. The intention of the model is to help the military analysts investigate
the time evolution of military missions (especially in the context of stabilization
or peace-keeping operations) through simulated interaction between soldiers and
civilians. This enables the analysts to discover dependencies between the soldiers’
behaviour and the escalation or de-escalation of a situation.
The model focuses on the emergence of collective aggression on the civilian
side. It characterizes civilian agents by several personality factors and internal
processes that generate situation-dependent behaviour driven by their motivational
and emotional state. It is formulated within the broader frame of the PECS
reference model (see section 1.2.1) and represents the motivational and emotional
state of civilian agents through dedicated state variables and their state transition
functions. It includes four state variables that act directly as motives: fear, anger,
1

http://airbusdefenceandspace.com/
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looting motive and will to attack. These motives compete for control over the
agent’s behaviour: the strongest wins and becomes action-guiding. The motives
thus need to be mutually comparable, which was achieved by normalizing and
restricting their values into the closed interval [0, 1]. Unlike fear and anger, which
are endowed with complex dynamics described below, the looting motive and will
to attack are both set to predefined constant values which fear and anger have to
cross in order to affect the agent’s behaviour.
Each motive, when it becomes action-guiding, pre-selects a group of behaviours
that can satisfy it. The model includes three “fearful” behaviours: withdrawal
(walking away), flight (running away) and panic flight (running away at extra
speed with sensory perception blocked). Which of them is triggered when fear
becomes action-guiding depends on a secondary selection criterion, in this case
the actual intensity of fear. When anger or will to attack become action-guiding,
they pre-select a group of aggressive behaviours, but the final choice of the form
of aggression depends on another state variable called readiness for aggression
(RFA). This process is explained further below.
Agent behaviours are conceptualized as sequences of atomic, uninterruptible
elementary actions, e.g. one step in a certain direction, a single verbal provocation
or one stone-throw. When a new motive becomes action-guiding, it only takes
effect after the current elementary action is completed: the current behaviour
pattern is then cancelled and a new one activated.
Figure A.1 sketches out in a simplified way the dynamics of fear, anger and
other related internal variables. Starting from the top left corner, the number of
people surrounding the agent, their actions and other events in the vicinity affect
the agent’s emotional motives (fear, anger) and other internal variables (arousal,
readiness for aggression). Besides events and actions, there is also a direct social
influence of other agents on the agent’s fear and anger. This is modelled according
to Latané’s formula of strength, physical proximity and the number of influencing
agents [55]. For example, by observing other members of its own group with high
anger (or fear), the agent’s own anger (or fear) increases. If the observed agents
enjoy high social status, the "strength" of their influence in Latané’s formula is
also higher.
Speaking qualitatively, the agent’s internal arousal depends on the number of
people in the vicinity and their violence: the higher the number and the more
violent they are, the sharper the increase of the agent’s arousal. De-individuation
means the agent considers himself a part of the crowd and no longer a separate individual: the higher the agent’s arousal and the cohesion of his group, the higher
the de-individuation. Readiness for aggression (RFA) is jointly affected by the
norms for anti-aggression, de-individuation and external events as follows: (a)
the higher the norms for anti-aggression, the lower the RFA; (b) the higher the
de-individuation, the higher the RFA; and (c) the more violent the actions that
are witnessed, the higher the RFA. According to psychological theories, aggressive
behaviour depends primarily on the existence of readiness for aggression. Without it a human being, even when very angry, would not try to harm others or
cause damage. Accordingly, aggressive behaviours in this model range from ver-
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Figure A.1: A simplified diagram of the model for the emergence of collective
aggression
bal provocations and threats to physical attack and stone-pelting, and the specific
form chosen by the agent depends on the level of RFA.
These mechanisms are further influenced by various moderators, such as emotional arousal (reflecting the intensity of the agent’s own emotions) or exhaustion
(reflecting the lack of physical energy). While the exhaustion moderator primarily
affects the duration of the agent’s actions and its physical speed, the emotional
arousal moderator affects its sensory perception: when it crosses a certain event
type-specific threshold, the events of that type are no longer perceived by the
agent.
The dynamics of the simulated motives fear and anger comprise a continuous
part and a discrete part. The discrete part is based on the theory of cognitive
appraisal for emotions proposed by Cañamero [18]. Accordingly, individuals constantly evaluate their perceptions of external events, which brings about discrete
changes in the intensity of their internal motives, e.g. a detection (or assumption)
of a possible threat would cause a discrete jump in the intensity of fear.
The continuous part of the dynamics employs ordinary nonlinear differential
equations in order to describe an increase or decay of the motive intensity with
respect to the dynamically changing environmental aspects, such as the number
of agents in the vicinity or the strength of social influence exerted by them. Thus
the continuous dynamics of fear (F) is driven by the differential equation
dF
= c1F · F · (c2F − F ) · (c3F + IF )
(A.1)
dt
where c1F , c2F , c3F are fear-related constants (see Table A.1) and IF fear-related
social influence of nearby agents. Analogously, the continuous dynamics of anger
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(A) is driven by the equation
dA
= c1A · A · (c2A − A) · (IA + L − c3A )
(A.2)
dt
where c1A , c2A , c3A are anger-related constants (see Table A.1), IA anger-related
social influence of nearby agents and L the model variable arousal.
Social influence IV of nearby agents on a motive variable V (where V stands
either for fear F or anger A) of an observing agent j is defined by the following
sum:
IV = c4V ·

X  (Vk
k6=j

− Vj ) · prestigek · sympathyjk 
distancejk

(A.3)

Here, the summation is over those agents (indexed by the subscript k) who are
not farther away from agent j than a certain social influence radius (set to 100
metres for both fear and anger), and in whom the motive V happens to be actionguiding at the moment of evaluation. Each agent is assigned a constant social
rank prestigek which modulates its influence on others: group leaders enjoy higher
prestige than ordinary members, and thus influence the others more. Analogously,
there are constant sympathies assigned between groups: sympathyjk captures the
sympathy of agent j’s group towards agent k’s group, and is interpreted here as
the susceptibility of the former to the influence of the latter. Finally, distancejk is
the physical distance between the two agents. In the original model, variables and
many constants were expressed in the percentage scale [0, 100]. For the sake of
simplicity, we have converted them here into the ratio scale [0, 1] (see Table A.1).
During the simulation, the differential equations (A.1) and (A.2) are solved
numerically. Numerical solution enables us to ignore the specific form of the equations’ right-hand side and consider the general case
dF
= g(F, IF )
dt
dA
= h(A, IA , L)
dt

(A.4a)
(A.4b)

where g, h are bounded (but not necessarily continuous) nonlinear functions.
Numerical method approximates the new values of fear F (t + ∆t) and anger A(t +
∆t) on the basis of the current ones F (t), A(t). For example, using the Euler
method we would obtain:

F (t + ∆t) ≈ F (t) + ∆t · g(F (t), IF (t))

(A.5a)

A(t + ∆t) ≈ A(t) + ∆t · h(A(t), IA (t), L(t))

(A.5b)

After calculating these new “continuous” values of fear and anger, discrete
dynamics come into play: the cumulative effects of external events on fear (∆EF )
and anger (∆EA ) are added in order to obtain the new “total” values of fear (FT )
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Table A.1: Fear- and Anger-related constants
Constant
c1F
c2F

Value
5
1.1

c3F

0.1

c4F
c5F

12.5
1

c1A
c2A

2
1.1

c3A

0.3

c4A
c5A

12.5
1

Interpretation
Global sensitivity of the first derivative of fear dF/dt.
Limit (maximum) value of fear F at which its first derivative dF/dt
becomes zero. Default value is 1.0; it was changed to 1.1 during calibration.
Value that negative social influence on fear IF must overcome in order
to reverse an inbuilt tendency of fear F to increase with time. This is
a composite constant defined as exp_neg_con_fear − fear_PTM, where
the first term stands for the effect of the expected negative consequences
(default value 0.4) and the second for an agent’s robustness or resilience
to fear (default value 0.3).
Global sensitivity to fear-related social influence of other agents.
An agent’s sensitivity to fear-inducing effect of external events (see Table A.2).
Global sensitivity of the first derivative of anger dA/dt.
Maximum value of anger at which its first derivative dA/dt becomes
zero. Default value is 1.0; it was changed to 1.1 during calibration.
An agent’s resilience to anger. It must be overcome by the joint effect
of arousal L and anger-related social influence IA in order for anger to
grow.
Global sensitivity to anger-related social influence of other agents.
An agent’s sensitivity to anger-inducing effect of external events (see
Table A.2).
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Table A.2: Main event impacts on Fear and Anger

Event
Effective shot
Warning shot
Stone thrown

Impact
Direct
0.4
0.3
0.002

on Fear
Indirect
0.35
0.3
0.002

Impact
Direct
0.1
0.1
0.18

on Anger
Indirect
0.25
0.1
0.15

and anger (AT ):

FT (t + ∆t) = F (t + ∆t) + c5F · ∆EF

(A.6a)

AT (t + ∆t) = A(t + ∆t) + c5A · ∆EA

(A.6b)

The constants c5F , c5A (see Table A.1) capture the agent’s individual sensitivity,
while ∆EF and ∆EA are the sums of the emotion-inducing impacts of all the events
perceived by the agent during the time interval [t, t + ∆t):

∆EF =

X

impactF (ek )

(A.7a)

impactA (ek )

(A.7b)

k

∆EA =

X
k

Functions impactF , impactA in the above formulas map each event e to its
numerical impact on fear F and anger A, respectively. They are defined in a
tabular form in Table A.2. The “direct” values from this table are used when the
perceiving agent is within 20% of the maximum perception distance. When the
agent is farther away than 40% of this maximum distance, the “indirect” values
are used. In the intermediate zone (from 20% to 40%), a weighted average is
used, sliding down linearly from the direct value towards the indirect one. Sensory
perception of agents is limited by a radius of 50 m for events like throwing stones
and 150 m for gun shots.
In the next simulation step the new total values of fear FT and anger AT will
be used as initial conditions in the numerical solution of the differential equations
representing their continuous dynamics. This sequential coupling of the continuous
and the discrete dynamics qualifies this model as sequential hybrid in the sense of
Swinerd and McNaught [81].

A.2

XML Structures Supporting the Semantic
Aspects of project EUSAS

The XML structures described here (as well as JAVA code handling them) were
designed and implemented by Štefan Dlugolinský of the Institute of Informatics
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of the Slovak Academy of Sciences. They are best illustrated in the context of
Data Farming, shown in Figure A.2, in which the users perform multiparametric
studies, i.e. run in parallel a number of simulations of the same scenario but with
different values of input parameters.
Each simulation instance uses the same base scenario, which typically comprises
a large number of parameters characterising the participating agents and their
components. Of these parameters, usually just a few need to be modified during
Data Farming (DF). This small set of modified parameters is denoted as “DF
Parameter Override” in Figure A.2. Each ABS instance gets a separate copy of “DF
Parameter Override” (with different values of the overridden input parameters) and
runs independently of others, recording its progress in logs in a shared repository.
This override mechanism is part of the intermediation framework developed for
project EUSAS and depends on the use of JAVA reflection techniques that read
from XML files not only the numerical values of various parameters, but also which
JAVA classes (agent motives and behaviours) should be instantiated for each agent.

Figure A.2: Data Farming mode
Data Farming parameter override is actually the second level of overriding the
parameter values. The first level is the agent instantiation step in the base scenario
definition, where each agent instance, after it is placed in the environment, can be
given new parameter values overriding the default values inherited from its base
agent type. Both levels use similar data structures, a feature that allows us to
fully parameterize the simulation scenario value space.
The implementation of the parameter override mechanism rests on an intricate
hierarchy of XML/XSD files depicted in Figure A.3. Adopting a bottom-up approach, the left (XSD) part of the hierarchy can be interpreted as follows: the
physical environment is composed of various objects and refers to their respec-
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Figure A.3: Parameter overriding and XML referencing structure
tive (object) XSDs. Analogously; agent types consist of components and refer to
component XSDs. At higher levels, the base scenario includes and refers to the
Environment and the Agent Type XSDs, while both the Data Farming Scenario
and Data Farming Instance refer to the base scenario. At each XSD level, a reference to a lower level schema provides an opportunity for a parameter override
in the corresponding XML files in the right-hand portion of Figure A.3. Examples of parameter overrides are provided in simplified fragments of XML code in
Figures A.4, A.5 and A.6.
Figure A.4 shows a fragment of the base simulation scenario called “Vignette
1 scenario” with an <Environment> element referring to the physical environment
(2D map) and an <Agents> collection, which for the sake of simplicity consists of
just one <AgentInstance> element with ID=6. The agent instance type is specified
by the <AgentType> element. The referenced XML file (“civilian-cacl.xml”)
describes civilian leaders and can have many parameters, such as motive components (Anger, Fear), the initial values of their motives or the coefficients of the
equations governing their dynamics. In this simulation scenario, only one of these
parameters had to be adjusted to a new value of 99.9 (<Value> element). The
<Reference> element specifies which variable (agent_prestige) in which class
(eusas.simulation.agent.Agent) is to be set to this new value at runtime through
JAVA reflection mechanism. The other supporting elements (<Min>, <Max>, and
<Default>) express restrictions on the parameter values imposed by the model
creators. Tools that allow users to modify parameters need to respect these constraints, or else the resulting model behaviour might be invalid.
We generalized this mechanism for use in Data Farming as shown in Figure A.5.
The XML fragment in Figure A.5 corresponds to a Data Farming experiment
(Data Farming scenario) defined on top of the basic simulation scenario referenced
in the <Scenario> element. It consists of systematically varying the values of
the base scenario parameters specified in the main <Overrides> element. This
particular experiment varies the agent_prestige of one particular agent with
ID = 6 (civilian leader) as specified by the <AgentID> and <Reference> elements. The agent_prestige variable is going to be parameterized by a range of
values (<Range> element), starting from 20 (<Min> element), ending at 50 (<Max>
element) in steps of 10 (<Step> element). This means a total of 4 independent
simulation instances would be run (ideally in parallel), each with a different value
of “agent_prestige” from the set {20, 30, 40, 50}.
We have developed a number of features in order to make the parameterization
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Figure A.4: Overriding agent_prestige parameter for agent instance No. 6 in a
base scenario
<Scenario>
<Name>Vignette 1 scenario</Name>
<Environment>Vignette1_Environment.xml</Environment>
<Agents>
<AgentInstance>
<ID>6</ID>
<AgentType>civilian-cacl.xml</AgentType>
<Parameters>
<Parameter>
<Value>99.9</Value>
<Min>0.0</Min>
<Max>100.0</Max>
<Default>40.0</Default>
<Reference>eusas.simulation.agent.Agent#agent_prestige</Reference>
</Parameter>
</Parameters>
</AgentInstance>
</Agents>
</Scenario>

mechanism as general and flexible as possible. Due to space constraints we only
mention some of them here. First, the parameterization for a Data Farming experiment can be not just to a range of values, but also to a random value with
a predefined probability distribution (at present uniform or Gaussian). Secondly,
we introduced the concept of Agent Flock (a homogeneous group of agents of the
same type), which enables us to parameterize the number of agents in the group as
well. Thirdly, we designed and implemented the concept of generic agent component for motives like Anger, Fear and behaviours like Attack and Flight to Safety,
which makes it possible to parameterize (override) the initial values of nearly all
the variables in these components at the start of the simulation.
In general, it is the task of Data Farming tools to extract from the base scenario
and its referenced components the complete set of variables that can be parameterized in Data Farming. We cannot go into details here; we just note that it is
the responsibility of the user (human experimenter) to choose a subset of these
parameters along with an appropriate Design of Experiment, such as 2k , full factorial, or Near Orthogonal Latin Hypercube, so as to keep the number of simulation
runs at a manageable level and still sample the system response representatively.
When the users have made their choices, the Data Farming tools instantiate
the required number of simulations and pass to each a unique input vector of
parameter values. As a means for passing this input vector we have developed an
XML structure called “DataFarmingInstance”, which refers to the base scenario
and lists a specific value for each overridden parameter as shown in Figure A.6.
The XML fragment in Figure A.6 corresponds to one simulation run that uses
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Figure A.5: Parameterizing agent_prestige for agent No. 6 in a Data Farming
experiment
<DataFarmingScenario>
<Scenario>Vignette1_Scenario.xml</Scenario>
<Overrides>
< AgentOverride>
< AgentID>6</AgentID>
<Overrides>
<Parameters>
<Parameter>
<Reference>eusas.simulation.agent.Agent#agent_prestige</Reference>
<Range>
<Min>20</Min>
<Max>50</Max>
<Step>10</Step>
</Range>
</Parameter>
</Parameters>
</Overrides>
</AgentOverride>
</Overrides>
</DataFarmingScenario>

the same parameter settings as the base scenario “Vignette1_Scenario.xml” with
one exception: the agent_prestige of agent with ID=6 (civilian leader) is now
set to a value of 30. Analogous <DataFarmingInstance> structures are used to
pass the remaining agent_prestige values from the set to other simulation runs.
The simulations can then be executed in a number of parallel environments – be
it physical worker nodes, virtualized resources or computing clouds.
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Figure A.6: Overriding agent_prestige of agent 6 for one simulation run of a Data
Farming experiment
<DataFarmingInstance>
<Scenario> Vignette1_Scenario.xml</Scenario>
<Overrides>
<AgentOverride>
<AgentID>6</AgentID>
<Overrides>
<Parameters>
<Parameter>
<Value>30.0</Value>
<Reference>eusas.simulation.agent.Agent#agent_prestige</Reference>
</Parameter>
</Parameters>
</Overrides>
</AgentOverride>
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